boyish look and thus differed from
“Young America. In truth, he was a nice
looking hoy, and was not unlike in appearance
the Prince of Wales, his brother, as he was in
retained a

FARM. GARDEN. AND HOUSEHOLD.

Republican Journal

For this department brief suggestions, facts
ami experiences are solicited from housekeeper', farmers and gardeners.
Address Agri-

cultural editor. Journal Office, Belfast Maine.]
Planting

an

Orchard.

rite Farmers’ Home Journal says an
orchard is expected to last through a
lifetime, and therefore the most careful
attention should be settled upon it at the
starting. «>ne ot the most important
things to he considered in the location is
the situation.
Low situations where
colil air collects, causing frost and mildew. should he avoided by all means.
\ 11 orchard should always occupy grounds
higher than the lands of the surrounding
country, it possible.
In making choice of the different fruit
trees wanted in the orchard, the number
of v arieties of each should he as small as
possible. A few good kinds are better
than many kinds less certain.
It is an
easy matter to make choice of a few
know
kinds, and it is always safer to do
this than to risk investing in kinds unknown to you, simply because some
itui si rvman’s catalogue happens to recommend them highly.
It won't do to
buy everything offered for sale simply
to■ ansi- the
endor lavishes high words
t praise upon it
The Home Journal
v
,:d therefore suggest that this point
inaiet'idiv considered, and not bv
writing to some nurseryman away off
yonder, but by simply going among your
teighbors and seeing for yourself what
kinds ate lrtest from disease and rot;
what grows tin* best, iipens the best and
hangs ;be longest, no matter if it is an
old kind, or ii it has never been heard of
I"
native place; those arc tile
y ,.i
ka: is you want.
Flo- tiers lot setting should he young
should have plenty
small fibrous roots, and f you are
*
tier
with .nothing hut thick
..Us. don’t take it- the chances are
i
that
will take a year or two of good
nursing in give i; a good start.
Ids' ground in which thr trccis planted
should be thoroughly pulverized ami well
worked in among the roots until it is in
fl"M' contact with even one, after which
few inches of earth should be placed
; ’giid and the whole
pounded or trampsi ;
is about
as compact as the
soii wouid be. Some people
pound the dirt around the roots until it
is hard
as a road—this is wrong: the
■st at
possible imitation of nature is
what we are after.
Inc year after transplanting is the
•m ortatit of all others in flu* life
i"1'
It a good, healthy, vigorous
"a
i'
s
aired that year, there is
gi
-i'll '.
cei tainty ot
its being kept up
t lie ratter.
N .' ali this requires time, and should
:• mlcd to when other matters are
This is one reason why
"gig.
we
rate fall planting: another reason
'ilia: the toots grow and heal over in
the n a!, r. and when spring comes they
are irahy
to grow, and do grow, before
the In i. dry weather sets in, and the
siio "ss of the orchard is secured.
The

I'

Best

VOLUME

BELFAST,

of general chemical investigations for the
benefit of agriculture.
President White
of Purdue University, writes to Commissioner Poring that “Purdue's loss in Dr.
Wiley’s retirement is the Nation’s gain.”
Maine

Board

Agriculture.

of

Hl.1,1 F.TIN no.

-J.

Commercial Fertilizers contain certain
fertilizing ingredients which give them
value. These ingredients are Nitrogen,
In all
Phosphor" .1 rid and Potash.
concentrated fertilizers, commonly known
as commercial fertilizers, the trade-value,
and the fertilizing or the agricultural
value, are dependent chiefly upon these
substances. While these substances have
not an absolutely fixed price in trade yet
the price is comparatively steady and
The values
never takes a wide range.
used by the State Inspector of Fertilizers
of Massachusetts, and at the Connecticut
and the New Jersey experiment Stations
are intended to lie the average trade
prices in the Massachusetts. Connecticut
and New York markets for the year past.
These values have been adopted in tlie
follow ing estimates and are as follows :
Nitrogen..2'i cents per lb.
Phosphoric Acid soluble in water... 12‘s

Phosphoric Acid.
Insoluble Phosphoric Acid.»’•
l{e\ci ted”

Potash.

.7la

Samples of several different brands of
fertilizers ottered for sale in the State
have been analyzed, and the analysis,
together with their estimated values, are
herewith given :
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Vegetable

Development.

The great majority of our vegetables
ate quire unlike tin
plant in its wild

state.
By cultivation through a
set if.- of years, some
part of the

that

portion

most

useful

to

long
plant,

man,

has

taken
on
an
unnatural development.
This may occur in the root, as in the
t'n
*t
the tuber as in the potato ; in the
h'db as in the onion : in the stem as in
k hl-iabi: in the leaves as in
spinach : in
tin ieal stalk as in rhubarb, or in the
tern a .1 laid, “1 which the
cabbage is an
Ids fruit is changed in a
cxainpii
large
number, as in the squashes,
tomato, etc.,
and finally
the seeds themselves are
muddied, as the peas, beans, sweet corn,
i hese portions have not only been
etc.
na eased in si/e, but they have
acquired
peculiar color, flavor, etc., which add to
their value.
When these plants are
grown under unfavorable conditions, they
revert more or less to their original wild
state.
The carrot affords a marked
illustration of reversion.
Allowed to sow
its own seed in poor soil in autumn, the
plant which comes up the following
spring is ieir to light its w ay among grass
and other plants, and in a few years it
becomes the well-known “wild carrot."
The small woody root of this has been, by
a few years of cultivation,
brought back
to the large tender root we know in the
carrot.
Many other examples could be
cited of the tendenev of cultivated plants
tu retrograde, but this is sufficient to
show that the ii 1 si point in seed-growing
is good cultivation of the plants which
hear the seed.
They must be kept from
reverting towards their first condition :
indeed, one of the methods of improving
plants, and, consequently their seeds, is
to provide those conditions which will
allow them to assume their greatest development. In other words, high cultivation is necessary in growing the best
seeds.
[Dr. George Thurber in the
American Agriculturist for June.
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special despatch to the

■

if I may trouble you fora moment. I am, I
believe, an honorable man; I have a good business and a good bank account,
i want to devote both, and my life beside, to the service of
the sweetest woman that ever li ,ed. I can not
expect her to love me as 1 love her, for she is
an angel and I am only—well, only a man."
■•A true man," said Miss Nell, still as demure
as a parson, “is as good as anything else in tIre
world—even as good as a true woman.”
"Do you really think so?” asked the major.
“I rnits'i believe you against ntr will, but entirely according to my incllnat on. Well, the
woman whom I love you know very well; no
one can know her better; she is pure. good,

Brave.

(he

[Decoration Day, 18x:(.]
bring your purple and gold.
Hlory of color and scent!
Scarlet of tulips bold.
Here

NUMBER
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Tjik. Real Loud Byron.

GREAT MECHANICAL AND ENGINEERING
DETAILS OK ITS CONSTRl'CTION ANI> THE MATERIALS I’SED.
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A. t.II.liKUT,

State Inspector of Fertilizers.
East Turner. May til, lsStJ.
Profitable

Horse

Farming.

Horses suitable to match in pairs for
the gentlemen's carriage, and also to go
single in the coupe are profitable to raise.
To obtain these, select perfectly sound
mares, 15 to Id hands high, well formed,
with good temper and spirit, fine action,
and as much style as can he got combined with the above requisites. The horse
to breed to these should also he as perfect in all tilings as the mares : special attention being paid to a kind disposition,
good eyes, feet and legs. In one or more
of these points the carelessly chosen stallion is often most blamabh deficient. As
like begets like, it is out of the question
tu expect choice olfspriug I'rmii diseased
or imperfect parents.
The stallion ought
to be 154 to I<>4 hands high, and weigh,
m proper working flesh.
1,150 to 1.550
His breeding must he good,
pounds.
either ot the Trotter or Race-horse class
Objection maybe made by some to the
latter; hut if of pony build, kind temper,
sound, with extra broad, Mat, sinewy legs,
clear, tough hoofs, lie is the most preferable, because his make-up is of a more enduring and superior order to all others,
save the Arabian.
The latter is too
small to breed to for carriage and coupe
horses; though answering as well as the
smaller horse, to get such as are suita
hie iur a lady’s phaeton or her saddle.
[American Agriculturist for.June.

ifu

ii,

Pruning.
Pruning ought to be done
in June, alter the leaves have attained
their full size, then the wounds will not
bleed'arid they will commence to heal
immediately. When you prune before
the sap starts, when it does start it will
run out of the places where you have cut
oil' the limbs and kill the bark. That
accounts for the large number of limbs
in a good many orchards with about two
or three inches of dead wood at the ends
with the bark nicely grown down around
them.
[John Brooks, in Ploughman.
Brighton

Cattle

Market.

Wednesday, Mav

Amount'd -to.-k at market:
Cattle;
and lambs, tfsfid; fat bogs, 17,47*1.
Prices oi beet rattle tr
tb live

2:5.

22.74; sheep

lull
weight, extra
«•* *< .• a
I'-Li tirst, $.> 77<j(j 2-7; second,
-»u<j-i*»2:a ; third, $4 oo«4 47 'a ; poorest grades of
coarse oxen, bulls, etc
$4 oo«4 s7*a.
Brighton Hides, 7‘*c V ft>, Brighton Tallow,
»i*i a7*4c^ tb; Country Hides,lighloues.figure # n>;
W lb ; Country Tallow, 4s4~ac & it,’
heavy,
Calf skins, ]1«12«■¥ tb; Wool Skins, £1.7.7«2 0*»;
Lamb Skins, 40«.70c each; sheared sheepskins, 17
quality,

<

■

«20c each.
sheep and Lambs—The supply for the week wenall owned by S. W. Hollis <fc ('<>., and driven direct
to the abattoir to be slaughtered.
Prices unchanged : sheared sheep, 0(p»?2r t?v !b; wool sheep, 7 la «Sc,
and Lambs, sC a'.ic ^ tb Jive weiglit.
Swine—The total number of Western fat bogs
brought into market over the several railroads tin*
past week i~ 17,47‘.i head, costing 7la«sc per lie-ad
landed at the slaughter house.

An

Aching

Buck

Is oftentimes a more serious matter than it seems.
If it proceed- from disordered ki Ineys,the sufferer
has real cause for alarm—and nine times out of ten
it docs come from the kidneys. Reader, if such is
your plight, you cannot use Hunt’s Remedy too
soon.
Your case may become very serious before
you know it. Hunt’s Remedy, the great kidney and
liver medicine, is a sure cure; tteuxu sure
indeed, for all ailments of the kidneys, bladder,
liver and urinary organs—very dangerous disease-.

‘cure,

.tn.i

>
fillip
no older

i»i hi »”iiimt

being

■

o1

age

aim

than her years signified, was
completely astounded by the major’s coolness,
•'■'he could not help betraying her curiosity; she
looked a! the major inquiringly, she dropped
into reveries, ami she said to her mother, who
came to the door of the
parlor a moment about
"nine affair
strictly of a family nature, that Mr.
(Hinton was entirely different from what she
had imagined him to* be.
But the major did not know this. After the
busine>s of the evening ended lie
began to feel
the old lamiliar cold sweat that had been his
torment in the swamps of the
Chieahominey
fifteen years before. Conversation had
dropped to the dead level of the national academy,
the last new novel, and Brown's last volume of
poems, all of which were very bad. Miss Nell
looked interested, pretty and *>• ntimental until
the major half wished sin* would he her natural sell, for he had at last roused himself to the
combative state, and he wanted to talk with
her in the most serious maimer about her sister.
At last he made a desperate effort and
said:
"Miss Wallerson. I called this (‘veiling
only
°n business, hut 1 have for a
long time wanted
t<> say
something to you about a matter—”
••Excuse me just for an instant, major," interrupted Miss Nell, “the gas is hissing dreadtull\. \\ on't you be good
enough to see which
burner it i>: I’m just too short to reach anv of
them. Em sorry to saw”
lie major hastened to the rescue. lie heard
a hiding noise, as of the
escape of too much
gas: he could not he sure which of the six
burners was at lault.so lie turned down one
after another until the noise
stopped and the
parlor was almost dark.
"You are very kind." murmured Miss Nell
as the major resumed his seat near
her, “the
blowing of the gas is dreadfully annoying to
the ear. By the way. you were saying that”—
The major resisted a temptation to say, “Oh,
nothing of any consequence,” and said :
“I have been long the lfiost reverent adorer
of a certain young lady who"—
“(>h, major!” exclaimed Miss Nell; “the idea
of you being in love. Did you”“Excuse me. Miss Wallerson.” said the major hastily. “hut no one is competent to pass an
opinion on my condition of mind but myself. I
fully know my own feelings, and merely wish
an opportunity to
explain them in such manner
as may he most
respectful.”
“I beg your pardon, major,” said Miss Nell,
now ent irely on her guard.
“Blease continue,
and believe no one here can doubt vour sin-

cerity.”
The major's

heart gave

a

mighty bound;

evi-

dently this mischievous girl suspected something
and was willing to suppress herself.
“I have long been worshipping a lady whom
I would have been glad to make my wife,*’ continued the major, “if I had not feared that my
love and what else ] had to offer her would not
seem compensation for what she would be ob-

liged

give up.”
“Your thoughtfulness does you honor, masaid
Miss Nell, in the kindest way in the
jor.”
to

world.
“Thank you—thank

you,” said the major,
hastily. “Perhaps, then, you will understand
why I speak with more than my customary
freedom. Miss Wallerson, I was trained in my
youthful days to such unquestioning reverence

for woman as woman that I feel almost like a
thief when I think of asking any woman for
her hand aud heart.”
“Again, major, I must say that your thoughtfulness and delicacy do you honor,” said Miss
Nell, as demurely as if she had never teased
any one in her life.
“Thank you— thank you,” said the major,
again. “I would first like to explain myself.

Florida is now prospering, yes, it s just booming. and capital and capitalists are muring into
the state in great numbers.
Whether it is
a good place to move to, is too general a question to be answered without mor; khowledge
of the person interested than was ) ut on a postal card L received.
I can perceive how an energetic young mail full of push ai d with a little money could go down there an I by careful
investments, hard work and prud nt manage1 can also
ment could ill a few years get rich.
see how lie could lose all lie had, 1 ow his wife
be
could
discontented and tinhapi y every moment she remained there.
I can also understand that it is under certain circumstances the
best place under the sun for a nun who has
nothing but his hands to help himself with.
There he can live cheaper than lore, lie can
lie
dress cheaper and still be respected.
can always tint! labor at good
prices. Hut
these arc not all the considerations to be
thought of. The climate might not be suited to his temperament and after g tting down
there at a great expense he would be compelled to return to the north.
In the southern part of the stat grazing is
getting to be quite unimportant industry, but I
am told that those who engage in it are as a
c ass an abandoned
set who art contented
where the ordinary mortal wuiil|.l be pretty
miserable. The grass is of poor quality and
the stock necessarily inferior. They are but
little more than half as large as our stock and
fatten very slowly. The experiment of bringing improved stock into the state to cross with
their scrub stock has been tried br a number
of breeders, but so far it has not proved successful. The cattle die in the heat rf the summer or become worthless for breeding purposes
before they become acclimated. A ill w company
just formed, however, is to try bringing the
cattle South when very young and see if they
cannot be reared in that manner. How it will
result is guess work.but old cattle men predict
■

a

failure.

Whatever else can or cannot hi raised the
state must ever be the early vegetable garden
of the whole country. Strawberries and all
kinds of early vegetables can be
safely and
profitably raised in Florida before t is safe to
plant seed in the north. The demand is ever
oil the increase and is already far in excess of
the supply. Market gardening then promises
to be an important bu iness in the state.
riius far 1 have tried to state tin* situation in
Florida just as it appears to me uni 1 have
taken no little pains to obtain correct information. 1 have talked with all classes and eondilions of men. 1 have put the business outlook dim ii just as it struck me. Another might
find it entirely different, although 1 find my
opinions confirmed by not a few who have investigated as 1 have.
Sons

of

Veterans.

The Sons of \ derails have deci led upon a
very handsome badge which is adopted by the
organization throughout the country. It is of
bronze, and consists of crossed esnnons surmounted by an eagle. The monogram “V. S.”
is in the circular centre, resting on a rising sun;
around this ill a circle is the motto, "Urntia
/h .S',, MDC’CCLXXXI., the whole centre
being encircled by a wreath On the back of
the badge, in the centre, is the mot ogram "A.
S. V.,” around which is the motto “Filii
I'rteraiionuiiThe badge is eonnicted with
the pin-bar by a red, white and blue silk ribbon,
one and a half inches long. The pin-bar is also
of bronze, and bears the inscription 11 Filii
Veteranorumn on its face.

Main span by cables.
By trusses-..
(.HAND

Cable, the New Orleans novelist; It appears
that the merest breath of chance, some four or

1,100

220

TOTALS.

live years ago. wafted him into the notice of the

Between anchorages.17,780
Main span. 8,120
Main span by cables.
0,020
By trusses...
1,180
cry gram I total.at,non
Tiicapproadi to tlic bridge begins at Chatham
street in New York and at the corner of Sands
ami Washington streets in Brooklyn.
The
bridge will be divided into two driveways, one
for vehicles going and the other for those coming. these driveways takirg up the outei sides.
Between these will be tr;u ks for ears, similarly
arranged, and between these again an elevati d
pathway for pedestrians, enabling passengers to
have a full and unobstructed view of the wonderful view beneath and around them.
Well may the completion of thi> great task
excite the admiration of the world. Its counterpart lias never yet been seen, it has cost a
great price in cash, in loss of life by accident
and in the illness and crippling which have resulted to many employes. Engineer Roebling
himself fell a victim, dying from lockjaw caused by an injury to his foot receivedWhile he
was superintending operations.
lie was »uceecded by his son, Washington A., the present
and
he
in
is
turn
an invalid,
Engineer-in-chief,
the result of “caisson fever"'contracted more
than ten years ago. But in spite of all Ibis, the
bridge, as the benefactor of millions, a monument to human ingenuity and a marvel of science, will for generations challenge the enthusiastic attention of all mankind and stand as a
memorial of our indomitable national spirit and
uncoiKiuerable earnestness of purpose. [Troy
Times.

appreciative Scribners." Mr. Cable was "discovered" by Edward King, the present Paris
correspondent of the Boston Journal, at the

\

The

Dead

Engineers.

Albert Kilgore, tlie engineer of the special engine that collided with the freight, was regarded

not only a very careful but a very safe
man, much confidence being placed in him. Hi'
was a very fast runner and possessed a
great
deal of nerve. All the old conductors trusted
him and young engineers were wont to pattern
after him. This is tlie lirst accident lie had
met with during the 22 years he had been in the
employ of the company. Last summer Kilgore
ran the fast express between Bangor and Portland. and during the past winter had been engineer on Conductor Philbrook’s train. The
coming summer he was to have been engineer
between Bangor and Portland on the fast train
which is
to.be put on between Boston and .St.
John the lirst of June. Kilgore was a very
even runner.
The death of these two engineers
Messrs. Kilgore and Small, who were among
the best on the road, will be severely felt by the
company as it will be hard to till their places,
and impossible at present as they had a perfect
knowledge of every portion of the road. [Kennebec Journal.
as

The advent of the pushing Yankee into Mexico lias wrought a great change in the State of
Chihuahua and other sections. Laud lias more
than doubled in value. Tracts that a vear ago
could he bought for $000 arc to-day'held for
$1500. Wages have increased two-fold. Stone
masons who six months ago were not in demand

ft

at

a

day,

now

are

scarce at

$2.25.

Common

laborers who were easily obtainable in that city
at 75 cents and in tlie country at 50 cents, now

readily get $1

to

$1.25

a

day.'

It is said that there is in

Schuyler county,
young-old man, who. without apparent
cause, living plainly on a farm, lias in 18 years
passed through the physical changes of'four
score. At the age of six he had all the
development of strength and muscle usually in a lad of
Mo.,

a

15.

At 12 liis beard was grown and gray hairs

appeared. Now, at 18, he is as decrepit as any
obi man of 80, and seems tottering on the verge
of the grave.

Mr. Eckert, of Reading, Pa., killed 04 pigeons
of 7<> and shot out Mr. Dundo, of the Riverton Club, in a 75 birds mutch at Reading.

out

ister Thornton, at whicti were present VicePresident Colfax, the members of the Cabinet,

time the latter

w

rote

Scribner’s Monthly.

up "The Great South" for
That was something more

than four or live years ago.
All article that will attract much attention is

•‘Vivisection in the State of New York," by Dr.
Hurt Wilder, in the June number of the

lar Science Monthly.

Popu-

Gordon A. Stewart

con-

tributes a paper on "Our Marriage and Divorce
Laws," and the tastes of astronomers in "liecent

Magnetic

Storms and

Sun-Spots.” by

Gar-

P. Serviss, and in "The Boundaries of Astronomy." by Robert S. Ball, as well as the ge-

net

ologists'in “Quartz: Its Varieties and Forma-

j

lion." have been well

ushered in with warmth

was

admitted to the "White House to witness

were

tIn*

reception

Diplomatic Corps by
they were
individually presented to belli President (irant
and Vice President Colfax. The tires- having
been given precedence of lie officers of the
Army and Navy occasioned remark, whereupof the

the

President, and when that was over

plate. Some South
quaint chasuble ornament arc provided for needle workers; there
are over
twenty monograms, about forty designs for jewellers’ use, and a page of capital
borders from the Cincinnati School of Design
to accompany the second of the lessons in
"Wood Carving for Amatfirs.” Specially ata

dessert

Kensington borders and

a

tractive articles are those on “Ktretat.” with
eight pleasing illustrations by Henry Bacon,
and on "John La Fargo, Artist and Decorator,"
with illustrations of his work in mural painting and stained glass, the latter from tile Vanderbilt houses. Other important topics, interestingly treated, arc the Paris Salon, recent
London exhibitions, modern pottery at Bethnal
Green, sketching from nature in oil. flower
painting, and chalk and crayon drawing with
striking illustrations by Millet and others. J.
C. Beckwith has a clever charcoal sketch of a
pretty and piquant damsel, and there are some
pleasing designs of eupids and children, and
eight interesting examples of last-century miniatures by Cosway and others.
The correspondence' columns' and “My Note-Book” are
specially full and valuable, and the number in
general is a worthy beginning of The Art Amateur's fifth year. Price, 35 cents; per annum,
$4.
Montague Marks, publisher, 23 Union
Square, New York.
His

Last

Work.

The last work done by the lute ex-Gov.
Washburn, previous to his'death, was the completion of the memoir of the laic George Evans,
long au honored and distinguished citizen of
Maine. Mr. Evans served 18 years in Congress,
six of which were in the Senate as compeer of
the Clays and Websters, where as a man of
great intellectual power, and as a profound
lawyer and statesman, he had but few, if any
superiors. Upon the dissolution of the Whig
party, Mr. Evans, like Webster, Choate, and
other distinguished lights of that party, identified himself with the Democratic party. Gov.
Washburn's paper, which will doubtless be exceedingly interesting, will be printed in the
forthcoming volume of the collections of the
Maine Historical society, and its apppearance
will he looked for with great interest.
Ex-Governor Washburn’s first public effort
was a Fourth of July oration in 1X43, delivered in the First Baptist church in Bangor. He
was then a young man of 30, practicing law at
Orouo, and the high character of the oration
brought him prominently before the public.

lover nearly in

causing

jealousy cut her
shoemaker's knife,

fit of

a

with

two

a

his instant death.

It is

acquitted

was

American Tonnage, of which
Lynch of Maine, was chairman, was
pursuing its investigations at this time, it was
said to have information showing that the cost
of building wooden sinus was about the same
in England as in the United States,
taking the
difference in currency into consideration. It
was shown, however, that the
building of
wooden ships in England had almost entirely
ceased, and that even iron ship- were
way to those constructed of iron and

giving

wood
combined. The latter ela-s of vessels have iron
frames and wooden planking, and in-P ad of a
close inner planking or ceiling, have what may
he termed -lats. leaving space for ventilation.
The masts are of iron, hollow, and atv made to
ventilate the hold.

These ships were said to
admirably adapted for certain kinds of freighting.
The Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.
Richardson, who also held a judgeship in Massachusetts, resigned the former position to take

class

wc

II and to he

effect -Jan. 1st, on the ground that the j.-t\

was

insufficient.
Here are portraits of two of tie •'earpet-bag
('omrressiuei)" in the 41st 'ongress. Porter, of
\ irgiuia, was known to have dt elared in Norfolk that

lie "would ratle r liv
under Jetf
Ilnvis' government than tmder Abe Lincoln's."
He was tried by a. military court, by order of
■

den. P>. F. Butler, under various

including

the use of

disloyal

specifications,

and seditious lan-

guage. found guilty and sentenced to wear a
ball and chain. Whittemore, of North Caro-

lina.

was

kept

a

a

Massachusetts

man.

and at onetime

grocery. He abandoned tin- sale
pork and molasses to deal in the
and during the war went boldly to

corner

of

pickled
.'Scriptures,
the front

as

from Congress

a

chaplain.

lie

subsequently

xpolled

was

for selling

cadet-

a

ship.
rite question of Virginia's admission was
under discussion in the Senate on the 12th. and
vir. Conkling was rather sarcastic when, durhis remarks lie referred to the Attorney
(Mr. K. it. Hoar) as “that bright judicial flower, plucked from the bosom of the
ing

General

judiciary of Massachusetts." lit declaring that
lie (t'onklingi fully agreed with tin concluding
portion of Mr. Hoar's opinion on the question
of requiring the test oath of the members of
the Legislature, he said, however, that “much
of tin reasoning by which that conclusion was
reached was entirely beyond his comprehension."

Mr. Hoar's nomination fora seat on the
Supreme Bench was then pending, and was

subsequently rejected.
<>n the 14th the V irginia

ou

pleaof paroxysmal insanity.

a

had

proved

false to another after

his sweetheart.

being false to
Mary’s lover (Bur-

Tire other

roughs) had been guilty of like wickedness and
bad further refused to marry the woman lie
had lived w ith.
The long travail over Virginia ended on the
Kith, when the bill for her admission having

passed both Houses

was signed bv the respective officers and sent to the President.
It re-

ceived bis

signature on the 2*>tli and on the “Ttb
Representatives were sworn
for the first time in nine years Virginia

her Senators and

in, and
had

voice in the National Congress.
j inketing in honor of Prince Arthur culminated in a ball the night of the “hth to which
a

The

everyb< dy could not
and heartburnings

be invited, and the

hundret l dollars was

publicly ottered for a ticket.
exclusively to the

Hie

House, and Mr. Ward, of New York, said
it was this State the whole North was
lighting, and that but for her there would bate
war.

Tite President bad

present of

a

a

cane

from

a

colored man named James Kiehardson. Tic
gift is described in an accompanying letter afollows:
This cane
common

was made by the donor with a
penknife from a young cedar tree cut
of Vicksburg, Mi-s,, about tic time of

in front
General Pemberton’s surrender. The first star
from the ferule was made from a piece of the
Moating battery used b\ the < oufederates in the
attack on Fort Sumter in Ism : the enter star
from a piece of cedar cut from a stump near to
the spot where Gen. Grant stood at the surrender of Gen Lee at Appomattox Court House.
V :i.: the top star from tlie hall extracted from
tile “dead line” at the Andersonville prison.
Georgia. By pulling tic tassel a gold pencil
will be seen.
s.

liator ."'i:iiiih-i*> bill to

of colort tl

Mmn*

llit' admission

cliil Iron to the white

schools of

Washington was made the subject of
toon by a local artist, who represented
centre

the tall form of Sumner with

an

a

ear-

in the

uprais-

ed club ill one hand, while with the other he
grasps the throat of a terrified individual typical
of the District of t oiumliia, and whom the Senthreatens lints

If you dare to say another word, i’ll choke you until you are I'ho-i- in
the face." < Hi the left the Goddess of Liberty
ator

••

:

who had been invited to address the convention
by announcing that a fearful distemper prevailed in
ed

Washington—all

were

the

Congressmen

afflicted with hoarseness,

addressed the convention on the

in\

.1-

site then

subject

of the

sixteenth amendment to the Constitution.

Her

speech w as very effective, and was frequently
interrupted by applause. She said, among other
things, that the woman question would be as
good a card for the Republican party in IsTl> as
Grant was in ISOS.

This convention was the

respectable and commanded more respect
among the people than any similar meeting before held in Washington. Several tilings commost

bined to tin’s end.

1st, there

were no

women

in

pantaloons among the delegates. 2d. tbe ladies
in charge of the convention were those who
commanded respect in social circles; and Silly,
the proceedings were of a practical character
throughout. The visionaries and brawlers of
the Washington branch, who hail heretofore
monopolized the proceedings, were kept in the
background.
On Saturday, the 20th, l’rince Arthur arrived
in Washington. Sunday lie attended church,
and for some days after lie was engaged in
sightseeing and—being seen. Tile city papers
told each morning what the Prince lend eaten,
drank and worn the day before; what lie said,
wliat lie did and who were his visitors, and
these important facts were telegraphed u rth,
south, east and west, it is not every day we
have

a

visit from

a

Prince.

brunettes, and
belie ol

the

brunette

a

ball.

The

jealousy
imagined. Two

be

may

was

declared the

blondes were conse-

Revel-., the colored Senator elect from -Mismade bis appearance on the floor of
the Senate on the ".1st.
He i- described a- short,
stout, tin color of a guinea, and wore a suuflcolored overcoat, 'hit of one corner of his eye

sissippi.

he lookc 1

curiously

pied by
pleasure

to

bors Kei

tucky

fill.

tile oilier.

on

at

the seat

formerly

Jefferson l>a\i- which it
This will

give

occu-

will lie bi-

him for neigh-

sid" and West V irginia
The new Senator seemed quite
on one

at his ea-e and moved about under the escort
of .Senators Morton and Drake, who mad.
much of uni.
S;

He was surrounded while in tin

ate < '.amber In

a crowd of pages ami newsto whom he was very affable, lie
disappeared when the Vice President's gavel
a

paper

men.

descended

lie desk to call to morning prayer.
Mr. Morton introduced a bill for
the admission of the State of Mississippi, which
on

Subsequently
was

by title

read

and referred to the

Judiciary

Committee.
Kish

Kimunc.

vni>

deal- of i'c. and

includes e

ly

Moosehead

Lake is

party of fishermen, which
v-Senator Hamlin, left Itangnr recent-

for tli-

a

Lake.

The

Rungeley

Lakes

are

also open, and so Is the trouting season in that
region.The Maehia- Union says during tin
lir-t seven

days

in

May

the

.Tom-sport Packing

Co., (formerly Capon A Kemviek) took in nearly fifty hoi-heads of herring. Most of the ti-h
were too large for packing, so that quite a large
Mcs-rs.
per cent, were cured In -nioking.
Wolff. Ree-sing A Lawrence are understood to
he the present proprietors.
They have just
completed a large own in tin-sardine factory,
which, with other improvements, called for an
outlay of p20i)0. Voting A Stinson are salting
and

smoking a large quantity of herring. Kish
curly this season, packers hardly ready;
last year t n- packets were early and the fish
late.If he American is posted Penobscot

came

salmon have been sold in Kllsworth at eighteen
pound. The same palter reports the

cents per

some of the largest lobsters seen for
year-, in tin Hay about five miles below Kllsworth: al-n the capture of a 2. pound trout
from the ft o-rjust below the lower mill.The

trapping of

Portland Pros of the 17th say-: Messrs. ( has.
A. Dyer A Co. take the field the earliest this
in

sea-on

re

in lir-t of t

in mackerel packing. The) struck
wet k. and -im-e beginning have

-e

a ilailv average of upwards of HOOPettus
at their t'u-tom House wharf establishment, a

canned

large

so early in
high prices

business for

fishermen obtain
.Owners

tie season.

The

for the mackerel.

of fish weir- in the

vicinity

of Pros-

pect report alewivi-s an I salmon very scarce,
tiie catch tlm- far being about one-half of that
seaso 1 at this tint..t me day last v\ eek
sportsman captured iti Little Houston Pond,

of las'
Hill was debated in

that

been no

coin-

The story of both cases is exactly the same. The
black Mary’s lover (011c Alexander Mouten)

quently devoured by envy.

Hon. Joint

singular

a

cidence that this woman's mum was Mary Harris. A few years before a Mary Harris shot
and killed a Mr. Burroughs in the Treasury department. Both were white and the woman

(the coat being rather too snug a tit) and that
the Vice President wore his it-nut smile.
The House Committee on the Causes of the

provided for. There is sits weeping, while complacent Dinah usurps
a long list of other good things to be found on
I her place with the remark: ■•Yon’s not goddess
the pages of ibis popular monthly. The PopuI liberty: l's goddess liberty now.” while on the
lar Science Monthly, D. Appleton A Go.. New
right is a public school building with its open
York.
windows full of negroes who applaud the SenaThe Art Amateur for June contains the usutor's proceedings.
al profusion of charming designs for china
At the Woman's Rights convention uti the
painting, including pansies for a plaque, cherry evening of the ibth Mrs. Stanton
apologized for
blossoms for a nanel, honeysuckle for a vase
the non-attendance of Senators and members
and columbine for

corps
A colored woman in

The Prince devoted himself

Reduction of

j

General Sherman and Senator Sumner. Enter
reception was held, which was attended by
the fs railies of the Cabinet and the Diplomatic
a

Mr. Colfax said that this was proper as “the
pen is mightier than the sword.” It is recorded that the President wore
new dress suit
on

mv

young men to go into it. Of cours it would be
in .Maine, but after you have been jewed by the
populace in Florida a few mouths you feel perfectly justified in robbing every man you come
in contact with. Cheating is contagious and
the more a man sees of it the greater the desire
to defraud.
Of course orange groves can be
grown honestly but the trees do not look so attractive if allowed to grow naturally as when
forced by a plentiful supply of phosphate.
Phosphate used too freelv. however, is like cake
for the smali boy—it’s bad for tl e boy in the

1809-1879.

sunshine, followed by a rain storm at
night. The usual receptions were held, hut
less wine and liquor was offered callers than
in former years. Among the newspaper men
the visit of the Richmond journalists was the
even; of the day. The programme for their
entertainment included the following: They
called on the President; they were photographed : tliey partook of the hospitality of one or
the proprietors of the livening Star: they attended a matinee by Kelly ,V Leon's Minstrels:
they were dined at tin* Arlington Hop-!: and
they went to the Nation;.! Theatre to see ■■.Jack
and llir Beanstalk.” By special arrangement
the Washington journalists and their gm sts

In

M

•

thought

He afterwere unusually prosy.
ward visited the House and was followed thith-

GLEANINGS FROM THE NOTE BOOKS AND SC'RAP
BOOKS OK A “SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.”

The new yea"

■

many times before be bad resolved and failed.
•So the major went, to the Wallcrson home on
the
vening appointed by mischievous Miss
Nell, with a stouter heart than lie had felt, outside of bu-iness hours, since the war ended.
He arranged with the young lady to bring all
his male friends into the surprise party, and
she, rather confused by her new view of the
major’s character, was most effusive in thanks,

proceedings

and

■>

o-t per t• Mi.

22.

JAN. 1870.
NEW YEAR'S DAY. JOURNALISTIC
“THE PEN IS MIGHTIER THAN
JUNKETING.
THE SWORD.”
THE SHIPPING INVESTIGATION.
TWO CARPET-BAG CONGRESSMEN.
COKKL1NG ON HOAR.
THE PRESIDENT’S
CANE.
SENATOR SUMNER CARICATURED.
WOMAN'S RIGHTS CONVENTION.
PRINCE
ARTHUR.
A MURDER AND A COINCIDENCE.
V IRGINIA AGAIN IN THE UNION.
A COLORED SENATOR.

<.<.

..

the Senate Diplomatic gallery for some time.
But five Senators were in their scats and the

by so large a number of persons that many
thought the Senate had adjourned. In the evening he attended a dinner party given by Min-

J. C. Jeffrea-

son, author of “A Book About tlie Clergy” etc.
This book is the literary sensation of the day

■

1

don and was presented to the President,
and ater, accompanied by the British minister,
he went to the Capitol and occupied a seat in

Sketches.

Washington

Notes.

Thursday, May 24, there was a ceremony of
unique anil world-wide interest, marking the on both sides of the Atlantic. Everybody will
successful completion of otic of the most gigan- be ready to admit that Byron's faults have been
Hushed is the sound of the life
tic and difficult engineering enterprises ever
greatly exaggerated, and will be glad to have a
And the bugle piping clear:
undertaken by trained and skillful human inThe vivid and delicate life
portrait of the poet as he really was, with nothtellects. On that dav the great bridge which
In the soul of the youthful year
unites the cities of New York and Brooklyn
ing extenuated or aught set down in malice.
was formally opened to the public.
The great Mrs. Stowe's book, which was
We bring to the quiet dead.
sufficiently conbridge was conceived in the mind of William demned at the
With a gentle and tempered grief:
time of its publication as scanw
as
of
as
Kingsley
long ago
Brooklyn, ho,
O'er the mounds so mule we shed
sweet, noble, tender”—
1803. matured a project and had plans drawn
dalous if not untruthful, is effectually disposed
The beauty of blossom and leaf.
“Major—major!” exclaimed Miss Nell.
by a competent engineer. In about two years of in the present volume by a complete refutal
“Please don't contradict me on this particuThe Hashing swords that were drawn.
a charter was obtained from the legislature and
of its very grave charges. The adventurous
lar point." said the major; "I really think I
No rust shad their fame destroy!
a company organized to carry on the undertakknow1
as
of
am
sure
1
do."
rifts
dawn,
Boughs rosy
ing. the capital being fixed at ¥5,000,000. .John and martial career of Lord Byron in Italy and
bike the blush on the check of joy.
"Then,” said Miss N< II. "it would be very A. Rocbling, the engineer who built the first Greece is described at length, and his extraordimpolite in me to contradict, but really"
suspension bridge at Niagara and the bridge
habits of life while dwelling at Venice,
Bu ll tires of the gardens and meads,
“Really,” said the major. "1 am weighing across the Ohio at Cincinnati, was engaged by inary
We kindle these hearts above!
Genoa, l'isa, and Ravenna, ids relations with
words most carefully and mean what I say.
the company. lie at once went to work makmy
What splendor shall match their deeds?
I want to otter her all 1 am and have, under any
ing survevs, estimates and detailed plans, and Teresa Guiccioli and Marianna Legati, Tom
What sweetness can match our love?
conditions she may impose. Don’t imagine me in September. 1807, submitted a report in which
Thaxter.
in
St.
Nicholas
fordone
Moore and Leigh Hunt, Lady Byron and Mrs.
[Celia
or
rash
in
this
continued
math
he
r,"
impulsive
placed the probable cost of the bridge propthe major, extending both hands in his earnest- er at ¥7.000,000. and of land for the approaches Leigh, Ids deeds in the Greek war of Indepenand other incidentals tit $3,800,000. making dence, and ids deatli at Missoloughi. The biness; -I mean"—
How He Proposed
What the major meant was never explained,
¥10,800.000 in all. He also thought that the
shows Byron as he was, sharing, inin
Nell
accordance
with
own
ideas
fur Miss
her
work could be finished in live years. As a mat- ography
Major Clinton was one of the most courageous of what tlie excited man was trying to say. ter of fact the cost is
upward of $15,000,000, deed. in the faults of his age. but clearly innofellows in tin* world.according to the men who
murmured “Enough!" fell upon the major's and it has taken nearer sixteen than five years cent of the many serious
knew him : but when the ladies of his acquaintcharges which have
breast and threw her arms about the major's to complete the structure.
It should be said in
ance heard this
been alleged against him; and we are given, alopinion, t hey laughed it to scorn neck.
Air.
to
there
that
justice
Rocbling.
however,
for they considered him the most timid creature
so. reminiscences of his friendships and conWhat could the astonished man do? What
were in the way many difficulties involving dethey had ever seen. He was very fond of la- would any gentleman do in such circumstances?
and extra cost which the most acute engintests with Shelley, Trclawncy, Goethe, and
lay
In*
said,
or
would
not
dies'society. they
spend Miss Alice trippl’d into the parlor, found it eering intelligence could not have foreseen.
all his evenings at parties or making calls: yet
many others of the chief men of his time. J.
turned the gas, saw the couple and exdark,
the
have
been
the
diMoreover,
altered,
plans
not one lady, old or young, single or married,
claimed,
mensions enlarged and other changes made, R. Osgood & Co., publishers. For sale in Belhad ever known him to express his regard in
“Oh.
fast by
for w hich tinthe
S. Caldwell & Co.
my!"
vastly
expense,
enhancing
any way that was not extremely decorous and
tier sister looked up into the major's face for engineer is in no way responsible. After the
I he Dawn of History. An introduction
formal. Flirt! They would a> soon think of a
;i -ecoud. then dropped her brow on his shoulwork was well under way the company gave
tombstone or a telegraph pole attempting to
to Pre-historic Study. Edited by C. E. {v ary,
der. and said:
place to a board of trustees representing tinllirt. Mos) nf the major's male acquaintances
of the British Museum. This is the
oh. my!"
two cities, including tin- Mayors and other muonly work
carried scars on their hearts, as results either
And the major, looking down t the face lienicipal functionaries acting x officio.
in the English language which attempts to give
oi attacks more honorable than judicious, or of
fore him. now entirely empty of roguishness
’I In- preparatory labors having been accomsudden surprise-, by fair skirmishers: but no
a full account of tlie results of scientific reand everything else but tenderness, forgot all
plished, w ork on the bridge itself began by tlie
one could imagine the major to have suffered
the past, placed his arms about the graceful lig- sinking of the caisson, or huge crib of timber search with respect to the life of man upon the
such
for
he
not
mad“
no
reany
mishap,
only
ure that rested on him, and said:
on w hich the tower was to rest, on the Brookearth in the times preceding “history.” The
connoisanees. but he always retired precipitate"Oh, my !"
lyn side in May. 1870. This method of con- evidence drawn from
ly w.tliin himself at the first Hash of a pair of
existing and dead lanAnd although he lias been married ten years,
was a marvelous piece of ingenuity.
struction
eyes leveled directly at him.
he never ha- had reason to regret bis mistake.
from human remains found ill eaves;
framework
were laid with matheI
the
guages;
pun
The truth was that the brave major was not
matical nicety the huge blocks of granite of from tools, utensils, etc., discovered in situaonly a« modest as a model maiden, but he was
which the tower is composed, while beneath
Orange Growing In P orida.
tions which indicate a high antiquity: from the
painfully bashful beside. The one desire of his
the
ground was excavated to allow the whole
life was to marry, which lie was financially able
traces of man's presence upon the earth in the
uniformly
and
mass
to
sink
until
the
i.ivrs
Kiuruu
nil-:
i.T
a
.mains:
tusi
of
ms
steadily
to do. but the important preliminary step of
la d rock was reached, and the tower rested on
OWN oust: 11 N ATIONS AND KNlJl IKIKN.
remote ages when the rhinoceros and the mamproposing was one lie had never dared to lake.
the
solid
formation
untold
It
stone
ages old.
I 'lit il he reached adult years he had met scarcemoth inhabited Britain and France, and from
Mr. E. P. Mayo, of the Some set Reporter
was absolutely necessary both that this foundaly any women but his two orphaned sisters to has written some excellent letters concerning tion
a thousand other
should be reached and that the caisson and
sources, is here set forth with
whom he had tried to he a father, and upon
his recent Southern trip. What he has to say
tin
masonry resting on it should sink so gradu- marvelous clearness; the result is a book that
whose purity and sweetness he had based his of orange-growing in Florida will interest
ally that it should not swene a hair’s breadth will be read with interest by every one. In
ideas of womanhood. Both married and went
many :
from the lines marked out in advance. The
far from their old home, so they could not help
The iptestioii whether raisin; oranges in
fact that this was done and that the towers to- short it is a book for the general reader and not
him to gain a wife by disabusing him of his imFlorida for market is profitable iepends upon
for tile scientist. It is to be published in two
do not vary the shadow of a shade from
day
that
all
women were too good for him.
A man living in Maine cannot
circumstances.
pression
the positions originally fixed i- the highest tribTo (Hinton nearly every woman appeared a
all'ord to purchase a lot of land a a cost of $ho
parts of the Humboldt Library. Part 1 is now
ute
skill
of
the
to the masterly
engineers and out. Price
saint,
lie worshipped one after another, alper acre, hire it cleared at a cost if $30, hire it
loots. .1. Fitzgerald. 20 Lafayette
caution of the workmen. The
though only one at .: time, and his tastes were fenced and set with trees, then tire the trees tin- care and
caisson
was
finally adjusted in March, Place, New York.
Brooklyn
correct that lie was obliged to change his ditaken care of for ten years am make much
been delayed by several acV, nq.W LaTHIE M luui'.e. By Amanda M.
vinity about once in three months to avoid wor- money from the fruit he raises nt the end of 1871, work having
cidents. the worst being a tire which cost ¥15.shipping another man's wife. Whenever an old that time. This is what a nia'; must do if he 000
Author of “In Trust,” etc. The
Douglas.
and necessitated the Hooding of the interior.
scar healed and a delicious throbbing of fluwould have a grove and not live near it. If.
The New York caisson was placed in position books by Miss Douglas are always welcome.
heart told of a new dart that had found its way
however, a man goes to Florida a id lives on or
in October, 1871, and finally sunk in May. 1872.
She is one of the most successful of the writers
to his heart, lie vowed solemnly to propose at
near his lot and can assist in etc iring, fencing
The difficulties of getting a foundation were
one.- and vary the dreadful
monotony of having and setting the trees, and while t icy are growfor the young. Her books are pure in tone and
side
the
on
that
than
on
other,
to
gr-ater
owing
another man step in before him. And each
ing. work for a neighbor a part of the time so tin nature of the river bottom. The caissons exci Unit in their
teachings,—strong recommentime In* delay ed just for a day or a week, or be- as to live, at the same time keep it little stock so
in place, the erection of the towers and the ap- dations in these
cause lie feared too much or hoped too
of sensational and pernicdays
wildly, as to make dressing for his trees ind save buyit would be a
was steadily pushed,
and everv time lie waited a little too Iona
ious literature. The present volume appears
ing ex polish e and often times w irthless phos- proachestask than
wo
can
here
assume
to
deseven time but one.
phates, his trees will come into good hearing in greater
cribe in detail all the later steps,
it must suf- to tie a sequel to the "Kathie Stories for Young
For when tin* major met Alice Wallcrson lie felt
ten or twelve years and will not lave cost him
fice to say that the towers arc each 27Cr feet
that to lose her tno. would be more than his life
People,” in six volumes, and the author has
really anything hut his time, and all lie gets will
high, tin roadway being Its feet above high- dedicated it to her
eoultl« iniure. she was pretty, as all women
he worth much more than if lie hid hired them
"young friends, who have
At this elevation the towers are
watermark.
seemed to In* major, she was good and she
rearcii.
Snell a man can iiiukc money raising
divided by two archways :jr. feet wide and followed Kathie through her childhood and exwa- -wet t. ill*
w;telse
sun*,
were
id.
he
lias
la
major
why
oranges provided
good
Oranges 12u. feet
high, through which will pass the pressed from lime to time deep interest in the
all other women unusually fond of her? Best
will not grow on pure sand, and ill arguments
streams of humanity and the current of traffic
•*f all -lie seemed tin* iini-1 modc-t and bashful
to the contrary are all nonsense
When you
after-days of her womanhood with its duties
destined to find the bridge a useful thoroughmaidt n in his whole circle ot acquaintance, and
see trees that "have apparently throve on sand
and pleasures, with the hope that il may add to
fare
in
the
At
the
of
the
coming
years.
top
these
In*
able to otter ; there i> something that lias not b n told. All
through
qualitie- would
l-ii'irc
1 ili- if,-it til-itoc
till,-.him sympathy with feeling- that all other peotile friendship so cordially begun between
men in Florida are not truthful am more than
“saddle plates,” as they are railed, rest the
111e regarded with provoking smiles.
T ic land shark
are all editors handsome men.
author and reader." And no doubt it will ful-ixtrm
inches thick, which
huge rabies, nearly
But how should lie proposer Being a woabounds in the land.
It is really amusing to
fil that mission, as well as the winning of many
sustain the weight of the central span. These
man. her bashful nature must be more sensitive
the “orarge belt” is or
hear them discuss
extend
back
on
each
side
to
the enormous annew friends.
Lee A Shepard, publishers, Bosthan bi> own. so even if In* were to nerve himhow far the frost line lias been mown to exchorages, great masses of masonry in which ton. For sale in Belfast bv
ll to tin* ordeal how eould lie be
enough of a tend .8011111. The filet is the ora ige belt runs are
.J. S. Caldwell A
embedded the huge anchor plates and the
brute to iniliv t greater trepidation upon her if
just through their land anil the f ’osl line
iron links to which the cables are attached. By V. u.
In* loved ln*rr Kven were she favorably dispos110
w as known to reach them.
is
all
This
this system tin* tremendous ‘*pull” of the raTin: SpOktsman'.s Gazetkeh. By Charles
'd toward- him. In* was sure that listening to a
poppy eoek. The frost reaches very part of
proposal would put her he.irt in a terrible tu- Florida once in a few years, killing every green id* does not come upon the towers themselves, Hulleck, founder of "Forest and Stream." aut
he><*
but
stand
as
or
fulcrum*,
merely
supports
mult: how much more dreadful would it l»>*.
tiling. The orange belt is a myth. Oranges and the cables,
adjusting themselves to the tlmr of '•Fishing Tourist," “Camp Life in Florthen, for her to li-t<*n to him should -lie not be
will grow anywhere in the state that the land
tension
the
movable
saddles, become the ida." "Dog Fancier's Directory," “Vacation
by
He
knew
that
she always is not too sandy.
favorably disposed.
The w ay they tix the sand so
means of holding the towers in place instead of
looked at him plea-antly: In* felt that she had
Rambles in Michigan," etc., etc. This wellas to make it bear oranges so that sand banks
exerting a strain upon them. The anchorages known
Veil been grateful one evening, when both at a
etui be sold for orange land is to scoop out. a big
volume, comprising 1.000 pages, passed
are
!»3u
feet
and
the
distance
from
aninland,
part) and both through timidity, retired to the bole atnl lill it with muck, then tin trees are sei
to anchorage is 3400 feet.
Other fig- through six editions, ami became the recognized
same
'half-hidden corner of tin* drawing room, on the muck and the sand covers ti e muck from chorage
ures which serve to give an idea of the structeach innocent of tin* approach ot the other, and
authority in both continents on matters pertainsight. (if course some fellow will deny this but ure are as follows : Distance
between termini,
each overanxious on meeting to show that tin*
I have seen tile trick performed.
Indian Itiver
ing to Field Sports, it is now being revised un•jbsn feet; between the towers, 15051 feet;
Blair was a mere accident.
I bis w a- tin* only
where the soil is nlaek and heavy s undoubtedder the personal supervision of the author, who,
of roadway in the centre, 13") feet: at
ba-i- of < 1 i lit oil's hope, ami vet—lie bad been
height
the
climate
is
best
for
hut
the
not
ly
oranges
disappointed so many times In* eould not bear healthy for habitation. I have told you how the towers. 1 is feet. The following is a tabu- since the appearance of the last edition, has
lated statement showing the weight of the susl" ibink of failure now.
extended his knowledge of the subjects
you could raise oranges profitably and how you
Ib made several calls with tin* intention of could not. now there is -till a better
pended structure and the transitory load it is largely
way to my
treated by three years’ travel over new portions
estimated
as capable of hearing.
but
time
bis courage failed
proposing,
every
mind to get this world's goods if that is what
of the t inted States and Canadas, which have
him. b« side.-. Mrs. Wallcrson, or Alice's sister
WHICH! OF SI SLKNDKD STRl TI KE.
you are after. 1 have already said that a bearTolls.
Ne I were always in tin* parlor. Of course In*
not hitherto been brought to the immediate ating grove or one under way is always good Between anchorages, 3400 feet.
(5,020
could not say before two what In* dreaded to
property and ere this of course sitin’ one lias Main span. 15U.V feet.
tention
of sportsmen.
It will soon be issued by
3,050
-a\
even with a
single hearer. Worse still. thought why not raise groves instead of oranges* Main span carried by cables, 1207 feel. 2,340
Miss Nell, who was ;t brilliant brunette of the
Judd Co., the well-known Publishers of
That i- the idea exactly.
Let a voting man who
Weight carried I trusses, 24s feet. 710 (irange
irrepressible spei ies, eould not avoid teasing i- not afraid of hard work and is w illing to go
works upon Field Sports. This new edition
WHI* (IT OF Srsi FNDKUS.
him sivh at every possible opportunity, and he
into the woods and live 011 such f ire as lie can
will contain entirely new matter in several deBetween anchorages.
1,180
always lost bis tongue under ln r onslaughts.
find go to Florida, buy land in huge tracts for
Main span..
500
Then In* tried to propose in writing, and for
a new portrait of the author, and
partments,
from 80 to 8’JI per acre, according as it is locatMain span by cables.
500
a week of
evenings In* w rote steadily with no ed and go to work setting out small groves, lie
many new illustrations representing Game
WKKiHT OF ('.YULES.
more satisfactory result
than a note to Mrs.
can raise ten as well and as quick as lie can one
Dogs. Game Fishes, etc., etc. Price, post-paid
Between anchorages.
Wallcrson. in w hich he intended to inclose hi3,460
and if lie lias means at liis command to hold on
Main span. 1,000
$3.(H>.
proposa).
to them till they begin to bear he can make a
Main
cables
l,5so
span by
( ham
linally ame in play to bis aid. Miss very handsome tiling. If he sell- when the
notes.
wFit• ii r or m.mhfk
i..ooui.no.
Nell, as one of a trio of girls who hud devised a groves are but a few years old lie will probably
John Buell MrMaster, the new historian, w ho
surprise party for a recent!) married friend, double bis money, but its when a grove ha- Between anchorages.2,700
wrote to the major about the
project and beg- fruit on the trees’that it w ill sell quick. The Main span. 1,230 is an instructor at Princeton, is small in stature
1,030 and bis head is
ged that he would call and give her some assist- man who buys it is doubtless a business mail Main -pan by cables.
very large in comparison with
Carried by trusses.
200
ance among their mutual
acquaintances among from the north who wants a grovi. and if lie is
his body. He is an indefatigable worker.
s
I FFI IIAIFS AND IKON.
WHIOII I OF
gentlemen. As tin* major read her note a bril- an average northerner who goes to Florida he
liant thought occurred to him. While talking
Between anchorages
000
Henry Russell, the composer of "A life on
wants it bad. He wants to go back north and
Main span.
300
business Miss Nell certainly would not endeavor tell about bis Floridan
the Ocean Wave," is still living in England, hale
orange grave. ProbaMain span by cables.
250
to least* him; bis bashfulness never troubled
bly the first tiling lie will do will be to hire a By trusses..
and hearty. He is proud of the growing fame
50
biin while talking with ladies on any subject re- man to take eareofit and the next
thing lie does
of his son. W. Clark Russel], the novelist.
TOTAL LEHMAN ENT W LIMIT <>I BKI DOE.
quiring common sense, opinion anil executive will be to find out that lie lias l ecu terribly
Mr. J. N. McClintock, editor of the Granite
ability, lie should therefore 1m* able to feel at stuck. His trees have been forced 10 unnatural Between anchorages.
14,080
Main span.. (5,740
ast* with Miss Nell, and while in that unusual
and after bearing 11 short lime begin to
growth
has in press a history of Pembroke,
Monthly,
Main
rabies.
5,700
condition lie would make a confidant of her and
span by
droop and die. .Someone whispers to me that By trusses.
000
N. U..comprising about (100 pages. It will give
a-k her ad\ ice ami assistance. He would
try to raising groves 011 phosphate which are worthTOTAL IK ANSI I OKI
LOAD.
talk to her as if she wen* a man; it might be a
full genealogies of the families in the town.
less and selling them for big prices i- sw indling
rash experiment but lie felt equal to almost
Between anchorages. 3,100
and dishonest and that l should 11 it encourage
The Boston Transcript says of George W.
any
Main spa;. 1,380
of how
degree of rashness when lie
Buds blue

On the 24th the Prince visited the Executive
man

er

Brooklyn Bridge.

The
A

31, 1883.
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Now that Arthur Sullivan is knighted, we shall
Boston Herald
expect no more musical works from him, for the
Prof. Collier is trying to make a good
book tells us that when the knight cometh, no
martyr of himself on account of his re- man can work.
moval us chemist of the Agricultural
Miss Hattie M. Garland, 4.7 Brackett street, Port
land, Mi:., says: “I suffered terribly from kidney
Department. But the truth is he ought troubles.
Brown’s Iron Bitters relieved me.”
to have been removed long ago.
His
Clara asks,
What disease is most frequently
work on the sorghum question is now
transmitted by kissing?” A wise editor replies,
those
valueless
best
inof
the
by
pronounced
“Palpitation
heart, we believe.”
formed on the matter, and the practical
Answer This.
Can you find a ease of Bright’s Disease of the
sugar manufacturers have got tired of
his 'jooo determinations” repeated year Kidneys, Diabetes, Urinary or Liver Complaints
that is curable, that Hop Bitters has not or cannot
after year to no purpose.
His entire cure? Ask your
neighbors if they can.
neglect of the general work of his
Two st. Louis lawyers called each other
dirty
division, his constant abuse of the Com- puppies” in court the other day. Neither was
on
missioner, his persistent attempts to stir oath, but their evidence was deemed conclusive.
strife
on
a
where
no strife
A Druggist Says.
up
question
w as necessary have
Marvin C. Brown, Druggist, Meredith Village,
long been known and
I
N.
have
sold your Sulphur Bitters for
H.,
says:
considered injurious to tlie department
and, contrary to most medicines, I never sold
ind the government. He lias led the years,
to
one
who
a bottle
&aid it did not help them.
any
.National Academy of Science into such a They cured me of those terrible sick headaches
when every other remedy failed.
position that many of its most influential
The man who wished to borrow money to get bis
members have declared that the Academy
Ijeard colored said he wanted a tariff for a raven
end
an
to
such
to
ought
put
practices at hue.
once.
The appointment of his successor
Free of Cost.
lias been judiciously made by the ComAll persons wishing to test the merits of a great
missioner.
Prof. Wiley is one of the remedy—one that will positively cure Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, or any afmost accomplished chemists in the westfection of the Throat and Lungs—are requested to
ern States, has the entire confidence of call at It. II.
Moody’s Drug Store and get a Trial
the best and most practical sugar manu- Bottle of Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption, free of cost, which will show you what a regufacturers, and recognizes the importance lar dollar size bottle will do.
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I ans. the well-known Hen
1 m
!■.
discourses in the American
\grieulturist for June in this wise:
hiinL many years' experience with
p"i i'> "i all kinds, we have found the
! :
Leghorns to stand at the head of
!.-t of avers, and not only do they
an
immense number of eggs,
pi "i..c
s
ar. when well fed, housed
properly aid eared for as all line stock should
be, hut they are hardy, and produce
Jm-A and '.igorous chicks
\> these
chirks leather up so quickly, and, when
hatched early, lay the same fall they are
ha tidied, they are doubly worth breeding,
l ln r clear, white bodies, and large,
i glu
mibs make them very attractive.
1
young birds, and especially the
pullets, make tine eating, when four to
.'inmonths old, lmt we prefer the
oi-kerels to be about a year old, and
■vi
lutti-i.i d. before
icing used for the
W i- .'till favor the
it
Single-comb
!.• _;u.in. despite ti;i fact that the newl.ishioiu'd iiosc-eomli Leghorns claim
n
.eii attention just now
We have had
lew easesi 1 frozen combs, and there
ii'-ed i'c nil danger from this, where
mfortaiiie houses, rain and wind-proof,
are made, and careful attention is paid
1 a-ing
the birds
during severe
weather.
When the poultry-house is
-re 1 uge. a small stove and low lire—
in r.gh to
hist
keep the temperature a
liii *■ d"ive '.in
can be
freezing-point
w-' >: ouriiig the winter, and more
eggs.
tiei health, and, consequently. greater
proiit will result. The White Leghorns
good-Mzi'd eggs, seldom sit, or, when
i m
do. are not to lie depended on to
1
ba li
it a brood.
It is best to use
good common hens for sitting, or else
soil
"i incubator.
The surplus stock
ol'pullets and cockerels can each season
!"•
disposed of readily at a fair price, to
the dealers and breeders.

55.

IStiO, when he visited this country.

The press and peo-

ple on this occasion seemed to be swayed by
two impulses—toadyism and blackguardism,
the latter rather preponderating. The newspapers called the Prince a “Royal fhiob," and
the people, after stating him out of countenance, and making him the target of innumerable opera glasses and eye-glasses, saiil lie was a

sallow, stoop-shouldered,common-looking hoy,
while our fast young men thought him verdant
looking because, like most English youths he

a

Iron Work-, a string of
measuring from ten to eighteen inches in length each.Prof. Atkins, at
the government hatching gr-m-id- in orht.nl.
has had won lerfltl slice-— ill propagating
near

the

Katahdin

twenty-five

trout,

The f •(.•undated eggs hate been sent to
all parts of the world, and successfully
hatched. K\ m the riv ers of Australia boast of
I nob-cot -a mon, the egg- having been -hipped
them-e.T1 e total re-ult- -f the hatching -- a-olt jn-t elo-ed at tin Ma-.-aehu-elt- and N--w
Hampshire hatching hou-i at Livermore Kab-.
N. I!., arc: 2)0.000 white ii-h. KTo.ooo land h
il -almott. I25.00u Pi -nob-cot -almon. 7.7.non
brook trout.

moil.

nearly

Generalities.

•Ii t!'. I '.is i-. who lias I),-, n critically ill, ito h<- better.
Hi' trouble is bronchitis.

aid

Jen- Dunn, wh killed the pugilist Klliot, lutbeen acquitud in Chicago of the charge of

murder.

Large falling
shipment' at San

If is reported in the wheat
Francisco as compan d with

previous ycara.
n
Amero, the id Used murderer of >1 is. (
in Water’owi.. has been held in Nova Scotia
for extradition.

Hie jury in :he ease of Congressman Tliompof Kentucky, oil trial f u- killing Walter H.
Davis, returm il a verdict of acquittal.

son,

('apt. Will. >. McIntyre, a wealthy cattle
dealer, reports having his pocket' picked of
$l:>0.0UO. in New York, tlte Joth. betw. .-n his
hotel and a bat her shop.
Postmaster ieneral Gresham lias issued a
order directing postmaster.' to eu-o cerwith custodians of public buildings ill aiding
the civil servic commission.

general
ate

A burglary i reported front Missouri more
than usually tngieal in its results. One burglar
anil one inmate of the house were shot and
kilied. The s-roml burglar was lynched.
The secretary of tin Kansas State Board of
that the farmers of that
now hold over LOOOJXH) bushels of old
wheat, and over H7.000.000 bushels of corn.

Agriculture reports
State

A destitute British subject, who is in charge of
cl lints to have been
the British ( onsul it N. 5
decoyed from the Island of Jamaica to Mexico
in company with 100 others, who were all sold
as slaves on a trumped-up charge of debt.
..

The deaf mutes of the l idled States have
a subscription of *1400 in sums ranging
from one cent to one dollar for a bust of
(ieneral Garfield.
This bust was unveiled
Thursday at the government asylum at Kendall

raised

Green.

The .Society if the Army of tin Potomac
selected Brooklyn as the place of the next
Port-laud was one of the
annual meeting.
places considered. A society of army paymasters was formed, with Governor liohie as
one of the vice presidents.
Two Wisconsin courts having given conflictto provisions of the will of
decisions
Governor C. ('. Washburn, the executors will
appeal to the -iq rente court. The estate is the
largest ever administered in the Northwest,
and the decision- have caused a great sensation.

ing

at]

Fx-Congresstniin J. Proctor Knott was nominated by the Kentucky Democratic convention,
as their candidate for Governor. Thursday, on
the seventh ballot. A tariff-for-reienue-only
platforni was adopted. The convention called
overthrow the tariff of la«t
on Congress to
winter at its approaching session.
The bones of Cibas. J. Guiteau, after having
been in the
Medical Museum since the
lid of last July, have, at length, it is stated, lost
their identity as hones. Recently, C. II. Crane,
the Surgeon General, took the bones into his
personal possession, and lie lias made a disposal
of them of which every other person is ignorant. Gen. C. w ill doubtless keep the secret to
himself.

Armjy

The Republicans claim that Brown (rep.) is
elected to Congress from West Virginia, by 50
majority, in place of Kenna (deni.) promoted to
the Senate. The contest between Brown and
Snyder (dem.) was so dose that an official
count will be necessary to determine the result.
Considering that h enna was elected to Congress
last fall bv over 1.000 majority, this is a big

Republican gain.
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The

Day

.Memorial

was

Dead.

glad, however,

We are

determine.

fact. for the debt

we owe

to note the

good shape. Then a section of road was chosen
leading up quite a steep grade, comprising three

graves were yesterday decked with flowers, and
with the flag they fought under so bravely, can

water-leads in its course; numerous boulders
and a ledge occupying prominent positions on

he

repaid and should never be forgotten.
objection to these observances on the ground
that they tended to keep up sectional hatreds
and animosities, has lost all force and signifinever

tiic way. with a roadbed compacted with gravel
and small pebbles. Four heavy oxen were put

The

cance.

if it ever had any.

Memorial

ground, and in less than three hours a sixty rod
section of road was graded from the ditch on
either side, crowned in the centre, and left in

I hose soldiers whose

to

City Topics.

week was to try one last week.
In a trial at
Turner Centre, recently, (lie Eureka was put to
severe tests.
It was first operated on smooth

generally observed

more

of interest in the memory of those who gave
their lives for their country we are at a loss to

upon llie machine, which, says the Lewiston
Journal, “after a couple of hours' trial satisfied

Years ago the South-

people in decorating the graves of their own everyone that the system of road-making, now
in vogue in .Maine, was liable to experience a
dead heaped flowers also upon those of the Union
soldiers who had found a last resting place in change of base.” At present there are three
Southern soil, and at many a reunion the wear- mounted road machines: The l’ennock, Eureka,
er-of the Blue and Gray have clasped hands and Champion. The main principle is alike in
fraternally with the mutual respect that always all. viz., the oblique scraper; the difference
exists between brave men. however much they comes in the application of the principle, and
in this there is quite a diversity.
The Eureka
may differ in sentiment. We hope, therefore,
and Champion arc larger than the lVnuock and
that very many years will elapse ere Memorial
Day is less generally observed, and in this con- weigh about 1000 pound-. The expression was
nection the work of erecting soldier’s monu- general at the Turner trial that better roads
could be made and maintained with less exments should also receive the hearty encouragepense with a machine in competent hands than
ment of every patriotice'tizen. The flowers laid
hv the old system. One man remarked that in
upon I he graves of the fallen heroes yesterday
will soon wither: but the monuments of im- his opinion, with a machine and one thousand
ern

dollars, better roads could he maintained than
with twenty-tive hundred dollars expended in

1 eri'halde Maine granite will hand down their
names to many succeeding generations.
The

Maine

general outlook for
hopeful at present writing.

Is it not time

the State

is

sion of sentiment from thecitizeiis before steps
are taken either for the purchase of a steam tire

The grass having wincrop is almost assured,

a

boom and market.

About the

troubles the farmer

now

to

In rile which is

and

unusually

is

only thing

bringing in of water from the
Muck I’ond.
Both plans have their advocates,
hut every good citizen will favor whichever
plan is likely to produce the best results for the

to

which

dread of the potaas early ill the field

a

reported

and active.

numerous

engine

an

This will

increased

would, in the

has been cold and backward.

putting

in their

are

crop and a larger acreage
will be sown lo wheat than usual.
But few potato.
w. re planted until after May goth.
The

plant

will be

grain

fully

nil to that of last year. Stock
lias wintered well, and Aroostook county is full
of

bay.
Business

beli, V" that if tlii- prohibitory amendi- tie feat "d. the
d live years will
laj
tin- downfall "I prohibition ill Maine. Monw
I
ii
into
.Maine
from ihe liquor dealers'
ey
pour
i-sociatiun. to illtlueliee the election of legislator-. and legislation will be
shaped to its inter-is.
What lias bein done to make Maine so
'■
!■
ti-oni intoxieaiion and the waste resultant
tli'Tefrom. e.m only be maintained by a hearty
union of all who believe in prohibition.
j<>\ford Democrat.

started slowly this
time lias been very active, but

of

all kinds

spring, and at no
a firm feeling that speaks well for the
summer and fall trade, and from present indi-

m

It .\orthport

there is

-c

cation- it will be

a

year of average

Little Hirer. had
elms sui'li

prosperity.

woolen manufacturers have frequently
found prices ruling against them, but the shoe
who

are

did it

in Brewer.

Avenue. from 11n■ Square to
on rarh side a row of noble

us

That alone would give the place
prominence u> a summer resorl. and one or
moro large hotels would have been built long

of Helfast.

closing up their
nothing to complain

about

order- for summer, have
of. and look for

ago to accommodate visitors.

prosperous season ahead.
The summer visitor, who has become no unim-

IN' Gl'.NEII.VI..

they

grace Church and High streets, it
would lie wortli Iliousiinils of dollars to the city

The

manufacturers,

a

The Bangor Whig says:
Pursuant to call, a town meeting was held ill
Brewer Town Hall yesterday. The question to
be discussed was concerning precaution- for
the extinguishing of tires, and a- the old hand
tire engine had been condemned it became necessary to take decisive action. There was a
great unanimity of feeling and a vote for the
town to purchase a steam tire engine wa> given
a unanimous passage.
The selectmen will soon
have a steamer brought to Brewer for trial and
if it works satisfactorily they will purchase it.

spring

The farmers

of

serious lire, prove to he
Certainly something should be

ease

real economy.
done. And this i- how

"f the state the weather lias been favorable for
farm work, but in Northern Maine the

the

or

least money.
This is a matter, however, in
which what might lie considered < xtravaganee

consumption of Paris green
and 1. Uldon purple, and it is to be hoped extra
care will lie taken ill using them.
Ill this part

call for

Till; AMENDAIT N'T.

taken on the

w as

rains have come, to the relief of the lumberman

good hay
and the swollen rivers will bring the drives

[Bangor Commercial.

action

Mayor's suggestion- with regard to additional
precautions again-t lire. He wants ail expres-

tered well.

-■

some

very
The much needed

and the agriculturist.

EAIIt.

the surveyor system.

Chance.

The

T!i"iv i' a ready eou-idi lable interest in the
fair grounds to lie established in this
y win !'' ii i- proposed to bold an Fasten!
M no Agi a nlliiral show and fair. Aroostook.
" i-liington. Pis' atuqiiis. ilaneoek. Waldo,
>"mer-et and IVnnb-rot eounties could unite
m .i gi and consolidation fair that would be sure
: a’traeting a tine »x Dibit ion of live stock and
mi product
The building of tlie Shore Fine
road will give.. friends in that part of tin
Map new facilities i nreaching this citv and
i" y will undoubtedly heartily unite in the
plan
h [ding an Fa-tern Maine Fair. Tbe -iiliript ion paper will soon be irndated, and our
■at /eiis will iiave hi "pportuniiv of
showing
M o', much practical int.-rt -t
tlu-y have iu this

in'

Nation’s

tlii- year in Maine, and throughout the Union,
than for many years. What caused this revival

proposed

matier.

Publishing

Co.

A.

Adjourned.

fltlU'iisED EVSTEEN

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Republican Journal

Few

city lias been experimenting with a road
machine, as heretofore noted in our local columns
These machines seem to becoming into
use generally throughout the State. The verdict
here and elsewhere is in their favor, as performing the work well, expeditiously, and cheaply.
Sliowhegan has bought a Eureka ltoad Machine,
which is reported to have turnpfked forty-two
rods in excellent shape in less Ilian live hours,
with only two men and six horses. XorridgeThe

BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY 31, 1883.

MAINE HISTORIC U, SOCIETY SESSION.
The Main*' Historical society met in Portland.
Thursday afternoon. President dailies A. Bradbury presiding. The report of the Librarian
showed libera! donations.
A resolution was
adopted endorsing the proposed centennial history of tin l idled States by l)r. Franklin B.
1 lough, of \Vasliington. 11. t’’. (ien. John Marshall Brown exhibited a large photographic
copy of the celebrated Sebastian Cabot map of
l.'dl. now in the imperial library of Paris, and
i-alled attention to some important facts settled
by it. V paper from C. K. Banks.of Portland,
t 'regeii, on the
Bonytimn family, early settlers
of Saeo, was read by Edward 11. Flwell and a
vote of thanks was returned.
Joseph Williamson. of Belfast, read a paper on “Capital Trials
in Maine before Separation." It was very full
and inti resting, and was listened to with’close
attention. Janie- p. Baxter, of Portland, read
a
paper identifying the seal on tile Trelawney
patent with that of the Plymouth charter anil
demonstrating that it is not a device given by
opt. John Smith's map- as long supposed. He
thought the latter was the seal of the Virginia
"loin.
Fdward B. Burnham, of Saco, read a
paper on Dav id Si well.of Volk, the first Judge
of the District Court and an original memberof
this s leietv.
An invitation was received from
the
ity Government inviting the society to aid
in tlie celebration of the Fourth of July and the
placing of a monument to George Cleaves. Edward II. FI well and Gen. John Marshall Brown
w
re appointed a committee to act for the SociA set of Indian impli mints from the sons
ety
of the late Dr. Janie-( o lirane. and ..n early
report of the survey ami ascent of Mount Katahdin in isi’ii were received. Hon. Joseph
M illiauison called attend nt to the slander of
the early Maine settlers in the monograph lately published by ('Maries Francis Adam-. It w as
voted that Mr. Williamson be requested to preI are a response to the aspersion. Adjourned
to 7.550 r. At.
President Bradbury opened the evening se—
-ion. which w a-devoted to the meinorv of the
bit' ex-Gov. Israel Washburn. Jr., with a* tribute to lii- character. James P Baxter follow'd, closing with resolutions. Mr. Geo. F. Talbot spoke at length, giv ing a valuable -ketch of
Mr. T a-liburn's character and public services.
F\-Gnv. Sidney Perliam sp#ke of the alTcetionate regard vvliieh he ever felt for him.
Ibrn.
I*i-eph Williamson n ad a list of ids public
work- and writings; lie\. IF S. llttrnige fol•"i d with Washburn's account of tiemeeting
"i N' w
Ftiglaml Governors held .-. eretly at
Pi'ovvn l nivi rsity ( "iiinieiieement. at i’i' -ib lit l.ineoltl's la lines!. to nonsuit on the state
■I the
country early in tlie war. Fdward II.
Flwell spoke brieily and the secretary read a
i' 't’< r from lion. Aibort
W. Paine, of Bangor.
id' I ng intimate friend, which dwelt
espcciul'ii hi- legal ear'-v r.
The lvsoliltions were

unanimously adopted.

A
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a

this

might

And how

easily

have been

accomplished. Even if
the forest trees which sprang tip spontaneously
by the roadside had been spared, we might now
have a shaded avenue where there is only a
bare and dusty road with unsightly rock piles

1 be'late of the grand band tournament at
Maranoeook will be dull nth.
portent factor in the prosperity of Maine, will
amdt n boasts the largest aut hor factorv m 1 -non be here in
goodly numbers, with bis sisters
1'ilit'■' 1 Slate-, if not in the world.
thyTli"
I bis cousins and bis aunts, and should bate a
<'iit of logs ou Maeliia-waters last winter
heart! welcome. With a good harvest we shall
was a little over t
wenty-liv. million feet.
The 1 iiues say s that insects have attacked the
be ready to face the blasts of next winter, and
tree- in P.idd' Iord and vicinity.
-pm
when the books are closed at the end of the
Jllstle' Miller, of tile 1 nited State- Supia me
"ini. expeets to -pend the summer a!
year we have no doubt lint that the result will
'id i >reliard Beach.
lie satisfactory on the whole to those who

|

on

either hand.

value of

a

Few realize until too late the

shade tree: but iust think for

ment bow our
church and

city would look if
High streets was cut

a

mo-

every tree on
down. Even

H' lt

the natural adi ant ages of a site or erlooking t he
dwell in the good old Pine Tree State.
i»« at Portland. M".. on tin sill of next 'month,
beautiful bay could not in that event redeem
il IiiItli will allow linn.
Tin- team selected by the National Kille Assotile place from positive ugliness.
As it is. a
1 lie 1;. \. /,( nas 1’. Wilde, till* Haptist pn ;ii-li—
ciation. New York, to take part in the Internawho i!it’ll is eolith in New Ym k, w avillage improvement leicty. -m li as have done
Ineat■ '1 at
Watonille ( oilege. ihi- Slate.
I tiotial ltiile match at Wimbledon is not regard- good work in Massachusetts an 1 other States,
The (iardiner Journal autions
against the ed as at till satisfactory. The New Y ork Herald might do much to beautify I be city and thus enum oi aunnonia when the -kin is hroken.
and
hance tin* value of property.
reminds the directors that "this is a public afrelate- several ea-es w h re stieii inconsiderate
use resulted
fair." implying that the directors have been inseriously.
Mount Desert looks fo.
Why not have a sailing regatta here on the
-ame fashionable
fluenced by private considerations. The Brookcrowd of money-spending peojile i; had last
coming 4th of July? Our yacht licet lias had
of
the
out
of
W.
M.
lyn Fugle says
throwing
year, and all tie’ necessary arrailgeim uts have
some additions the past winter, lias bad a
been made to take them in and do for them.
l'arrow, of the Newport Artillery : "The snub
I lie city of l.ow i-ion w ill refund s-g'iii.nun of
thorough overhauling, and ill some eases imto
the
.state
of
Khode
in
Island
the rejec'-deht. now hearing n per cent, interest, in 4 given
provements have been made. Then Mr. Mu!■’ c'-nt. bonds, to be dated July 1-t. The new tion of Farrow is likely to be resented, and it is comber will no doubt have bis novel craft
!--ue w ill eon-ist of Ion thoii-and-dollar bunds
that
the
the
team
will
of
probable
complexion
afloat and it would be a good opportunity to
on| luo live-hundred dollar bonds. Tlu v will
be considerably altered before the date named
b” -old io the
test her speed and other qualities. Races in
iiigbest bidder.
I la (leiieral eonferi’iiee of the ougregation- for it.- sailing for Wimbledon—the 19th of .lime.'’
dillercnt classes might be arranged, so as to afal I’liiireiii’S of .Maine w ill be held this
Fori
st
and St ream discusses the matter at length
year at
1
ford very pretty sport, and there ought to lie
irniiugliin. eoiiiiiii'iii ing'l'iii’silav I'. M".. June and makes a
spirited defence of our former no
Piii. and eoni inning till Thursday.
The .Maine
dittieulty in providing suitable prizes. An
1
Mr.
We
townsman.
Farrow.
the
lit ml will -I’ll special tickets'to
quote
opening occasional
persons atregatta would not only stimulate a
tending Ihe conference for one fare for Un- paragraphs of it- editorial on the subject:
love for yachting but would give encouragement
round trip.
The theme of all talk in rifle circles and
i ia i.elei lie .Medical Soeietv ot Maine lit*’! at
to our boat builders and prove attractive to \ i—
the outside public as well is the action
lie i’rehle House. Portland.' .Hav ’Till. Piv.-i- among
itor- of aquatic tastes. Who will move in the
of the directors of the National ilifle Associadeu: 1 11-iinii- llobiii-oii. ot Durham,
piv-iding, tion in shutting W. M. Farrow from the roll of matter?
and eleeii’il otlieers for the ensuing war. The
members of the team of Ink;. There is much to
-ontial ..ildi’e.— wa- delivered by Dr'. T. Ilatehbe said, pro and con. in regard to the act, but
der. .,i Maejii -. ami tile assembly
A Slander of Early Maine Settlers.
adjourned after all the bald fact remains that one of the
for tlie annua! dinner at 1 :lo i\ m.
best marksmen in America, if not the very best
t .i '. I!. Da hell ,v .'.in. (
Hon. Joseph Williamson called attention to
liter (i roton. ( nun.. I all-round shunter we have, has been shut out
"rii
nir eiistoiiii s pronounce the liubber
I from a chance of adding his strength to tile the slander of early -Maine settlers in the mono< o ill’ll s ’(’the 111 have
extra cutting i[Uali!ie.-.
lately published by Charles Francis
team, and only because some of those in power graph.
*
Tl
iardiner Journal sa\ Jh v. 1 )r. (juinhv
Adams. It was voted that'Mr. AVilliamson lie
have personal’ spites w hich they wish to work
ot tin- tiOspel Haulier, since fanuarv ha- b i>n j
requested, to prepare a response to the asperout in this petty fashion.
In a low nervous condition. but i- now recoversion.
[Proceedings -Maine Historical Society.
The facts of the case are simple, and all the
ing.
The historical monograph in question is on
muddle of explanation which may be thrown
barge shipment' of hav are being liiadi from
about them will not change the general impres“Sir Christopher (iardiner, Knight," ol' w bom
tie Mr. station at Augusta. Over gmj tonsion that a gross act of injustice has been done,
are now in tlie
it is said that,
I lie episode of Sir Christopher
hay sheds awaiting shipment.
and tiie American motto of fair play and the
(■"'• Hobie ha- nominated Hon. David N.
< iardiner is one ol the puzzles of
best man to the front set at naught. Mr. Farearly Xew
Mori land of Jioekland. Kail road < ’oinmis.-ioner:
row has been for years a member of the NewEngland history." lie was then, it appears,
Mrs. liinina Tor-ey. Ueadlii ld. Trust--i of Inof the Jihode
port Artillery, an
~“>i
and is likely to remain, a good deal of a mysHospital: ( liai’les \\ Keyes. Kariniiigton, Island militia. He organization
competed a year ago at
irustee of Mate < oilege of Agriculture and
He figures as the "walking villain." in
< reedmoorfor a place on the team of last
tery.
year,
Ab eiianie Alls: s. I >. Wake-tield, Lew iston,
and at ot her matches. under the control of iliese
the novel of Hope Leslie, by ,Mi-> Sedgwick,
oniini'-ioie r of Pliar-naev.
directors, has appeared in the uniform of his
The Inter
oHegint game of base ball at corps and won prizes. It is nonsense then to lie had an "equally mysterious companion."
U atei’v ille. .May lib. resulted in a victory for
and it is through her that the early Maine setclaim that he was not well known to the CreedtIn Polio nine by a score of ti to 1. The
game
moor officials as a National tiuardsman. Yet he
tlers are slandered. Thomas Purchase, who
0 tiniii;D< ■ I after ihe sixth
accident
by
inning
was shut out from
lending his valuable aid to came over from England in lti'44 and four
and refusal ot tin- Hates to plav
years
longer.
retrieve the defeat of IKsg on the
flimsy pretext
1'he profit from lust year's "farming" at the
later was settled on the Androscoggin, within
that the directors had not been made officially
Mate college was s IT ii ;.i;:l.
There are twentyaware of the fact that he was a member of the
the limits of what is now the town of Itrunsinn"*11
ini- renege
uirm.
lie
citizen soldiery.
wiek, had occasion to tie ill Itoston. Mr. Adams
i1, "lit >• asun. forty acre- will In* put in crops
and ••xjK'riinrntal work will be continued.
Mi'. David A. Wells having demanded the
Tie- survey ing party on the Shore J.ine road
A man in good standing, it is possible that lie
production of a scintilla of evidence to prove
i- now
working in Ellsworth ea-t of tin- river. that
saline to Massachusetts in search of a wife; for,
Mie Republican saysthe owner of the team
money has been sent from England to inas will
presently he seen, marriageable women
Whieii, live years ago. wended its way into tin- fluence political action on the tariff, the PhilaAmerican quotes the London Times in
were then murh
\ roostook woods,
sought after in Maine. lint
hearing the legend : ’'110111111 delphia
HI
as follows :
1.
"A
was
recentwhether
he came on purpose to liml a wife or
subscription
for Aroostook or I!u~tnow iiies in it rliain.
to raise funds to circulate free trade
he
not.
ly
seems
to
have fallen in with .Mary
opened
and he has not “busted.” hut has
greatly im- tracts in foreign countries. About £4+0,000 Glove, and she
notwithstanding the scandalous
proved his condition, having won from the for- was
subscribed. Some of the tracts are to be
1 st
charges concerning her, and the unexplained
a good farm and a comfortable home.
nature of her relations with Sir Christopher,
printed in New York for distribution in the
Ex-Seiiator llamiin is giving his valuable lil nited States.” Professor Albert S. Holies
found favor in his eyes. Presently they were
brary and curiosities to art museums.
of
comment
on
this:
“It
lias
never
says
by way
married, and then he tool, her hack to hi' home
Ballard
orchestra has engaged to furnish
in Maine; and not iter only. Init Gardiner also.
IllUsic at the eonillleneelllent exercises of tile been denied that most of the money thus raised
was used to elect Mr.
At the present time sueli a proceeding on the
Polk, with the expectaMaine \\'i -li van seminary and Female College
tion or understanding that the tariff of is+o
part of a bridegroom from the lvastwurd would
at Kent's Ilill. and w ill give a concert there,
be radically modified in the direction of
would
create surprise.
In the early days, however,
dune 0. assisted by Mrs. Ada Cary Sturgis, confree trade.”
the absence of help-mates was so severely felt
tralto vocalist, and Miss Mary Louise Ballard,
the
settlers
of
Maine, more hardy than refinby
solo pianist.
Audit is a fact that most of the free trade
ed, that, in Jlflio, the Koval Commissioners, in
f. A. W'iNou. Esq., of Bangor. II011. I.. A.
circulated in this country are writpamphlets
their
official
;
report to Sir limn Kennett, the
Emery, of Ellsworth, aud Gen. s. I). Leavitt, ten and
printed in Great Britain.
! Bnglish Secretary of State, made the following
ot Last port, have been selected as the Trustees
remarkable and, perhaps, even offensive statefor the mortgage bondholders, in the matter of
are inbonds to be i-Mied by the Maine Central in aid
Referring to prohibition in Maine, in a recent ment: “They [the .Maine plantations]
habited by the worst of men * *
for the
of tlie Shore Line Railroad.
address in Music Hall, Boston, Hon. Neal Dow
most
are
lishermcn.
and
share
their
part they
The quarterly meeting of the Knox co.mti
said a “great lie" is rolling over the land. Prowives as they do their boats." This otherwise
medical society was held in Rockland. Thursthan com nemlable practice in domestic reladays Papers were read on several important hibition is‘said to be a failure by those who
tions is here described as having prevailed a
'"pics. The meeting closed with a dinner at want it to fail. The testimony of Hon. James third
of a century after the Purchase marriage;
the Thorndike House, at which members of the
G. Blaine and other prominent citizens of : it would he rash,
therefore, to infer that a
fraternity of the county with ladies and the
for if was on that ease established.
precedent
Maine
was
presented to show that prohibition
pri ss of tie city were present, followed by witit
would
seem that either there
Nevertheless,
ty speeches by Hr. Levansaler, of Thoinaston, there is a success. Were it not so, the liquor
must have been a very clear understanding all
Ur. Williams of Rockland. I>r. Iiiise, president
never clamor against this reinterest
would
round, or else Thomas Purchase had a soul
of tie association and many others.
above suspicion.
The next quarterly session of the Reform strictive legislation which is doing the work.
t lubs ot Maine w ill be held at South Brunswick. on Wednesday and Thursday, .lime titli
The Bangor Commercial lias had “another ;
I'm many people having become
stage-struck
and 7th.
reminder of what a great place the Penobscot ; Inis caused the accumulation of a
Mr. Gilman, of the Aroostook Pioneer, s peaks
good deal of
highly of the proposed excursion of the Maine district is for raising captains for Bath, Boston ■stage truck. ’I’ It is does not refer to the cabbages
Press Association to Ihe Provinces. They will
and New York ships. It is hard to find a place
iinuied at woliid-be stars by exasperated auiliprobably go via tin- Maine Central and K. & X. where a Maine man has not been, and still hard- mures.
;
,\.. to St. John, thence by boat to
Higbv. X. S., er to find a
t hence by rail to Halifax
port that a Penobscot captain has
returning via the Intercolonial to St. John. The trip tip the
The Biddeford Journal speaks of an "estcemAnnapo- not dropped anchor in.” That is true; and
lis valley will he a lovely one. A warm welcome
don’t you forget it.
-■a contemporary" as “the bullet-pated trilobite,
will he extended at Halifax.
who semi-occasionally dishes up knock-kneed
Gov. Butler, of Massachusetts, is unhappy,
lotlfcorial squibs for the Sentinel.’’
The Senior Morrill, of the Gardiner Home
lb' admits that he has accomplished nothing of
Journal is evidently recovering, both in health
his mission so far, and says the Legislature and
and spirits. The following items from Ids last
flte Dexter Gazette suggests that the rage
the Council have tied his hands. But Massaissue have the old time snap and vigor:
ffwr the new color, crushed strawberry, will
chusetts would never be foolish enough to add
A correspondent wants to know if we have
Jjpobably he followed liv mashed tomato, sifted
to a Butler Governor, a Butler Legislature and
tried Iron Bitters, or iron in
form.
Can't
any
sqmash, and squashed banana.
The
dose she has already swallowed
say. \\ e have a physician who gives us what Council.
lie pleases. We sat down on a lack the other
has made her sick.
It looks as though the Shore "I,ine is a sure
day, and tile effect w as very marked. The bystanders said they did not see hut we
tiling.
A Hampden correspondent writes to correct
got up its
quick as we ever could, its effect on our a statement concerning the saltness of the watlanguage was very strengthening.
Kocal dealers report greatly increased sales of
er of the Penobscot at Bangor, which he says
One of our most thoughtful and able metro1
fertilizers lhis season. One farmer lias bought
politan exchanges, in a long and labored article appeared in the Journal of the 17th. There is
on household
hints, advises ladies "if possible a mistake somewhere. We do not remember nearly three tons. The bulletin from the Maine
10 have the carpets beaten
Board of Agriculture published on the lirst page,
by men.” We do
not suppose there is a woman in Gardiner that
any such item.
gives some important information concerning comever thought of this aud as the
suggestion seems
mercial fertilizers. It shows that in buying fertiThe Bostou Post captioned its account of the
a
reasonable one. we copy it. We do it the
lizers advertised in the Journal farmers get lull
more readily as our carpets are all beaten.
opening of the East River bridge, “A Bridge of ;
value for their money.
the Herald had it, “A Steel Wedding,”
.Size,”
Catarrh.
while the Journal contented itself with “The
We have received the catalogue of the Castinc
The remarkable results in a disease so universal
and Willi such a variety of characteristics as CaNormal School, which shows that institution lobe
Great Bridge.”
tarrh, prove how effectually Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
in a nourishing condition. Tlic summary of attendacting through the blood, reaches every part of the
The coronation of the Czar of Russia took
ance during the year is as follows: Fall term, 112;
human system. A medicine, like anything else, can
hefairly judged only by its results. We point with place at Moscow Sunday, and passed off quietly.
winter term, 73; spring term, 184; total, 319. The
pride t" the glorious reeord Hood’s Sarsaparilla has
can now go on with their spring work
number of different pupils in attendance during
entered upon the hearts of thousands of people it Farmers
as usual.
lias cured of catarrh.
the year was 215. The spring term closed last week
ami the fall Term will begin Aug. 28th.
A decision of the Law Court makes the town
Hr. Isaac (Juimby of Jersey City, has been
nominated for Governor by the New Jersey of Minot liable for some of the trausactions of
.Some of our citizens have gone into the cultivaProhibitionists.
T. B. Swan, the absconding treasurer.
tion of dandelions, thus ensuring an early crop of

|

■

1

Dr. W. D. Edwin, Kevber, W. Va., says:—
esteem Brown’s Iron Bitters as an excellent
tonic.”

“Many

Eastport is known, unofficially,
dine metropolis.

as

the sar-

^’greens”

of extra quality.
Howes A Co. ordered
dandelion seed and were surprised to liml when
1 they received the hill that it costs $3.50 per pound.
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News

ITS OBSERVANCE IN BELFAST.

of

Belfast

and

Vicinity.

T<> A

HYACINTH, PLUCKED FOR DECORATION DAY.
<> flower, plucked before the dew
Could wet thy thirsty petals blue,
Grieve not—a dearer dew for thee
Shall be the tears of memory.
H.
C. Runner, in June Century.
!

battle of the elements on Tuesday afternoon, was followed by a bright, sunshiny morning
on Wednesday, just as tilie cruel war which claimed so many victims was succeeded hy the peace
which cost us so dear. Flags were displayed at
half mast about the city and the morning w as devoted to marking the graves and general
preparations. The last resting places of the fifty or more
soldiers aud sailors in the cemeteries of the city
were strewn with flowers and
evergreens, while
those who are sleeping cn the battle fields of the
South and elsewhere, were tearfully remembered
The

A

named Murphy gave

man

tion

tin;

on

trapeze

good street exhibiMonday evening last.

on

a

lias sold two cargoes of ice to
Faban, Phil brook & Co., to he shipped to Key West.
Mr. II. F. Pierce

Mardcn has bought John M. Smith’s
Henry
house, known as tin* Libby house, at the corner of
Cedar and Grove streets.
J.

by relatives and comrade 3 in arms. As near as can
lie ascertained 165 of Be) last’s soldiers and sailors
are dead, the majority of whom are buried
away
from home.
At 1.30 p. m., Thomas! II. Marshall Post, G. A.
I!., formed in line in front of their hall on High
street, headed toward the east. The members appeared for the first time in a new uniform, consisting of black hats, with gold cord bands, and a
wreath on the front witlij the letters (,. a. it., and
with white belts worn over dark clothing. The officers carried swords. The i’ost mustered some
sixty members. Palestine! commandery of Knights

Andrew J. Curtis, of Monroe, has patented a buthole cutter and tracer; and Charles Littlefield,
of Vinalliavcn, has
patented a rope clamp.
ton

The account of

the goose-shooting exploits of
Belfast sportsmen, appears in the Maehias
Union of May 22d.
The affair was outlawed long
ago.
four

There is but one member at present on the Belfast school committee—Mr. F. W. Brown. Messrs.
Libby and Frohock have resigned on account of
leaving town.
Waldo county convention of the Woman’s

The

Templar, twenty men in jmfiforra, joined the procession, taking the lead as escort. Waldo Lodge
No. 12, 1. O. O. F. filed down Spring
street, falling
in at the rear of the column. The following is the
order of procession—

Temperance Christian Union will he held in this
city early next month, the exact day not having yet
been settled upon. Mrs. Stevens, the Stale
president, will he present.

A special train, containing President
Jackson,
superintendent Tucker, the Railroad and Bridge
inspectors with other officials, on a tour of inspection, came to this city on Thursday
Only a brief
stop was made.

Marshal and Aid.
Palestine Commandery, k. T.

Firing Squad.

Color Bearer
Thomas II. Marshal Post, (i. A I!.
Chaplain and Orator in Carriage.

City Government in Carriage.
Waldo Lodge I. O. n. F.

F. \\ ilsou, of this city, has sold his Nor
man-Clydesdalc stallion to Mr. S. L. Adams, of
Mr. J.

Citizens.

The line of march, under the music of fife aud
drum hy veterans was down High street to the
intersection with Church, up Church to Miller, up
Miller to Congress, over Congress (o Main, up

Gray, agent

of the Fureka road scraper. The colt
three years old and weighs 1250 pounds. Mr.
A lams says it is the finest colt he ever saw.

is now

Main to the cemetery. Tint procession filed down
main avenue and broke! ranks. Each member
of the i’ost sought the grave of a dead comrade and
placed upon it an evergreen sprig. Flowers had
already been laid there. W idle this was being done
a salute of three
volleys was fired. The cemetery
was thronged with speetjators and
many lots
beside those of the sohlitrs were handsomely
decorated. The procession re-l'orined and march
ed
down
Main
street
to
Waldo .avenue,
over the avenue to
Bridge street, down Bridge to
Church and on to Harford Hall. The hall was

Daniel J. Roberts, of Fast Belfast, was
severely
injured on Saturday la.-t. He was bolding bis horse
near Kelley’s
bridge, when the animal became
frightened and threw him to the ground. The horse
started up dragging the team over Mr. K >berts.
No bones were broken, but he was badly bruised.

densely packed but

The

the

stockholders meeting of the Belfast Mann
Co. hi Thursday last, a proposition to
lea-e llu* shoe factory building to ( ritehett & Sibley
was discussed.
A report on the boilers was con
side red and the matter referred b> the board of diAt

rectors.

reserved for the organizations. Commander Haney called the meeting to order, when general >rder No.." was read
by Adjutant Pattee. Comm mder Haney then delivered the welcome address, lies. \V. JL Williams offered a most earnest
prayer which w is followed hy a song, “Good Bye," well rendered InMiss Aland Milliken. Adjutant Pattee then read
the

seats

were

Monumental Fi nd. Col. Horsey has re
contribution to the soldiers’ monumental fund a ticket from Portland to Ogdensburg and

return, good for one trip at any time from the pres
wember. Any one who contemplates a
trip to Ih<* Thousand I -land.- will do well to consult
Col. Ib r-cy. other donations have been made.

cut to N

Mr.
Axel J.

Lowe, I red J.
Line, Albert s.
Mail-hall, Tlios. II.

Burgess,

.Mayo, Nelson N.
Mcti’olley, Augustus.

Matjhew-,

Win. Austin.

Brown, diaries.
Brown, Joshua L.
Bean, (ieo. M.
Bueklin, Herbert L.
Brier, Hbcn F.
Brier, Francis F.
Black, Henry.
Bunl, Samuel F.
Burgess, Win. A.
Burgin, diessabrook.
Carter, Amerieus
Carter, Preston J.
< lolburn Kbe i.
Cousins, John H.
dark, Job.
Clark, Joseph F.
( Tosby, (ieorge* A.

Crosby,

Win.

Collin's,
(

Michaels,

<

Patterson,

Henry.

A. P.
1 lean, James F.
Doran. John.
Da\, George F.
IMekerson, Frank W.

hum

M.

(.^uinjbv,

W.

I

Rowej, Harrison.
Svlvanus.
Riehajrds,Fred
A.
Rogeirs,

Isaac II.
Fdgar I>.
Kastman, Israel G.
Fm.nous, Fverett.
Fm* rson, Calvin.
Fllis, Franklin A.

Darby,

>awyei\ John K.
seott. Leroy s.
Shales, Wm. Jl.
Shuman, John F.

Davis.

Fowler. Willard R.
Gardner, Wm. 11
Gay. Fdmund.
Gilhreth, John T.
(iilbreth, Samuel (i.
Giles, Charles.
Gilman, Alon/o M.

Sweeney, Dennis,
Sylvester, Wm.
sweemw, John.

Janie- 11.
Gilmore, Charles T.
Hod-don, Fred A.
Holt, Charles W.
Howard, A. J.

Guptill,

Shepherd, Klbridge.

Tootluikcr. John A.
Tufts, George F.

Tripp,

Haire, Roswell.
Heath, Wm. s.
Hall. Augustus F.
Harriman. J*
ph W.
Hollis. Ruble 1-.
Ilaugh, Henry.
Hinds, Pres<"tt D.
Harmon, It. h
Hawkins, Vurelius.
Hayes, Charles W.
Johnson, Ralph.
Kelley, Louirti A.
Kendall, Warren.

liufus.

Thorm

ike, Timothy.
Walker, Solomon.
Waterman, Alfred P.
West, Daniel J.
West;, Daniel R.
White, John A.
Winshiw, Nathan >.
Wilsonl Jesse A.

>

Wilsonl

Wm. J.
( 'u-tantiuc.

Knowles,

A. J.

West, George NY.
Wales, John, Jr.
Whitmore, Janie-.
Whitmore, George.

Sumner P.
Fane, John K.
Littlctleld, CiiMs. M.

Young,JGeorge
A. M.

Young,

F/.ra.
s.

oil the piano, ( apt.

Charles Baker then introduced till* Rev. T. B. Gregas the orator of the day.
Mr. Gregory begun
by saying that while he would eulogize the boys in
blue he should not slander the boys who wore the
member of the

Cnion,

llj'

born in the South,
said he Southern people were w rong, but he kmw that they w ere
honest and sincere and believe* that they were
right, lie went back to the convention which framed the constitution and spoke of the antagonism

party, headed by Alexander Hamilton,
believed in ;t strong central government, while the
other under Thomas Jefferson believed in a confederation of states. One was centrf lization ami the
other Mates rights. These two fac.iors existed unOne

til the

war of ls«;i.
The first outb irst was in lsj'J,
when President Jackson quelled ithe nulliiiers of
South Carolina. It was the
of Hamilton
over Jefferson.
The result of the war of 1 SO1 w as

victnlry

the second

victory

of

Hamilton

ovejr Jefferson.

He

said the Declaration of Independence was a lie
when it said, “All men are created e |ual,’
when the framer of it was a slavi holder. Cnion
a
lie in isoi, hut in 1sn> it is a true one.
characterized the war of lsfjjl as the greatest ever fought, ami spoke of the feelings of
W'as

He

the countries of
them would

Europe, and sail that

liked

to

have

seen

us

go

some
l<>

of

pieces.

they want to try us on now! let them come
on.
lit* eulogized the soldier and said he always
stood between the people and liarnli. The speaker
But it

related
the two
river.

a

very

feeling anecd.de of I the

war

when

contending armies were on cither side of a
The Cnion hand played tin Star Spangled

the Confederate resp mded with the
“Bonnie Blue Flag.” The Cnion band then played
Banner

w

hen

Plunkett.

C. tjuimby, of this
a correct solution
of the question concerning the age of Mr. Peter
Moulton, of l nity, published in last week’s Journal. llis answer is as follows : “>undav, Jan. 7,
170s.” We give the solution sent by Mr. Moulton
Tin: Puohlkm soi.vki).

city,

we

regret that the crowded condiprevents us froin publishing it

full.
The choir
“America.”
in

C'apt. Baker

ami

audience

united

in

singing

behalf of the Post extended
Odd Fellows, jorator, and all
who contributed to make the celebration a grand
success.
The veterans then tiled out of the hall and
mar-lied back to their quarters, well! satisfied with
their days work.
on

thank-5 to the Mas ms,

The
of

stores, offices, post-oMoe, banks and places
business generally were closed Wednesday

afternoon.

The store of Geo. \V. Burkett w as handsomely
decorated on Wednesday, the front windows being
trimmed with red, white and blue streamers. It
made a handsome and patriotic appearance.
The only casualty during the procession was the
of the carriage of a Mr Oakes. The
horse became frightened on Wilson’s hill.
Mr.
Oakes w as cut about the eye, but the bottle which
came out of his pocket was not broken.

overturning

question

with the

L.

first to hand in

the

was

:

mili mat since me commencement oi the isth
century there* lias been 20 leap-years, or years with
I thru multiply the 83 years by
:>0(J days in each.
3(»f> and get 3u,21f>, to which I add 20 days for the
leap-years and also 130 for the days that have passed in the present year, and get 30,4'»4 for all the
days that have passed in the present century.
There being no leap year in 1^00, 1 lind that i must
have lived 724 days in the 17th century. In these
721 days there lacks i; days of 2 years, consequently
0
17ns must have passed before 1 was born,
which proves that 1 was b< ru on the 7th of January,
170S.
1 lind that 31,17s will divide by 7 without a

days'of

remainder, consequently as Saturday, May 10th,
was the last day ot the series, January 7, I7os must
have been the lir-t

day

ot

the week.

You will

un

der-tand then that 1 was born Sunday, Jan. 7, i70s.
Most respectfully yours,
Petek Moulton.
also the first corcard from liockport
“guessing” Monday Jan. sth, 170S; but giving the
right date in a P. s. <:. F. II., Fast Thorndike,
made it Friday, Jan. (», 170s. |,. A., of Freedom,
Sunday, Jan. 2*., I7'.i“. R.C. P., Fast Troy, sent a
correct solution.
The

lirst

answer

rect solution.

received

Next

comes

was

a

Kev. Mr. Williams preached
the Methodist church in this city
on Sunday.
A large audience was present to greet
the new pastor. The sermon was able and scholarly, and gave universal satisfaction... %Mr. Smiley
(.'Heim

his

first

his

columns

The

with which he sings heightens the pleasure of hearing him. His selection of Mendelssohn’s spirited
mg, “Pm a Boamer” as his first solo, sent a thrill
of pleasure through the audience, when the first
few chords of the piano prelude were heard.
He
sang it nobly and gratified the audience with “hittie Tin Soldier” in response to an ew ore.

speaker was earnest and at times eloquent, and
was frequently applauded.
The address was well
our

Mass.

Friday morning.

train

did not

tion of

*•.

success-

-•hoo|>, arrived here Thursday from Las
line, where they had attended the exercises at the
''tali1 Normal school, (iov. Kohie and Mr. Swascy
were the guests of Lol. Philo Hersey, the others
.'.topping at the American House. Had it been

Home, Sweet Home, when the en mv .-.truck up
the same strain.
It was a battle of misie in which
friend and foe could stand on equal grounds. The

received, and

li!i\vmi(

are

Lewiston Journal says.
It was a most, happy choice that gave Mr. K. <>.
Thorndike a part as the baritone of the evening.
His baritone is rich, high and flexible and the dash

ory

was a

the Bickncll Bros.’

common

<f

Young,

the choir ami music

in

copy of

complimentary concert to Misses Baldwin
and \\ alker, in Lewiston last Thursday evening,
w as a brilliant success.
The singing of our former
townsman, Mr. L. ‘>. Thorndike, was highly appreciated. In the second part the second act of
Martha was given, Mr. Thorndike taking the part

Jones F.

Lindsey, Fdwin.
Linseutt, James F.
Lothrop,

ful oloiliei

a

Bickncll Bros,

The

Wooster, Amos R
Wyman, Frederick II.

Wilsonj

The

dexing of
liegister of

Starkey, George L.
Mephdnson, A. J.

(ireer, Riley.

license.

eouiity commissioners have awarded the intwelve years of the volumes in the
Deeds ollice to L. If. Muroh, of this
city, at §20 per volume, he to furnish the blank
books. The award was made last week and should
have appeared in the Journal, but after .Air. March
was informed that the contract had been given him,
one of ti e county commissioners told the JournaLoeul that no award had been made and none would
bo made until they met in adjourned meeting this
week. The volumes to be indexed are from INiO to
D72, and are about fifty in number. The expense
will be £ l ,noo.
Mr. March will have an ollice tit ted
up in the < .rand Jury ro<>m.

II.

Smartl II> 11 i-.

Andrew.

sense,

The

Sylvester, George W.

Frank.

v

Advertis.-r.

early

Sylvester, Fugene.

Stiekney, Alonzo
shaw,l Alpheus.

common

known that the Governor was to be here there
would have been a reception. The party left in the

spinks Charles.
smith, Jos. B.
Elevens, William (>.

Forbes, Ransom.

a

(»ov. Bobie, and two of the ( ouncil, Hon. John I*.
>wa-icy. lit (.'anion, and Hon. XV. W. Bolster, of
Vubiirn. and V \. Luce, State Superintendent of

>.

Robiilson, George

Frea 11.

there.

was

nally printed in the Journal.

Robbins,

Dunbar, Wm. II.
Dunnells, John II.

speaker

He

very
They were formerly of Kn>t Belmont, in this county, and attribute
their sueees> to the teachings of their honored parents, who still !i\c on the old farm in Maine, that
“honesty is better than gold, and work no dis.-taiv." Tins number of the Advertiser contains
the article "ii Boiler Skating by Our Heorge, origi-

Pottle, Wm. T.
Patterson, lsuu \
Poor, II. .M. A.
Albert.
(Quinlan. N'ichard.
Kaeruon, Midiael.
Richard.-. Finery.
James.
Robin-on, A Ion/

ucnvcrci

ncrscy

We have rotvived

John C.

Piflsbury, John

hoa\

a

Fdwin.

Rideout. Win. F.
Ripley, Charles.

Downes, Daniel.

gray. The
but lie was

promise.

practical temperance address at the Lnivcrsalist
vestry on >unday afternoon. He said the cause of
temperuuee was steadily advancing all over the
country, particularly in the south. In the State of
(iem gia, wher they have a local option law, several
counties have voted prohibition, while others have

Patterson, Alexis -..
Patterson, Henry A.
Payne, Miller..

c.ain,

Hymn by

died in this city last

loss.

Samuel.

Nick|erson,

Cox, (ieorge.
Clement, ( II.

King,

\. B.

O’Connell, John,
Parker, Augustus A.

Charles (’/

(Hidden,

man

printer and worked fora number of years in the
Pro.greshive Age ofibv. H>• was a good printer,
earnest and faithful in the discharge of his duty,
and was beloved by hi-> t\ Mow workmen.
His par
cut- have the sympathy of the community in their

Miller, Sheridan 1'.
Miller, (ieo.
Milliken, John F.
Monroe, N. I*.
Moore, Oliver G.
Mixer, Jackson.
Ncwbcrt. Andrew.
Newell, Robert I.
Nickerson, \aron W.

Michael.
Cullnan, Win.
( uuningliam, Cornelia-.
Cunningham, Henry W.

(ireer.

who

of much

young

Michaels. George.

ullnan,

Dyer,

Fugene Corbett,
was a

a

Baker, K Iward.
Baker. Albert.
Braekelt, Rufus L.
Burgess,George M.
Burgess, Tolman T.

Mason, Janies

new boilers will be put in.
have been in use ten years.

as a

week,

Lowney,

probable

ones

The

...

Win. II.

it is

present

wived

following

Allyn,

a

facturing

it

Notes.

sermon

at

preach at the < mgregntionalist and Baptist
churches ns announced last week, but Mr. Kyle of
the senior class of tin*

Bangor Seminary, came in
Ropes, of the Bangor Seminary,
will preach at the North church next Sunday....
There will be no preaching at the Baptist church
next Sunday. The usual Sunday school and prayer
meetings w ill be held .Rev. Mr. Gregory will
stead.

deliver

a

Pivf.

lecture at the I'niversalist church

on

Sun-

day evening next-Rev. J. S. Hutchinson, pastor
of the M. F. church, South, at Fredericksburg, Ya.,
wiio is editing the book “The Blue and the Gray”
with Rev. Mr. (.errish, of Bangor, will he in the
latter city July 1st and he will spend several weeks
there.
Personae.

Rev. J. T.

Bixby

and

family,

for-

merly of this city, will sail for Europe from New
York on tin* IWth of July in the steamship Nebraska.
They will remain abroad two years, making their

headquarters in Germany. Mr. Bixby resigned his
charge at Meadville, Pa., on Sunday last-W. R.
Holmes, of Belfast, and recently of the Johnson
House, Gardiner, is now clerk at the St. Nicholas,
Rockland ...Prentice M. Brown left on Monday
for California, where he will join the ship Eldorado— Col. W. H. Fogler, of this city, delivered the
memorial address at Bath, on Wednesday, and Congressman Milliken, also of this city, the address at
II. II. Johnson came down street on
Skowhegan
Saturday, the lirst time for two months_Edward
B. Pillsbury, formerly of Belfast, is manager of
the main office in Boston of the American Rapid
Telegraph Co., and his brother Ralph is manager of
—

Saturday was a very busy day in Belfast. The
city was full of people ami our local traders made
large sales.
installment of Penobscot Indians have
their appearance in Waldo enmity, having
pitched tents in l nity.
The tirst

made

Transfers in Real Estate.
The following
the trsnsfers in real estate in Waldo county for
the week ending May 29th—Fred Atwood, Winterport, to Susan A. Baker, same town. Alexander
Dumphe, Searsmont, to Andrew Herrick, same
town. Samuel Fowler, Searsmont, to Alexander
Dumphe, same town. Walter J. Grant, Lynn, to

are

Phineas Pendleton, Searsport. Step ion P. Larabee, Knox, to M. A. Harding, same town. J. R.
Mears, Morrill, to Robert Patterson, Belfast. Mary
F. Nado, Monroe, to E. H. Nealley, sa nc town. L.
It. Palmer heirs, Belfast, to George S. Chase, same
town. Anson Pitcher, Natick, to Wilbert (). Pitcher, Portland. John M. Smith, Belfast, to Nancy
M. Harden, same town. Susan J. and Asa Spear,
Thomaston. to Edward Saunders, Belmont. Nancy Treat, Hampden, to Abijah W. Hardy, Winterport. 11. C. Tyler, Freedom, to Charles Glidden,
same town.
Daniel C. Toothaker, Bblfast, to II.
D. Shaw, Morrill. Geo. L. Whitten, V uity, to Wm.
O. Webb, Troy. Benj. Webb, Troy, to Wm. O.
Webb, same town.

branch office

Summer street_Miss Susie M.
city, will teach the summer
school at the Head of the Tide, beginning on Monday next ...Mr. Charles Coombs goes to Boston
this week to learn the art of embalming bodies_
Mr. Edward Johnson and family have arrived in

a

Partridge,

of

on

this

Belfast, and will spend the summer here as usual.
Mr. Theodore Winslow, who has been in Boston since going out of business in this city, has re
turned to Belfast and will remain here two weeks.
Mrs. Addison Moore, of Belfast, who three
....

—

years ago went to Meadville, Penn., is to marry the
President of the Meadville Theological Seminary.

probable that Belfast will be visited on the
wedding tour—Rev. Theodore Gerrish, of Bangor, passed through this city on Monday, on his
way to Yinaihaven, where he delivered the address
Memorial Day—Geo. F. Brackett returned home
on Monday from the session of Grand
Lodge of
Good Templars at Chicago-Mr. and Mrs. Win.
Pickering, of Salem, Mass., are in Belfast on a
It is

brief visit.

The Maine Central will run refrigerator ears to
Boston every Tuesday and Thursday until further
notice.
Coombs & Sou, furniture dealers, last week fitted
twelve rooms for Mr. Amos Clements’ summer

uiiiAM.

Searsport Locals.
.Miss Alena Blctlicn has
somewhat belter.

lamps work admirably

Our street

hotel at Mt. Desert.

quite

John Lawrey, of Sears moot, who deals largely
in cattle, shipped on Monday six cows and six
calves to Brighton, Mass.

overloaded

so

far, and are

improvement.

an

Sell. Brunette is being painted and thoroughly
in the dock here.
Wm. F. Black is still selling

Mr.
six

The heaviest rain storm of the season occurred
Tuesday afternoon and was accompanied by thunder and lightning and a sprinkle of hail.

E. Nickerson and others have loaded sch.
Empire with hay for Boston parties.

James Barker, of Searsmont, who advertises
carriages, on Monday shipped to Boston an extern
slon top carriage which lie made to order for the
Mr.

of $500. There is not a factory in New Bugland that can turn out better work.

sum

Mr. B. A. Owen, will play “Around the World
Kighty Days” in Hay ford Opera House, Thursday eve., June 7th. The piece will be given with
elegant scenery and costumes, a ballet, and in
general will be put on as well as the size of tinstage will admit.
in

During the performance of “Our Boys,” on Tuesday evening a number of youngsters effected an entrance over the hall, making n noise resembling
thunder which disturbed the audiemv. a scuttle
over the stage afforded them a
peep hole. They
will he arrested if the act is repeated.
A

HAM a

y\v w:ns. The following awards have
by the Alabama Commission to our
Searsport neighbors Daniel s. Goodell, $9*>3; Jas.
Park $905; Matilda B Nichols, administratrix.
Robert Porter, $777 ; lb;nry H. Grant, administrator, $903; John C. Blanchard, $377 ; -1- G. Park,
$183; Wm. II. Park, $831.
i. a

been

made

The people who carried the remains of Miss Morrill from this city to Glcnhurnon Friday night last,
state that when in the woods near
Winterport
three men sprang out of the thicket and caught
their horses. The men cut the assailants with tin1
" hip and drove away from them.
Their object ii
stopping the team is not known.
Miss Sadie Simonton, of Camden, the young
lady
violinist who gave an exhibition of !u r -kill at the
recent Grand Army fair, will give a musical concert in this city the last of June.
First class talent
will be engaged, ensuring a rich musical treat.
Miss simonton on her llr-t appearance here made
many friends who will accord her a hearty welcome.
The concert will be advertised later.

Henry Wyman of this city is now engaged in
catching alewivesat Warren, haying purchased the
right of the town. I p to Monday last he had
caught 55,0()o tUh which is a small catch. The seacloses June 10.

The town

right to take alewives,

one

of W

of the

that every voter in the b»wn

arren

sells the

stipulations being

shall have 3uo fish.

W blows and poor people have the
free.

in

number

cast

was

the

.-ame as

at

the first performance

ex-

cept that Miss Ora Partridge* took the place of Miss
Annie Knowlton, who is absent from tin* city. The
and all showed marked improveperformers
ment and the plav was produced in a very
spirited
and satisfactory manner. An attractive feature of
the entertainment was the music furnished !>v Mm.
I. 11. (.Jtiimby and Miss < alvina I!<tvcv,
pianists,
and Mr. It. P. Chase, violinist.
one

.Miss Mehitable Morrill, belter known as Aunt
“Jlittie,” died at the house of David Pierce in this
city on Friday last, aged <sf> years and live months,
slu* was a sister of r<d. Philip Morrill, an active
business man in the early days of Belfast.
Mi-.-,
Morrill has lived in the family of Mr. Pierce for

thirty

over

>he

years.

was an

Two years

ago slu* had

which she

never

fully

a

aunt of his

paralytic

recovered.

first wife.

attack from

Miss .Morrill
Her remains

beloved by all who knew her.
taken to (ilcnburn, where sin* ha- relatives
living, at her request.

was

Were

SlTAMKit Not

Mr. Frank

s.

Barron, formerly

express messenger between Bangor ai d Boston,
is now freight clerk on the steamer Katahdin.
Mr.
Patterson, who has been performing the duties of
freight clerk on the Cambridge in tin* place of Mr.

an

Mason, transferred to the Mt. Desert, has assumed
position of purser on the Kathdin and Mr. Fred
Pote has taken the position of freight clerk on the
Cambridge ...The Mt. Desert Herald hears that

the

board the City of
every
engaged
Richmond for her first trip, .June 10th. A very good
beginning for her summer’s work.\fter June
state

is

room

on

4th, the Boston steamers will make -ix trips petweek, all three boats being on tin* line.

dry goods trade excursion salc-

speaking
in Boston, a correspondent, in that city sends i.» th
Fitchburg, Ma.-s., .sentinel the following: '*It is an
of the

easy matter to take a lot of ten-rent lii.cn collardown cellar, run a little dirty \vat.« r over them, then
label them Twenty-live cents, former price thirtyseven and a half,’ and it is a very pretty profit.
When one sees the crowds that fill these stores
every day, one is reminded of the old maid who
bought a cradle at auction because it was so cheap,
you know, besides nobody know s w hat might hap
Moral
Patronize your local merchants,
pen.”
especially those who adverli-e in the .Journal, and
you will get good value for your money.
Accii>knt. Miss Krntna Hichhorn, head clerk in
the store of Ceo. W. Burkett, in this cily, was
thrown from a carriage Wednesday noon ami quite

severely injured. Miss Hichhorn, accompanied by
James Cunningham, who was guiding the horse,
was driving along Cnion street, ami when near the
house of Mrs. Black, collided with the truck team
of John Bird. The carriage canted up, w hen Miss
Ilichborn was thrown out. .subsequently the team
went into the gutter and the carriage was overturned. The horse cleared itself and ran home.
Miss Hichhorn was carried into the (dllum house,
to the home of Miss Crocker, where -urgieal assistance was rendered. One bom; of the right leg below the knee was fractured, but she w as not otherwise seriously injured. Miss 11. was taken to the
house of Mr. Burkett Wednesday afternoon.
New Advektisemems. is. CJ. Dinsmore A ><m
hoot and shoe dealers in this city have an advertisement in another column which will repay all to
read.Hil t Kittridge, of Belfast, advertises teas
which lie will club, with the excellent glass ware in
which lie deals as •premiums ...Geo. K. Brackett,
of Belfast, wants a horse... T. N. Winslow, who
isabout to leave Belfast, advertises for sale all his
household goods-1'. A. Greer, of this city is
local agent for Dr.
I*. French’s electric licit and
appliances, advertised in another column ...M. 1*.
Woodcock A Son on Friday and Saturday of this
week will exhibit

potted plants

for 1.

H.

Moses,

Bucksport....
Palmer,
ple, advertises summer underwear, neckwear and
gents furnishing goods generally, ( all and look
at his stock.... F.
Knowlton, Belfast, ha- for
sale the new model Buckeye mowing machine-,
Mr.

D. 1‘.

at Masonic Tem-

which will interest the farmers.. A. F (dark, of
Belfast, has just returned from the monumental
White Bronze Works, Bridgeport, ( <>im
and has
received the agency for Waldo county. Those in
want of soldiers’ monuments .-hould consult him.
Our correspondent
following interesting account
of the closing exerci.-es at the Fa-tcrn .-tale Normal School.
Wednesday May 23, came with a heavy storm of
rain but the true friend of the Fa-tine Normal
School is not deterred from visiting his old haunts
Gkadi ation

B. F. C.

sends

at

us

('asTim:.

the

am trilling circumstance ol
weather.
Boats
from three directions brought many visitors to
town and the streets of Fa-tine were filled with
hurrying umbrellas and gossamers. Governor Uobie honored the occasion in person.
Hi-excellency
is a stalwart man of pleasing appearance, looking
like the honest Yankee farmer that In is.
Wednesday’s programme consisted of examinations of the
classes and teaching exercises by the members of
the graduating class. To the teacher who has toiled
in the country schools the work done in the model
primary school connected with the institution raises
the thought, “How much better could l have done
if 1 had had these things to do with.”
But a good
time is coming even for the mismanaged district
schools of Maine. A pleasant.sight to a visitor was
the drill in calisthenics by the whole school. The
address by the Kev. George Lewis, of south Berwick, was full of good things. He told it- that any
successful life work required its honest, earnest
preparation, and of no work is this more true than
of teaching.
We are sure thirty five members of the class of
’83 were disappointed Thursday morning at sight
of the falling rain; but there is a certain pleasure
in defying the weather to do its worst. The examination of the class by State Superintendent Luce
was a good exhibit of the powers of the class in answering questions over work completed long ago.
The salutatory by the scholarly Mr. Grcely, of
Swanville, was rich in common sense logic in refer
encc to the wasteful and unjust district .-cliool system. The prophecy by Miss Kami, of Winter Harbor, was especially interesting to those wh«» know
the many little tilings which go to make school-life
time it is. Class exercises closed fittingthe
ly with the valedictory by Mr. Thompson of Ash
Point, and the singing of the class ode. The Governor then bestowed the diplomas and addressed
the class. Most full of feeling on these occasions
are the words of Prof. Woodbury, the beloved
principal. Friends of the school wereglad to know
that $1000 have been appropriated for work outlie

by

happy

building and grounds.
Thirty-live conquering graduates are added to the
alumni,'and the school will begin another year on

the28th of August with prospects never better. As
the class poet, Miss Sargent, of Portland, so beautifully said :
We wish that, like the wind blown cloud,
These weeks might he brought back;
That we might live aright the wrong,
Might gain where now we lack.
The time once gone can ne’er return,
It can he ours no more;
But we may profit by the thought
Of lessons that it hove.
Like brightness ling’ring in the sky
Long past the sunset hour,
The thought of these past days will hold
Through coming years their power.

Bangor parties.

S. Beals received a large stock of millin
ery goods from Boston last week.

Bt

Miss Dollie Smith, who is quite an artist, lias
some excellent paintings of late.

produced

Mr. Cyrus Tibbetts, who lately sold his place to
Mr. E. Gross, has bought a fine stand in Orrington

him

James Kelley Park has begun work upon his
house at the harbor. He intends to renovate it from
tiie foundation.

Mr. (
to

is

Arey started Saturday for his home in
is convalescing, and hopes soon to re

Cakus'i-;.

The annual examinations at the Norschool took place <m W ednesday of last week,
* u \
i"’s < 11
Rob;.
lion. N. A. Luce, state superintendent ! Sel •<,>]>, the full Board ol Trustees and
other \ i-it or.- being present.
Wednesday evening
Rev. bi'u. I • w i -, 11 South Berwick, Me., delivered

his usual labors.

sume

join

uiai

has. McClure has gone to Plymouth, Mass.,
ship Martha Davis, Capt. Benson, which
to sail for Hong Kong.

<

the

soon

■

Edward Gross and his entire family were
poisoned from eating greens which are supposed to
have had Paris green on them.
Mr.

graduating

includes the follow
Nettie L. Adams and
Nellie W. Farrar, of Lincoln
ville; Burton s. Lime-.
Sears mo nt; Kate >. Foye. Montviile: John P. (ir.
Icy, Swj nville; John W. MRcheii. Freedom, ami
Melvin J. W est, Monr
John P Creelcy delivered the salutatory. The class is the largest ewr

Mr. Benj. Merritliew, who is '.C> years old, drove
through our streets the «. ther day alone, seemingly
as vigorous as a much younger man.

gradunhd

arrived in the stream at

people generally

grieved

were

!

to learn of tin*

death of Mrs. S. Havener. She died recently in
Oldlovvn, and leaves live small children win. need
a mother’s care.

..

Morrill

will Pc

obliged tlast Friday

were

postpone tin* reception appointed for
on account of bis sickness.
He i.- afilieted
with a carbuncle on his neck.
w

Herald fifty
Hodge Has taken /.ton
Mr. Bonj. Merrithew iias been a subscriber
year.'.
to tin- li publican Journal since tin* lir-t number
wa- issued, more than 51 years ago.
•»

the

of

Ephraim street,
owned by (Japt..-J Park is undergoing repair and
renovation and will he occupied by Mrs. .1 V <■ i 1
key. who will hi pleased to meet her former patron.-.
on

corner

Mt.

Miilikeu, Member of Congress from
District, has recommended Hugh B. Merithew
son of the late .Jeremiah Merithew, of Sear-port,
for appointment as Naval Cadet in the navy of the
lion. s. E.

this

I'u.

-d Mates.

The

following

are

recent

among

departure-

apt. Win. West has been called t>> New York l>v
business which requires his prompt attention.

<

Mr-. Are\

has gone to

Buck-port.

William

three years

lollowing:

York, by the

West from New

nesday night.

the

are

<

apt.

or more

visit lion

i*

'Vit.ii

tinlul accid.

two

Mr. Horatio Mears and
fnmi

linger-

Providence, li. i.

who for the

again. Mr. Prince Colcord came from Camby boat last Wednesday and returns there t
day .Thursday). Mr. David Mosinau has arrived
from Boston to spend the summer, (japt. Peter
liome

den

Kane, Mr. Fred Edwards and Mr. Fred Grant caw
the boat Friday. Capt. Norman Dunbar i-at

‘saving

ic,

hile at work in

w

a

ile

w

are on

lately

lie

the cmls

b»-t

machine

.-

mi :
m

-hop.

Mr. Mia-

Mover lately pi;yclia.-< d a line pi n-," bo
daugl ter Dolin'. 1: is the only piam ow ned in
town.
Dellie i- teaching the village school. and
very sue<e-slu|-Mills are actively at work; Imt
ills

much

lumber must

lay

have delayed plantinggem

rally

and oat-

in

over....The rerent

rain-

hat, but rrop- me
Hr.:-- is looking .veil, ami wingot a good start...
Mir -i«-k peopm
.-<*inew

m-w.

iave

making slow progress toward health. Mr.
< alvin
Rlodga it is failing slow!. Mr Oliver Blake
is about the -aim- —gaining very litt «•.
Mr. Wi!
are

lard R.iie'i 1- *a-ry low
The 1 unde.-' >iwing < ii
ele at it- a-t meeting re-elected Mrs. 1*. W Mon
l’re-ideiil and elected Mrs. l.racie Bowen Seed
At the an uial election of otlieevs for the s. School,
Horace I Town was elected Supt. and I. F. II tin
A-t. su|it-The Methodists of Morrill, Mont\iile ami Knox are much concerned over the n-

pastor, K.

>.

Dalian, wIn*

w'a.-

Presiding Elder

o|

A

-cut,
\

rev.

China an 1 Winslow
Mr. Cahan had been on thieharge only one year and had become endeared

<

the
and

pei.pl *. it
tin people,

was

r

tor

yet.... 1).

as

So

year

'rue-day

these
B-

o,

to

remain,

w i-hed him t
remain
churches are w ithout a pa■

goe- to

wen

attend the .June

o

tees of the

h.s earnest desire

earnestly,

as

anotin

W* d-

car-

Tmntly,
pa-t
has been at work in Texas, i-

Mi. J. F.

!

by reeonnnemlatiou

The Boston .Journal of Saturday la-t sayCaptain Waterhouse, master of the hips. !
Her
y,
of Sear-port, Me., was found dead in t.hc « akin <.j
his vessel at Melbourne on the lltii of April.
\
verdict of death by taking an overdu-c of opium
was returned by the coroner’s jury.
Among recent arrivals

Row -J. 1

the -unborn Ilou.-e.

d

Mui{i:i

movalof their

Mr-. M. Par

started for Boston Monday.

ker

by

Sermon

of

s

managed this -uinnier by Mr. (Jeorge Holden. Mi
Douglass, lately proprietor of the Atlantr
House, Bar I farbor, has taken eharge and the hou.-e

evening
my.

rib

The

John

Jeremiah xlvi., |.">.
Mr.

held In tin Triuitaria.

were

evening.

decoration were held on
Memoria day, 1 »y the Charles A. Mevons Post
Contrary to what w as reported last week, and to
what was expected the LI Dorado Hotel w ill not lie

Osgood preached a very effective memo
rial sermon Sunday, and had a large attendance,
despite tin- unfavorable weather Hi- text waTin* friends of lie\.

Mimlav

<m

Lo- k*

mill

Itcv. Mr.

rrant

from

have

.Memorial service-

Church

has been raised several fr'oeton the
spool
west side, bringing it almost to a level with tin
main road. This is quite an improvement, both ato looks and convenience.
The

arc;

—

this school. All but two of phad experience in teaching. Ti
record <* the class in this respect is quite remarku
ble. The members have taught in tin* aggregate Jc.
10 w eeks. Over 1 *>0 pupils have been in
terms,
attendan e at l hi school the present term. The
school was never in a more prosperous conditio.,
incmbcr

Norwalk, Ct., Sunday night, May Joth. Capt. Aver
ill says it is a pleasant little run from Searsport.
Our

<l.-i-

the

consist?. ol
members,
ing from Waldo e.unity

The workmen are progressing finely on Capt. J.
C. Nickel’s residence. When completed it will bo
one of the finest residences in town.

n

reading and writing.
closing exercises of the
occurred. The graduating clas-

Ihursdav forenoon

Clarence Pike, who is at Andover College,
has been invited by the Congl. -Spciety to fill their
pulpit during his coining vacation.

sell. Wm. Butna

interesting address

an

Mr.

The

as a

1 in‘

Mr.

lie

of

birthday present, from (Jail Hamiltonprogramme for the commencement exercises
ol E. M. <
Seminary is exceptionally attractive this
year. < ne of the items is the annual address on
Tuesday evening, June loth, bv B. K. Pierce, I).
1»., of B .stem.

village.

Rev. Mr.

«

shingled with shingles

Rev. Albert Thompson returned to his field of
labor in Wakefield, N. II., Thursday.

China.

ksport. Mr. T. C.

Wiley Is having his house
a fancy pattern.Richard Bench has sold his dark bay mare to Boston
parties or $300.. .Mr. J. Robert Emery, jeweler, of
ibis phiee, supplied the rings for the class- that
graduate! tram the Normal School at Castine last
week.Carl Sherman, a young son of Mr. Thos.
Sherman, ex •^'•••ivlary Blaine’s private secretary
is the hippy
recipient of a very tine watch, given

Mr. A.

Tile .-ton1

111'! performance ot ‘-(Mir
Boys” by local amatears, Tuesday evening, was well attended and a decided success both artistically and flnamially. The

A post-oiHce is also needed
there, as many
the inhabitants have to go six or
eight miles b»
get their mail... .One of \\ m. Weed’s cows dropped
a calf last week, which
weighed 105 pounds.
ol

Mrs. 1>.

Mr.

son

recently

to

town.

He sold

oxen.

The gross receipts of the Belfast Amateur club
Tuesday night were $137. The monument fund
will realize from $75 to $80.

Street commissioner Wilson is building new sidewalks in different parts of the city. A new walk
on Spring street below High has been
laid, a new
walk on Church passed Dr. Fletcher’s and on Miller street.

Bt
Mrs. James Brailey died quite suddenly May lutli. she had been feeble for sometime, b it was not considered dangerously sick_
school!- have begun in nearly all parts of the town.
-Haskell Twitchell has moved into E. Reynold's
store a
Reynold’s corner, and i tilling the store
with dry goods and
groceries. This enterprise will
he appreciated by people in the southeast
part of

been quite ill, but is

meeting

Augusta next
ol the Tru>

Insane Hospital.

Mrs. (ireshatn, the wife of the new P<»t(teiierab is low in stature, slender and
well pro mrtioned. She has beautiful blonde
hair, a peachy eomplexion. large hazel eye-,
overshadowed. with h ug silken'lashes, she iabout tb rty-two, and is a model of feminine
um-ter

beauty.

on

SHIR NEWS

again. Miss Grata* Culeord arrived home
Bridgeport last week, but has gone to New
Haven to meet her father, who is daily expected

home
from

there.

Mr.

George L. Sweeny

came on

the

boat

Saturday.
A

Darien, Georgia, correspondent of the savanlias this to say of a vi.-it to the schooner

nah News

•Jennie li. .Morse

My friends took me to \i.-it Captain and Mr-.
Colcord, great interest attaching to them from t he

fact that Captain Colcord commanded the mission
cry ship the Morning Mar, for many years, and bis
wife often accompanied him -m these voyage-. An
interesting account of this ship and her’Work ibe found in a pamphlet of tin* .-ame name, The
Morning Star,” published at the “Missionarv
From the
House,” Pemberton square, Bo-ton,
g.anco ! had of it it is worth looking over.
Mr-.

Colcord has

immense album containing family
portraits—friends, likenesses of many missionaries
and their patient looking wives, and numerous
royal personages of the Sandwich and other ian

lauds—a line of Kings with a
li” 1st,-d, 3d, 1th, ath (can’t

name

like “Tak-a-ma-

take time to write

t

princes numerous, and one governess of royal biood, luxuriating in the glory of tier coveted
four hundred pounds of flesh, which Mrs. Colcord
-av- i.- considered a great beauty.
The face of this
personage was quite repulsive,’ and though civilized ami Christianized, she ncvertlieles- -cut her
propitiatory pig, etc., to be -aeriticed at the la-1
eruption of the volcano. The Captain -bowed us a
out

rare shell of about four inches in length, which he
called tin* “orange” cory.
It resemble- the -peckled cory—smooth, round on the outside, Hattening
where it rolls under to its teeth
and of a lovely
clear orange color. He -ays there are only twenty
known in the world. < >f these he has possessed
nine; sold a pair in >an Francisco for $f>o, and
keeps tills one rolled carefully in buckskin. Hiwife wears a necklace, a bit of black velvet with a
chain of very small shells of the same color sewed
on, a gift from a native <»f a more heathen place in
Polynesia, whose custom- arc strange and di-gu-t
nig in the extreme, a mark of respect to the dead
requiring that they be kept abo\c ground thirty
days, amt the bereaved -me- go uuder the mosquito
nei covering them, and with their garments tenderly wipe oil' the moisture exuding trom the decomposing surface. \Vid< w-earn the skulls of their
husbands about in their hands as long a- the\ ran
hold them.

PORT OF BELFAST.
Aituivin.

May

h, -ehr-. i.
t u< k. Iiai'l, Woo.1 i
land ; Wi i. (.
nEddie, Ryder. Roekport
White. Boston; t harlotte r. Mbley ltarliett. p..nniouth ; Jaehin, Freneh, Bo-ton.
May -Mill, -ehr-. Nellie *1. .Morse, Tuppi i, B..-I
l\. I
Warren, Bahbage, do; Sarah l» J. knv- M,
I-rem li.( linden
Mincttu, Wade. Bo-b i. llenr1.
Flora Crindle.
Woods, di
Boston Tea-eV,
M inly re. < umbridge, Md
Ma
-’Tib, -ehr-. >, a Bn » /• K* .1, New y ..rk A
K. Woo jw ard, •b*rdoii. I... Ida I.. »I -\. r-l, 1 > dgr,
Bangor.
*i L. -eh. A. 1 lay ford, ,1 air-. Ban
-i
May
-r
)
■

-•

SAI

\ m

one

*i

n

o’clock, which

Rockport

joined by delegations from
mnr'iied !•■
Camden, and tin

was

and W est

the cemetery, where services wore held and grave"
decorated. In the evening Gen. dame' A. II ill debu>im-s
livered an address at llie ball. Plan.Ch:n k- * bnild
were closed during the afternoon.
tenem nt
has removed from Mountain st. lo n
over his store-Rev. Mr. McLaughlin, m llallo-

well, preached in St. Tliomas church la-' Minday.
.\ Bangor crew has arrived lu re to rig the Mine
masted schooner which will be launched from II
M. Bean’s yard about dune -nth_G<>\. Rohie has
nominat'd H. s.

Sheppard

as

justice

of the peace

and quorum.
Tin>!{M»iki;.

his carriage

striking

fell

one

Rev.

K.

day last
his

on

him quite badly,

K.

Ware in getting into
his balance and

week lost

head and shoulders, hurting

lie

is

getting over it
reported as v ery Mek, U
now able to ride to the station.losepli (
Wing,
a much respected citizen, died on Sunday, May ‘J7,
after a long Illness, aged about UU years,
lie waa man much respected.... A good many lior-a
has e
changed owners in this vicinity the past week.
Win. Woods, of Belfast bought one of A. I >. Bumps.
Isaac

liodgman, who

now

..

was

."

nice ones.
B. R. Hunt, of
line animals. Some of the
best blooded horses in the State can be found at his
"table-Rev. Fred Towle preached at Hamons
Hall last Sunday and Rev. Uoscou Bradford at. the
school house the same day ...W. II. Say ward has
Mr. B. lias

Unity, also

some more

has

some

begun work on the foundation for a new barn.
RHiite a heavy thunder shower passed over this
place Monday afternoon-The rain and warm
weather of

late has made the grass

look

line.

Mrs. Margaret Rich, familiarh
called “Aunt Peggy” was 1)1 years old May lath.
She lives with her son, Capt. Nathaniel A. R;Mi, a
\\ iSTKliroitT.

retired ship master, on a farm about two miles
from our village, and is in good health and spirit-j
for one of her age. On tin* day above named sev
era 1 of her friends from the village called on her,
presenting her with pleasing tokens of their re.
Mr. Reuben Cole, of
memhranee and esteem
this place, was So years old May--nd. He was a
subscriber for the -Journal for ;>s years_Treat’s
tomb has been full of bodies the past winter. Some
were brought from New York and Boston.
They
are all buried now.
The remains of Mr. L. I).
Curtis were taken to Bucksport last week for in—

family lot and those of Mr. 1). W.
Stubbs to <bik Point. The others lind a resting
place in our beautiful cemetery on “Monument
Hill.”.. ..Mr. George Miller died on the ‘25th inst.,
aged M-Capt. Sprowl, of sell. Telumah, is going
to Florida-Capt. Hutchinson, of sell. Abhy
Tlrnxter, is loading spruce at Bangor, bound over
the Shoals-Capt. Walter McDonough, of seh.
Winslow Morse, has made four trips to Boston
since the river opened.
One better than Capt.
Hutchings, of the I Iyer. But Capt. II. has his
fourth trip well in hand. Go it, boys, but don’t
terment in the

“bust your Idlers.”-Win. II. Baker has bought
the “Bulan house” on Shaw’s llill, of Fred Atwood
_Freeman Littlefield's residence on the corner
of Main and Cushing streets, is nearing completion, and looks finely... .Frank Young has moved
Last Sunday Rev. Mr.
into the Bridglmm house
Mills preached his first sermon to his people here.
In the evening there was a union memorial service, address bv Rev. Mr. Mills, prayer and benediction bv Rev.* Mr. Haw es. Warren Post, G. A.
It. was quite fully represented—Decoration day
—

observed on Wednesday, under the direction
Warren Post, G. A. It.

was

of

m

LIT I).

May -Jatii,

sehrs. Earl, Rydt ;. Bo-ton; Ceo. 1;
Ferguson, Ryan, do.
Rut
May _’»'»tl .-ehr. F i. Warren. Ba
d!»ll .-ehr- m ;i Breeze, Kent. B.-mgor. Flora
C rim He.
Mt 1 >e-.ri Henry W.I. Ban-.'"
-to aj
_•
May .doll -ehr-. \ 11 : u i. ',
Wm. C. E Idle. Ry der, Roekport. Ida I., ilouari
Dodge. New \ork; Mirah I» I. Raw-on. Frei,.-:i,
Brnn-wiel
(JuitC a lleet f -i i;c m r- Widow ailed
-,

■.

II.UMI

I Ilf.

WIIAltX

I

sell. Nellie I Morse lowed from Rath to R-dfu-t
on Fridas and has ! *ade.| i- e at Brin e’s for Ivy
West-W in. Pitcher A Son and Baker A Mi
have made I the new -eh. sarali 1' J. Raw-on w iih
Ben lla/elline l.a.- load- d
hay for Wilmington
-eh. t harlotte T. >i‘.d y with ire ami hay tor J
k
-on\ille.... How*
A bo. are loading -ch. Jaidm
with staves for New York-Seh. \.K. Woodan
has discharged a cargo of coal fov Mathew- Bi
.Sell. >' ;t Breeze iias discharged a e.irgo ot .:
bo* >w;m
Mbley Bp*-.. >• !i. IVuoh-. :
charging a cargo of coal for the Maine < rniral B
U. < o. ..> Ii. Roger Drury i- ii- h uging
ug
of hard pi u-for Cottrell ami M.-Donald A Brown
-seh
1’easev i- discharging a aigo ,•
ik tint
ber for ( alter A Co->«-ii. Orion i,di
a
tr
a
w B .-tun
go ol paving ai Kah r A \ tain's
Mi net it i- i. Dyer
J.»ek umii r,g in
repair-.
..

...

•-

A M V it I'

Memorial Dav was observe
auspices of George s. (.'obb l’«*st in an ;ippn*print<manner.
Procession was formed on Kim stre» it
I

..

New Era.. M hi n •, I •,
a. I
m
.re r. I '•
-e..!,
more; Fannie A Edith, Warren, Boston.
doth.
-ehr-.
Bidloek.
Eo-i
May
Mary Eliza,
Welaka, 1 erkins, do.

N f< UM S.

Pen-amln,
May 11. Cleared -ehr. -'U-uti \.
Pickering. Ha-kell, New i "i k.
Pert Ii«• \:i1, May 2b.
"ahed
hr. Morri- \\
( 11i!• I. T« rr -y. Bo-ton.
Phi .elelj hia. Mav 2b. At the Breakv\ ater sehr.
I.nei
P a |. r. t .rindle, Sagua.
New Bed!or 1. Mav 2b. \rrived selir. Hattie Met J.
Poiek, Putn on. Buck-ville.
Bo-ton. May
Arrived sehr. lame- II.•hue-.,
Ryder. Ney S'ork; l»ark .John E.
lia-e, Park. U
day- from Ro-ario; sehr. Viola Repparu. <>-r
Baltimore; 27th, sehr. Charlev Bucki, l ime:
Brunswick.
S:\tilla. Ha., May 1 -. sailed .-elir. Rogri I >n,r
smith, Bell'ist; May J»:, arrived-'-hr Mar Farrow,
Belfa-l.
Jack-ouv i lie, May I
'"ailed selir
Annie I.
I n
Mi'Kern, Patterson, New Haven; Flora
Partridge, New 'i <u k.
»
la.
liarlie Bueki,
Brunswick, May I>. Cleared
French, R"-im;
Baltimore. Mav 21st e lea red -e|n Penobs
Carter, Belfast. 2ltli cleared -eiir-. st. Johns. <.
more. Belfa-t, Daylight, H 'dgdon, Bath.
New York, Mav 11. Arrived sehr. M inima a n
Lowell, Baiaeoa. Passed the Hate 21st selir. Jam.Holmes h*r Bo-ton, New York 23d arrived -chi
Mark
J. I
Pendleton, Warren, Fernandina
Morrow, Kelley, sagua; 20th Vrrived sehr. A. P
l'.iner-on, Knur-on, Havana. Passed the (.atMav 23, sehr. Win. Flint, for saleni. New Yuri..
May 2.'», aniv ed -ehr. Lester A. Lewis. Fletcher.
Baraeoa: 20 arrived
.sehrs. Florida, Ferguson.
Jack.-onviIlc
f lora (.'oiulou. Partridge, do ; Neil.,
s.
Pickering. MeKcen, do. Mav 2b arrived ship
Iceberg, (larver, ('aleiitta.
New Orle ms. May 22.
Cleared hark b red I
Richards, T lorndlke, Dunkirk.
F'eruandir a, May IS). Arrived seh
An tm D.
Knight, Perry, New York.
Perth Am >oy, May 22
Ariived -ehr. fam m \
Providence
Edith,
Hart Island. May 24. sailed -ear James Holme-.

Warijen.

Ryder, Bostpn.

Salem, Mav 21 Arrival! hark I Iwardt u hing
Biekmore, to load for * «aIveston.
\rrived -ehr. Fannie A.t. e
Bangor, May
ham. Welch, to load for Palalki.
KoKKKiN

lAiniill, M;i\ 21.

tow IS.

Arrive,I ship Kra.it IV'niMi-i.m,

from s.m I* raneisco.
\i I alculta, April IT hark irlelta, Ni.-li..|-. Irani
Balav ia.
Pa--ed
\ii.iii.T April Tth bark Herbert Bi.u k,
Treat, Hong Kong tor New ,i ork.
Havana. Arrived, no date, brig H. C.
ii•).
!• owler,
for Boston.
Hong Kong, April 0. Arrived bark Robert I'm h
Nichols, New castle, N s W. Mav 21. arrive! bark
(
D. Bryant, Butnam, New York. May 24, arrived
-hip Resolut •, Nickels, Neweasth*.
Callao, April 21. sailed bark Willard MudgeC
Staples, Pis; gua to load for Hampton Roads.
—

samjariing

M

VKITIMK MISCELL.VN Y.

Sclir. F. A Carle, Condon, of this city, lias been
put in good order at Pensacola and is now loading
fora northi rn port.
Her tilling with water at
Cardenas as before reported was caused by
grounding on some hard substance vvliieb split the
keel. The actual damage was but $Jou.
tjriOK Trips. 'selir. Charley Bueki, French,
Belfast which arriv ed at Boston on the 27th made
the run from Brunswick in <i\ days, sehrs. Flora
Condon, Par ridge; Florida. Ferguson, and Nellie
s. Pickering, Mi Keen, all of
Belfast, which
arrived at > cvv York, on the 20th made the run
from Jacksonville in live days. The Flora Condon
made the round trip from New York to Jackson
ville and reti rn in Just one month.
The present appropriation for the Rockland
breakwater >vill he exhausted about July 1st and
work will then cease for the season.
About 3bo
feet of stone lav e been added in length this spring
from the be; con out and the breakwater is now
l,*>.*>() feet in length at half tide.
sia>kt:N. ship R R. Thomas, Nichols, from New
York for Yokohama, March 28, lat. 2!» s.t Ion **8 \\
Wintkkimi u ME., May 23. The lower
buoy in
Marsh Bay has beeu carried the whole width of the
channel out of its position, and now marks the
western limi; instead of the eastern line of
deep
water.
It ha* been badly chafed by the ice.
Bark Escort, Capt. it. S. Waterhouse, from
Shanghai for New York, put into Hong Kong
leaking, May 21st.
Bark Einnu T. Crowell, Capt. \ndrew Pen ileton, arrived at Victoria, B. (., May 20th, from
Yokohama. The bark arrived at Yokohama April
Tth, discharged, took in ballast, and made the trip
to Victoria al in 43 days. She is ordered to Astoria
to load case s Union for Liverpool.

—u——H—Bntn.»

mjMli-wiri—

tmwu\a;

MARRIED.

Call At

In Freedom, May 2i?th. by F. A. Fuller, Esq., Mr.
i A. Kenney and Miss Sarah E. Sparrow, both
I
of Kuo\.
la Portland. May 22d, by Kev. A. McKoown, Al
i'e*I '«. Blaek, of Sandy Point, and Miss Marv F.
Smith, of Portland.
In Boeklaml, May 2.1, .John Sullivan and Katie
sa\ age, both of Korkland.
!n Boeklaml, .May 21, Win. B. Ford, ot
Ly nn,
M;.--.,aml Annie! Savward, of Boeklaml.
In \malha\eii. May in, Willard F.
Conway and
•b-nnie F. Helano, both ot Yinalhuven.
In Boekport May 11, s. B. York and Mrs. Laura
Mefabe, both of Bo» kport.
In Waldoboro, May >, !.eo. W. Ludwig and
Minnie A. Kenniston, both of Washington.
In Trenton. May
Fred K. Koval ami Miss
Agnes C. Tilden. both of Ellsworth.
I■ Tenant*- Harbor. May II. Isaiah II. Balano
an
MrMargaret A. Hart, both of Tenant's
Harbor.

there is any need of our advertising the present season. We

In tliis <itv. May _b, Mi.-.- Mehitable Morrill, aged
yi nr- and 7. mo-.
In Km»\. May 2 !. Florence .J. Fo.-s, aged 1 years.
In ( aniden, May 17. .John Biehards, aged 78
years.
In y amden. May in, Alvin Baird, aged 78 years.
1
..11111*1
May 10. Mrs. Win. Prince, aged 7s
y r-, '• mo, 1- day -.
In Ih-kland. May
Olive, widow of Isaac*
\< lmn.. aged 7- years, 10 months, 11 days.
In Boeklaml. May 22, Fliza, widow of (.(‘urge W.
c haple-, aged 71 years, 0 months.
la >\ ,.11'ii. M:iy 17. »ieorge K. Hovey.
In Boeklaml, .May 17. Jennie F., wife of Frank
1 ii ii, aged 17 yuan-.
"* utH
I
Thoma-lon, May 17, Linda B., daughter
c buries M. Pliilbrook. aged •> week-.
e>*
I
:
ill)
May l.*», < apt. A. W Pinkham,
a a i*d
year-.
r:i-w rlh. May 21, Mr-. Patience Norris, aged

to

;

n"

>t..

;

i•

w

n.

d- 1 '-.night

tr*

Hawkins

bed

was

-even*

a

a

I had

cold.

than

no more

my in im- again when 1 wa- taken with a
bill ami then fever -<•! in. The outcome of

hoi

-ettied ad over nut. 1 was
From tni- ! have never recoverhas.
v. hat a state
they an in.

rln' imalisn

-inai

i !e>-

in

L

i.:

!

then

shoes

we

aP
balky -we! ling- and my limbs are
Whin- ! remain' d in Brooklyn i tried
•*
-of
ii 1 .ould never gain any re.-dief.
M
i.ai
1111 il w a- no use. I grew very
phy
in
!o-i all strength,
f inally, after coining
-i«t:
inv husband. 1 began to take Hr.
Iv
FAY« »B1TF BE.MEHY, and my general
.y
beta liette:- than ever before.
1 am
rave an excellent appetite, which 1 did
b
t"i
long time. It has helped my rhcuina•' i-i
ai d \\ itli a tie o-oiigh trial I am ill hopes of re"*«a ;ii_ • miplctclv."
F.W c >BI1 1
B EM ELY na- been sue.
o-cd
ih u-aiid- H will build up a sv-•b
ii run d -w n by overwork.
It is
b
:g
>r Jlie -tu*hoit an 1 literary man to have
:•! -!:"Uci be !li the home ol every nn
I \ YOBJTE BEM EH Y i- eeonotnieaj, -ale
i-aib
Im22
Buy it ami try it.
»n

«

1

■

I I

it

-t

If

we

ing shoes,

we

trade.

ple are
keep it.

cannot sell

© ©
IN

Is.

N7V ear!

THE

CITY

good

Temple- Belfast,

and

Boston
s»l «-<«

Me.

ill

—1« i|,

DAILY LINE

Bangor
( '«>.
i v

wears

they

tine Kid that

a

than French

prettier

which

worn,

is

Ladies whose feet

sensitive.

We

tit almost any foot with them
and have some made specially for

TRIPS

PER

WIDE ToE JOINTS.

■in'- Wliarf,
ill A i.'clock r.

I• 1 — till. 1.
ut j
ti: 11

<

It

you ap-

preciate

NICE, EASY BOOT,

a

amine them.

We would

you to look at

a

lot of

(

nil

CELTS'

Boots!

Sample
which (though they
than regular goods)

arc

Ever shown in

Belfast

can

he

found at

i>\\ i<«11t i». i> \ i.Ai iars.
MASONIC TEMPLE

Belfast, Me4-

C/5

H

bought

we

at a

4 Boot

who

get

can

also have

can

"5
CD

a

BARGAIN.

This

c
05

*

1
o
o

G

Li-

a

ef

Shoes I

LOW ERICKS.

■4-—

o
c

Good

Honest

Shoes

Hard Pan

Miiin

IS

Temple,

May li,

Slivt'l.

js>.;

Fancy Goods.
Me.

—17

SALE!

Masonic

TEAS ! TEAS ! !

TEAS !!!

rrilK HAMPTON TKA < oMI'ANV have just re
'vived ,it their agency a large stock of sample
I.
l eas from ‘Joe. i«. Toe. per pound. Tea drinkers and
Tea canvassers for elulis, will do well to call and examine "in Teas.
One important object, of this
agency i- to fnrnisli club.- «.f $;», $Ki,‘$]r> and g_>o.
N<» IJo-t<m Tea company has any
superior advanlauc- over this e<>uipuu\ in furnishing Teas to cluhs.
-Ju-t received a large -lock of Crockerv and Class
Wan? intended for canvasser- "f cluhs'. Any
per-"i! purchasing .*1 worth of Tea will be
entitled to
a git! "f -ome kind.
Agency Ilayford Block. Also
-cut I"!- the New Home Sewing Machine.
M
ItmitllKT
Belfast, May:*), isxi.—

11’ VOI

MAM

Driyiiig. Dress Kid, Dogskin, Castor,
Silk or Lisle Thread
GLOVES!
TO-

-(.()

DWIGHT P.

PALMER,

MASONIC TEMPLE,

BELFAST, ME.

PLANTS!
1) X

I

KID A V
M. /*.

Will liave

SATIRDAY

or

THIS

OF

WEEK

WOOIiCOCK <(

SON

xliil.ition a l:irx*‘ assortment of
amt btnhlinjr out plants.
From
tbe conservatory of

an «■

potted

K. H. MOSES.

l«>th

Rurkaport,

SOLDIERS' MONUMENTS.
r

I' H K MOMMKNTAL WHITE BRONZE WORKS, at

X Bridgeport, CL, do very line work in the Monumental and Tablet line. Their-Soldiers’ Monuments
are tine specimens of artistic skill.
They are made
of an enduring metal, and for beauty, durability
and cheapness, cannot be excelled. A. K. CLARK
& CO. are agents for Waldo County. Specimens of
the work and designs can be seen at their shop on
High Street, Belfast, Me.

Bargains

iw22*

in Household Goods.

rP N- WINSLOW, who is about to give up his
X • residence in Belfast, offers for sale all of his
household goods. It is an excellent opportunity
for all in want of anything of the kind, as
they

have been used but a few
at a great reduction.

HORSE
I

WANT

A

months,

Styles

good

PRICED

HOUSE.

BRACKETT,
BELFAST,
May 31,1883.—Iw22

10 MAIN St.

*

i>\ EXHIBITION

Thursday, April

5th.

THE STO< K COMI-BI'E'

Body Brussells,

Box.

Tapes-

tries, Lowe!) Extra Superfine,

CHILDREN'S SCHOOL HATS.

and

TIMKKN

F. WELLS.

itli the

•(debrated

also

BE

Dwight
Masonic

FOUND

P.

si DEll AES.

Temple, He!fast. Me,
4w22

1 Intel),

Carriages,

Open

(wodartt Huyyirs «(• Extrusion
Eh ((tons in a fir to ynlrr.
My carriages

by experienced workmen,
best of material, and warrant them
first-class in style and durability, and I am selling

and I

use

as

made

the

low

as

carriage.
Any one in

save

are

they possibly

want of

a

can

be for tire

quality

good, first-class vehicle

money to rail and examine my stock of

riages before purchasing elsewhere.

JAMES
Searsmont

will
car

*21tf

BARKER,

Electric Belts & Appliances.

The Waist Band is a positive cure for the most
severe cases of Lame Back and
Kidney Troubles.
We guarantee to refund the money in
every case
where this fails to benefit. Send for circular.
F. A. GREER,
Agent for Waldo Go.,
Offlee I* Main St., Belfast.

GEO. HOWE Sc CO,, General Agts,,
205 1-2 Middle St., Portland, Me.
4122*

Pp

<

\

ll

Horse

Hay Fork.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

Agents wanted. Address
FRED ATWOOD,
Wfnterport, Me.,
GENERAL AGENT FOR MAINE.

8wi»

and at LOW-

variety

EST PRICES.

Spring

for Ladies and

fault-

Misses,
lessly fitting.

.MAINE.

In

BLACK and

not lill all 01 tiers, and am
obliged to go into the market to buy.
lligganaum Mf’g Co., one of tin* largest
ment Factories of the world, are running on orders
given in .January.
Nellis iV: Mclntire are in the same beat.
My other manufacturers are in the >ame li\.
I am promised increased force of men and hours
of work on and after May 1st. when I hope to more
promptly iill orders.
Handling goods in such quantities, 1 am able to
make favorable transportation rates, get lir.-t class
goods and sell at low prices, for CASH or approvcan

Children.

pleasing variety,

Oriental Web

Lace with Raised

Figures, &c.
unsurpassed

Ask to

see

my

variety

of

4wis20

FICHUS.

Dept.

Cloth

FINS

AND

11.

(Jineinimti,28,000 tb. / C lUi

direct from

Iso 3000 Gal.
Pure Linseed Oil.
purchased
This oil

we

late last fall when

low, direct of one of the large.-t
reliable crushers in the Eastern
states, and on account of its age, strict
purity and cleanliness it is invaluable. It is
to get
to secure good results
it UK Oil, and of good age; which retail
dealers who buy in small lots ami of possi
bly unscrupulous dealers e.-.n not always
furnish.
This extra quality Oil Is offered

prices

NECK-TIES.

do/, lot Scarlet A Blue, ,50 a pair,worth ,(i'->
10
White A Drab, .75 a palr.worth .Si
5 *•
Pink A Blue, $1.00a pair,worth $1.25.
550 Bone Corsets at $1.75, regular price $’2.00.

IMl'OItTANT

UO

60c.

per gallon.
one can afford to sell the celebrated KAILROAD COLORS for Cl
Ik but as
I “tv. IU.
we have reduced u
prices
on Lead and Oil we shall do so.
Send for
at

ED. W. KNOWLTON.

FOR

Gloves A Hosiery.

STUDS.

I do not deem it necessary to

STORE.

C. HERVEY.

SALE!

sample color card FREE, showing 20 different shades, all in stock.
is YOU It opportunity to secure your
I'aint stock at the lowest prices ever

THIS

made at retail, and

as we slial
sell onlv
STOCK at these GREATLY RE
prices, you must buy now to secure
these bargains.
Remember: < >m:
PRICE, 10 oz. to the lb., 4 qts. to the gal.
Orders by mail or express promptly attended to.
our st RFLi s
im ckd

GORDON,

Magnetic, Electric

M.

and

D.,

Herbal

PHYSICIAN.
Neuralgia, Itheumatisin, Paralysis, Palsy, amt all
Nervous Troubles successfully treated. I make a
specialty of Chronic Diseases of the Liver ami Kidneys, am) also diseases peenllar to Females. Proprietor of Dr. Gordon’s Positive Catarrh Cure.
gd-Ofllee and residence Inlon St., Belfast, Me,
Post-office address Box 474.
aitf

the

are

;

but

well

for their

dially
store,

Organs!

excellent opportunity f< r jobbers to
get goods at small rates. Good bargains given.
an

R. FRANK FIERCE

in

name

THOUSANDS

OF

offer-

am

MILLINERY!
New

Goods

lust Received !

>

HATS,
BONNETS,
RIBBONS
1JN

ALL

WIDTHS.

invite them to visii my
examine my

goods

and

prices.

I here express my thanks to
the public for a generous and

HIGGINS’ EUREKA SALT!
HIGGINS’ EUREKA SALT !

or

believing the public
able to judge what is
own advantage, I cor-

learn my

Belfast, May 10,1883.—tfl‘»

1 I

detail

lot of

Pianos &

W.

H. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main Street, Belfast.
A few tlrsl-elass Lawn Mower* for #7.50 each.
Established ill 1855 by A. J. Mori sun.
1121

a

particulars

ing

DOLLAR STORE, BELFAST.
Also

go into

BARGAINS which I

The subscriber offers for sale the entir; stock at the

This is

liberal patronage in the past

Nice Flowers and Feathers,
LACES; tfcc.,
In all the NEWEST and LATEST SHADES. Shall receive nil new designs as soon as they appear
In the market, so we shall be able to show
a very attractive stork tills season.

and trust it will be

POUNDS

SACKS

-FOli-

AND

TABLE

&

SIBLEY

WHOLESALE

33, 35 & 37 Front Street,
May 24, 1883.—21 tf

approval.

USE,

Also In 224 and 5H lbs. Sacks.
Farmers and Dairymen should not he without it.

SWAN

will meet your

BROS.,

T. W.

PITCHER,

AGENTS,
Itelfast. Me.

BOY THE MEADOW KING.

INTO. 3 Main
BELFAST,

St.,

MAINE.

Was never in better condition, aud we anticipate
an Increase on the very large sules of previous
*
seasons. We shall try to show bargains
that will make It for the Interest of
every customer to visit our store
before making their Spring

purchases.

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

Fl l.l, mm; ok

Opaque Curtains,
Curtain

Fixtures,

Lambrequins,

BLACK SILKS!
ii!"Vc
f th<»c «•<-!•• i• r.tI• I
lilnrk "ilk- ;ior v<viv«*■ l. Huvth.
..mi $1.02, w-rih $2.00;
them with any
>i!k m the mark* i.

UlUvU

>ilk

$l.*)0

i*i

«#nfp:o«

City Block,

Street,

Belfast,

We.

14 tf

Arnold Harris
& Son
Would
have

1

ivi

espeetfuilv

announce

that thee

eived and manufactured

hu'ol

a verv

and well selected stock of

lisjoutiis,Boys ^liras’
CLOTHING!
Kqual

to

custom

work

We

keep

the

best stock of

BELFAST, MAINE,
Hare

noir

on

hand

one

of Hu

Carpetings
coMPUisixi;

Caskets, in all

Styles,

in this section of the State.
assortment

Also

a

of

Tapestries,

Ex.

Supers, All Wool,

COTTON CHAINS,

Cloth, Straw Mattings & Hemps.
l'l 1.1. MX K UK

\

irhicli n-itt he famished at most
reasonable rates.

Tgfjg^'l.ony e-rperience in the business enables as to /iron)ise fa/l sat-

J. C.

to cnsfomcrs.

Shades & Fixtures,

Windovji
A

Mil. LI XL 111

Until

THOMPSON & SON.

$ Caps & Rubber Coats.

Hats

Mrs. Gilmore
& Babcock
WITH

THEIK

A Mini of CLOTHS for custom work.

HARRIS

ARNOLD
78
Belfasl,

VI>ril

&

SON,

MAIN STREET.
f>, iss.j.—3m14

BRADLEY’S

MILLINER,

MissGrace Patterson,
Have returned from Boston with

a

The Best Fertilizer in Use.

full line of

Spring S; Stusmer Mil inery.
We shall have no slated opening days, but will
be pleased lo see all who are in need of a IIAT
or BONNET.

A. A. Howes 6c

Co.,
I2wl2

AGENTS.

a Probate Court hold at Belfast, within and for
the CouiUv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May A. 1>‘. lsS>.

At

1
CORDON, named Executor in a
instrument purporting to be the last
of MARK P. KoWLKR, late of
MISS PATTERSON has hern In Boston the past
j-aid ( ounly of \\ aldo, deceased, ha\
two seasons In the Millinery Department a! .Iorthe >ame for Probate.
ling
presented
dan. Marsh A t'o.'s, and we have confidence In her
Ordered, Tjhat the said named Executor give no
ability to please our customer-.
live to all persons interested l»y causing a copy of
this order to by published three weeks successively in
We have also a nice assortment of
the
Kcpuhlieajn Journal printed at Belfast, that thev
may appear ;jt a Probate c ourt, to he held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the eloek before
noon, and slnj>w eause.it any they have, w by the
same should hot be proved, approved and allowed.
3w22
JAMES |). LAMSON, Judge.
A true copy! Attest.
\. A. Ei.ktciikr, Register.

CIlIARLEsj
testnlmrnt

J
will

certain

and
Searsport, in

Lace Cans, Collars, Neck-Ties,
Ruches, Laces, Veilings,
Piiist.

OUR STOCK

WALNUT

8i & 83 Main

1S<>U;is(. M<-.

HAMBURCS,

continued,
HIGGINS’ EUREKA SALT! feeling confident that my
goods
-INin quality, variety and price

DAIRY

A

Oii

Dress Buttons, Varment Buttons, Vimps, Laces,
Ornaments, Ac. We shall show as good a stock
as usual, and our customers KNOW that
ours Is always the BENT and CHEAPEST
line in the country.

stock

our

Window Cornices, Foies, &c.

HOSIERY !
As we have done for nearly a quarter of a century
Have a
we shall continue to do this season.
larger stork for Ladles and .Misses than any
other dealer, and we shall sell them at
such prlres that no one will try to
We have
compete with us.
Hosiery in all the latest and
choicest designs.

etc.

BURKETT, GEO. W. BURKETT,

C ij-v

fatl

GREAT BARGAINS IN

were

and most

time.

:

BUTTONS, &c.

New and llleli Patterns Just received at

HERVEY’S JEWELRY

following prices

Stair Car-

Nottingham Laces, &c.

Mens’Wear!

New Stock 2 Corsets

a<Me«| to

BLACK

Lace

in hare just o/tetxtl
I..~>(tO n orth
of X E II I Hi ESS (HKtltS, eonijtrisitxj till the slxxlt's inxtt/iixthfc.
Our /triees are (H'.t li.IXTEEIt

GEO. W.

recently

is so-

have a full line in BLACK
COLOliKI), light
weight, for Spring, Prices at $1.25, 1.37 1*2,
1.02 1*2. 1.S7 1*2 and 2.00, regular price
$1.37 1-2, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00 and 2.25.

r

_

of

Have

DRESS GOODS!

r:ri:in

Cloths,

are'

very
henry, sieyhthy Silks, eet only ft 1 .In
Oar 111. At A
SILKS
per yet ret.
eet ftt.fiO is a rare barejain. anil

isfaction

COLLARETTES,

SCARF

SPLKMH1I RAlitiAINS.

10

I have largely replenished my
stock of Laces, selecting with
great care, Trimming Laces in

Huttons,

ounce

The y

amine before purchasing elsewhere.

LACES !

BRACELETS,
Finger Rings, Bar Pins,

gold given for every
adulteration. A full ear load

nets. Mode Sheeeles.

and

At

EAR RINGS,
Cents’
Chains,
Seals,

«)i

bee'll, ineiieet'el fu j/eiee heist ieeeeje'ly.
Ha re in stork eel! th< leitest rolorinejs
viz. : Elerfrir HI nes. Mahoejantj,
Crashed Strenrherry. Drabs. Car-

Oil

Straw

Wc shall place the entire
■■“stock ;11 prices lower than
name! :>k any 1k»u*o j„ New Imirlaml.
Wc c .r-!ial
ly invite an examination of ihe-e

hreinels of Silks
and ire hare

se-

taryest stocks oj

Necklaces, Lockets,

iiiimv

the

These goods we are determined to close out. In
order to do so have marked them al cost, and
even below.
Any one In want of these
goods it would be well to call mid ex-

for

COLORS,

Misses and

Ladies,

Never in my life did I have a belter line of Implements manufactured by the best Factories of the
World—the increased sale warrants t ti» statement.
April 1st, the Gregg Iron Works had shipped me
just 100 per cent- more goods than at same time last
year, and were then four car loads behind orders.
North Wayne Tool Co. have shipped about Jitmi
per cent, more than last year, and .-! 11 arc large! v

Ii All Qualm and Prices

An

era

Chains, Hemps,

petings, Bugs,

nnprieeeleeiteil.

FOHHGS.

FARMERS
Son

some

Carpetings, Ingrains,

battings.

NEW SPRING SACKINGS!

GARMENTS!

feed atuoad,
VYinterjun'f, Mr.

P. liiMM’S.
Phoenix Pure Lead.

Oar sale's
eire

Bleached and Brown Sheetings, striped and Check
Shirtings, llcnlm. Ticking, Tweeds, Cambrics,
Bingham. Prints, .Ar.^nill be sold al
LOW PRICES.

k Summer

Cloakings

IMympton

Contains

H

STAND, NO. IS MAIN STRKF.T.

BELFAST,

sired.

-A T-

BLACK & COLORED SILKS!

Department

Domestic

To prove these assertions,! invite on to call at
my Warehouse or write for any ini irmation de-

JASON

DOUBLE HARPOON

in great

Custom work in all bram-hi s promptly atto. Cobbling done with net tness aml’dis-

AT TliK OLD

Our 12 l-2e,

HOOFS

ed credit.

is Life.

-USE-

Suitings!

desirable Spring shades, 51 inch wide, at $1.00,
worth $1.15.

Parasols

HIII DKEVS

Imple-

SUN SHADES

from the'
enret for DESICX ernel RERIEAT
El T ee tw ansarpassetl.

are'

Cotton

31 & 83 Main Street.

behind.

Maine.

Village,

AND

a

Top

Sheriff’s Sale.

DR. C. P. FRENCH’S

In

In all the fashionable shades
for Ladies’ Walking Jackets.

all grades and prices, also

wear, of

II. II.
May 1, 1S8.L—18tf

WALDO '"' —Taken mi execution and will be
-'dQ by public auction on tin* second
v
day of
duly A. D. IS8J at one o’clock in the afternoon at
the oilit-e of R. W. Rogers in Belfast in said c nintv

of Waldo all the right, title and interest which
LMIL5 A. l'kNDLKTON and NATHANIEL S.
PENDLET< )N of Northpnrt, in -aid cour.tv, laid on
the third day of October A. D. iss-j at nine o’clock
in the forenoon, when the .same was attached outlie
original writ in and to two certain pieces or parcels
of land situated in said Northpnrt, one bounded as
follows: Beginning at the northeasterly corner of
land formerly owned by Emily A. Pendleton, thence
southerly 8 r<nls to land formerly owned by .Iona
than Elwell,thence easterly on tlie line of said land
twenty-one rods to land now or formerly owned by
Martha D. Kelley, thence northerly eight rods t<»
Make and stone, thence
westerly twenty-one rods
to place of beginning, .vithright of
way t<» shore by
Pillsbury Bailey’s road, it being the same premises
conveyed to Emily A. Pendleton by Pillsbury Bailey, by his deed dated July 27, A. b. 1881.
Tiie other parcel being bounded as follows
Beginning at the southwest corner of land now or formerly owned by William J. Beckett, thence running
westerly three and half rods to slake and stone,
thence northerly eight rods to stake and stone,
thence easterly seven and one-half rods to stake
and stone, thence southerly three rods to stake and
stone, thence westerly four rods to stake and stone,
thence southerly live rods to place of beginning,
with right of way to the town road and to the shore
by Abigail G. Bailey’s road, it being the same premises inortgaged by Emily A. Pendleton and Nathaniel S. Pendleton toWm. C. Marshall, Nov. 25th,
1*81.
3w22
Dated at Belfast this 2‘Jth day of May A. D. 1883.
ANSEL WADSWORTH, Sheriff.

Flannel

V elvets

Mens’ Calf, hip anti Thick llentJ. Bnjs anil
inutli’s Bents anti Stines, consisting of Calf
liuttnn anil Calf Ball., alsn Set eel Bents,
.SOLID Leather, Carpenters anil Laborers’
Meat) Solid Leather, Ciislnm Made Shoes,
our n»n make
that Hill stand |iard near.
Dents' Calf Baltnn and Cnngri’ss Bents,
t ali' Leu Shoes,
nil at the lowest possible prices Do cash.
Please
eall ami examine goods and prices before
elsewhere
purehasing
tended

nearly finished

heinel. sites from .'{
These Garments
Se er York market,

Foi’Ties

GOAF

X

'iininier

AT

Palmer’s,

Electricity

»r

N. If

Including Portland Wagons, with double and
single scat. Grocery Wagons of different
styles, and a good assortment of Open
Buggies.

RIBBONS & TRIMMINGS.

B.

Buggies,

w

spring,

Sliu: M'S TEli

ot

New Goods received most every day and
for sale CHEAP at

Top

with end 'p rings, and sidebars

them

Flowers, Feathers, I

l.l'IUNO

IN<

e>n

years tee 14 years.

tig I-go. anil 70c.. regular price 75c. anti S7 ‘;c.

my

-ALSO-

Top & Open Carriages

Shapes.

LADIES' BONNETS k HATS,

and will he sold
Iw22*

WANTED.
LOW

Temple.

S/ijtjters and Hal/.ini(/ Shoes.

of all the leading styles of

assortment

Sixty

CAN

Me.

H.

I\II>
T

WE NOW HAVE IN STOCK ALL THE

&

over

at

counters.

Boots and Shoes

I have

Latest

best

-O F-

Phaetons

MILLINERY'.!

the

grades;
bargains ever given

SPRING STOCK

A

Cetnstanfly

liriteel.

in different

IN

THE BEST FITTING & WEARING
Summer Underwear Laundried & Uniaundried
-O FSHIRTS !
Temple, Belfast,

Spring Styles!

T<> 1!E BE AC El

All Wool Supers,Double Warps,

an\ insjeee tion of this epea/ily

11

Palmer,

! Id fast.

Black Cashmeres, III Inch wide, 50c., regular price
02 1 -‘Jr.
Black Cashmeres, III inch wide, 75c., regular price
87 l-2c.

SPRING SHADES IN

Prices

Furnishing Goods,

Dept.

Black Cashmeres, 4« Inch wide, S7 I-Jo., regular
price. 81 -DO.
Black Cashmeres, Id lneh wide, 81-00, regular
price $1.15.

my FULL STOCK of

LADIES, MISSES

Gents'

Ureal Reduction ii Prices!

choice

attention is called to

Special

II.

DEALER

A

fabrics.

In All-Wool and Silk and Wooi.

Now oilers to liis oM customers and the public,
very large, nice and varied line of

P.

with

Dress Roods

At the Old Stand, No. 13 Main St.

Dwight

department is replete

a

Biiy Your

Masonic

\m

AH Wool

He wish to invite the public to examine our stork
before purchasing, as we have made a

SOUTHWORTH,

F.

FOR

Belfast, May 10, ls-SU.'—111

PALMER,

made of RICH
MATERIAL a net ARTJSTK I LI.Y TRIMMED.

Whlt'li 'lie Hill lie glad In have all in limit of
Milliner) examine before purchasing.

A.

MRS.

DWiGHT P.

G A YT D ESI CVS

line of

Innings,

W'c have

o

"i

called at-

ever

all the NEWEST SHADES and

-O F-

So

w‘

to which I

Styles

We

LARGE EOT of

a

at VERY

Latest

A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OF

jjf

Co.

desirable

Illss s. returned this neck from Boston with
more than usually large stock of goods,
including all the

wear about a No.

03

G

Ferguson &

THURSDAY, MAY 31.

much better

great sacriiice, and can sell them at
less than they cost the manufacturer.

Masonic

HOSIERY

II •’ shall open this day ft / ,000
north of READY MADE GARMEXTS. ratnes from ft4 to ftfiO.
Shall hare on exhibition ELE-

and Secun tlic Best.

Ear!//

-AND-

Books. Stationery &

The Largest and Finest Line

mu m

——

LO\f PRICES.

Weflnesflay EYeniug, lay 30,

M.

B- lla-t. Ma\ a.., 1 -—i.

sell at VEltl

100 Rolls of

ex-

also ask

ex-

1'

i..

shall

-o F

unusually large assortment, wl»i<'li

DRESS GOODS.

JwJJiv

iNii—I-.ciiirci— iiti'l freight M ill l.e
.rlliind.. "im. 11114 al l!"ckl;uiil with
na.-hui e\er\ M.nj.lai :ii;.| Tliursdai.
Tare to lift.ton and return.$5.00
-Inirlc llrkrl. da.
5.00
i'arr In Lnurll
3.50
I*. LaNK. Agent.
.1 OIKS IITTLKFIKLII, Siipl.
iir-let
a.
i.i

an

GEO. W.

persons looking for hargai is we would sav
that we have placed on our counters several dozen
Hat* which we oiler at 15 cents cull.

B.

>r»

Largest | Best Selected Stock

Kinds.

Invites her friends and the Ladies of Belfast
and vicinity In an opening of NI MMK1!
M1LLIXKRY

B. G. DINSIORE k SON,

B.istmi, every <laj

Bill,

v

All

licitast, May 17,1883.—*20

I'. M.

i

have
we

••

’.’

Wares of

J. W.

Strainer I’KNOISSI OT
(apt. \\. Ii. KOIV.
( OIBIIIIK.T
OTIS INOKAHAM,
••
k T AII IM V.
F. t. IIOHKIi,
" in .:.k. MX l lill- 1'IiI: \\ KKK. leavinir Bel
T.i.I i". B* .[■’it every dav except Mimluvs, at iTUO
1

LAltHE

SouthwortH

Krlfasl.

Commencing Monday. June 4, 1883,

a

tention.

-A T-

<3

Boston, and
opening the

can

uAV.7

WEEK

I)

To

MISS A. F.

they

invaluable to

are

am now

CHILDREN S TRIMMED HATS !
We

--A IN

just

returned from

-in-

Millinery!

and

Kid,

FECTLY EASY the first time
are

Trim!

ALE BROKEN IN- PER-

are

pattern* stamped for embroidery; also
ASSORTMENT »f

Small

LATEST.

TnurliinK a! Hampden, \\Inlerpnrl. Kuckvpurt,
sear-porl. Ilrllasi, Camden and Korkland.

o

Temple.

SummerOpening

our

made of

I announce that I have

Etch Iny

wear-

all the NEW'STYLLs that have appeared this season and are selling

1883.

1883.

Masonic

in

O F-

arc

I

Tray-Cloths. Dcylies, <IV.,

ers,

large

I

These

COODS

Silks. Linen and Si 'k dosses,
Celts ofall colors, Tidas, Splash-

We wish to call the atten-

tion of Ladies to

&c.,

FULL LINE of

a

Crenels, Embroidery,

will not sell any. Peosick of shoddy, and we won't

Mens

AT

DWICHT P. PALMER'S,
Masonic

our

-FOR-

Hid and Lisle Gloves, Hdkfs.,
Laces of all kinds, Zephyrs,

to the warrant,

attribute the fact of

Any Lady

I ll<

■<>

and Choicest Line of

Largest
IV

II<I

SI

we

given new pairs <u
tixed the old ones satisfactorily.
We
are continuing this practice, and to
we

FANCY
We have

warranted every pair of
have sold, and when they

■

<

IN

have either

this

Spring Garments

And with a FIRST-CLASS MILLINER to fill our
orders we feel confident we can suit all who
may favor us with their patronage.

Ex-

14

at

fully

Since that time

VELVETS,

RIBBONS,

-FOR-

GrandOpening
-o F-

Of the old firm name of

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,

in-

conic

"About four years

n

resident of Brooklyn,
1 wa-i,j
r-.ne morning to tin- Jersey City
-«•»•
lii
riemls oil* who w ere starting for
e-t. There was a <ti*. ng draft of air in the
md in .-landing by the train talking to my
"I

-•»

V

Mr-.

ii

Havn.

w

have

we

lb Please Her Husband.

Ni

store.

our

have not proved up

.Tulin Mitchell, aged

Were the* Word* of a (.nod Lady. Mrs. Hankins, who has long Suffered the Pain Common to Minnie liheumatisin. A Wonan's Pal! nee and Fortitude well
ShOM 11.

poor shoe should

a

vjfARES.

SMALL

Some two years since we made up
minds, and advertised the fact,

that not

Reappearance

COODS,

MILLINERY' our department is COMPLETE
in all the novelties of the season, including

In

our

>b

Mr.

FANCY

are selling an
exceptionally large
quantity of goods, and though the
common cry is that it is a dull spring,
our trade is
constantly on the increase.
We give the papers due
credit for advertising, for we think
it pays, but there is something besides advertising.

>.'•

GRAND

MILLINERY!,

ARE NOT CERTAIN THAT

WE

DIEID.

y ears.
Mi
H< mi. M:iv it.
about 7" years

New Goods With The

YARNS,

W ant c cl!
EEET NICE, SEASONED ELM
board-, for which 1 will pay the
Leave word at the store of
R. II. Coombs & son, Main Street.

highest markcjt price.

INopdlpsi,

SILK, TWIST. THREAD. Ac.. &c,

S. S.

-ALSO-

Evans’ Standard Sheet

Butter Color!
Music,

5 Cents Per Copy.

IVIl'K. 1’. A. GrillllOl’O.
Mrs. II. E. Kaltcock.
Belfast, April lo, 1sh:|.—1(1

KK1TIL

Belfast, May *23,1SS3.— 2ltf

I3wl4

FRED ATWOOD, Winierport, Me.

FRKR TO F. A. At.
i.- niiii.uo nn>r«Mt Knxmvtn
Show ing the Aiinent I. mple au.l
M..u.
■
^recently dis< ivoi >l iu M«\i o; also, .- i«i now
illOHnated Catalogue f Musonio hooka and guy,Is,
with bottom ju ires; also particular* ol tins verv I uVrut live business offered F. \ M
RKDDlNU 4 CO.,
Maaonit-rubUsbelrs aud Manufacturers,731 Broadway,Now York

4t2*2

BUY THE MEADOW KING. BUY THE MEADOW KING.

l.et not my sins, black as the night,
Kelipse the lustre of Thy light.
Keep still in my horizon"; for to me
The sun makes not the day, but Thee.
Thou whose nature cannot sleep,
(in my temples sentry keep;
Guard me 'gainst those watchful foes
Whose eyes are open while mine close.
Let no dreams my head infest,
But such as Jacob’s temples blest.
While I do rest my soul advance;
Make my sleep a holy trance;
That 1 may, my rest being wrought.
Awake into some holy thought,
And with as active vigor run
My course ns doth the nimble sun.
Sleep is a death; Oh make me try.
By sleeping, what it is to die!
And as gently lay my head
on my grave", as now my bed.
Howe'er I rest, great God. let me
Awake again at last with Thee.
And thus assured, behold I lie
Securely, or to wake or die.
These are my drowsy days; in vain
I do now wake to sleep again ;
Oh come that hour when 1 shall never
Sleep again, hut wake forever!
TSir Thomas Browne.

Wai.'M u, N. II.. Jan. 21, is:n.
JIkssrs. C. i. Hood & Co., Lowell. Mass.:
Gentlemen —Tor ten years previous to the
early part of 1S77 I bad been a constant sufferer from scrofulous ulcers or sores, which
had finally reduced me to a helpless condition, as described in my letter to you in SepThe continued exceltember of that year.
lent health which enables me to keep house
for my aged father and to enjoy life, keeps
aliveiny intense personal interest in Hood’s
Hai;sapAKii.LA.aml 1 cannot refrain fmmexpressing my gratitude for Hie permanent
cure this wonderful medicine effected in my
ease nearly two years ago. while living in
l.owcll, when all lny physicians gave me up
as being in an incurable condition.
One
tiling before 1 close. I have recommended
to
and
1
think
hundreds,
your Sarsaparilla
more than a thousand eases, and my faith in
its invincibility in curing scrofula lias become absolute by the wonderful cures it lias
effected aside from my own. I trust you
will not be slow in making the merits of
HOOP's Sarsapaiiili. v known everywhere,
for it is a duty you owe to mankind. With
best wishes 1 remain \a-r\ truly emirs.
SAHA It C. \\ I'UTTint.
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was
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two
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and

niKv,

i?. and began

•re'dly

was

bhs'in.g of
t

Hum's Henimlv for
!:

he attribute:-

a

1

kidneys.

restored

a

They

I

ree.>mmcn d>d

-n

improve at
10 healtli, and
life, under the

Hill's

n.ed’..

«

rk.

was

to

experienced by
well

my fri mis and niys<- 1 from the
i untKen:* dy. I le-d it to hr n y duty, as
a gr -at privilege, to furnish \<*a this vol-

a<

Intel

herein contained.

Because

we

love them

WOULD sAY TO MV FRIENDS LN’WAEDO
County that the Reavers on Beavci street wintered first-rate, and are all ready for spring trade.
1 fold you last year 1 had come to stay and I am
here, and have built a lot of as nice w: gon> as were
ever imili in Belfast, and paid
my w trknien cash,
and therefore I am ready for iheoon petilimi that
will eonie this season. My Repository is FULL
and 1 have hetm compelled to build an A N N E\D»
hold a lot of “> AIK.EM">" topcurrijDje.s that gave ;
such satisfaction last year (I mean do those'who
BOUGHT them not to dealers in other makes.)
which 1 have just selected from tin* largest stork j
that Mr. “Sargent’’ over had on hand at one time,
and shall sell them on a close margin. I am going
to sell right down on H ARD BAN tl is season.
I
have

throat, chest and lungs.

the

MARTIN. M. !>.
STKAKNS, M. I).,

GKO. W.
I.

Formerly Surgeon

II.

N. M.

Asylum, Togus,

Me."

Pugilists are generally considered plucky fellows, but none of them get through with a sparring
match without feinting.
The unwearied sun, from day to
Does hi- Creator’s powers
And publishes to every land.
The work of an Almighty hand.

day,
[Addison.

are the agenei,
u-ed t
publish to the American people the fact that Dr
(•raves’ Heart Regulator cures heart disease, sleeplessness. and nervous prostration.
a

»

j

bill gets t<> the governor which he cannot
and epics not care to veto he makes no

v«>urs.

KJCHMuNP HEX SI I AW.
99 Messer Street.

!

ha-submerged that theory. This Balm i-a pleasant. popular, perfect preparation, and a certain
cure for Catarrh,
li is not a liquid or snutf, and is
*
asily applied. “1 had Catarrh for lit'ieen year.-,"
-aid C. /. Warren, Rutland, \
“with distressing
pains over my eye-, gradually the disease worked
down upon my lung-.
Ely -Cream Balm mired
me.” All w ho use :t speak in the -amc grateful

.aiety is to good humor as perfumes to vegetable fragrance: the one overpowers weak spirits; the other recreates and revives them.—

strain.

I

of fa.-hion. N..

Alas I we know that ideals can never he comembodied in practice. Ideals must ever
a great
way off—and we will thankfully content ourselves with any not intolerable
approximation thereto!
[Carlyle.

will

large

—

NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM.
iO.il NSON’S ANO!>Y\i; t.i N I >1 FNT
t'mil ■>:><! h
it>w ill instautan.
i;>.y
v.- th.*s.* terrible
dis-as» s, ami will p.
eun;
nine
out ot ten.
iy
Informali. n
;
if will -t-ivr iu.tny lives sent free
by mail.
ent.
Prevent m is 1 1
enre.
I s. Johnson tV (b.. Kom-.u.
«•

All the other powers of literature

are cov

dess
\\ til
1 lie
and

attle Powder sold in this country is worththat Sheridan's Condition Powder is abpur* ar.d y.-ry vaiuabl.-.
Nothing on
make hens lay like Sheridan's
eaith.will
Condit ion Powder. I
m- teaspoonful to
;,.eh pint food.
Sold everyw here, 'r sent bv
1a: 1 for 25 <*ts. in
stamps. \\ furnish it in 2}
d». cans, price spoil By mail. si.20.
1. s. doiixsox & Co., Boston, Mass.

[Johnson.
War

ONLY TII1IEE ol I

——————

Children
r««v

fevers,

Narcotine.
cheeks.

makes
’Tis

them sleep;
;>st« ria.

<

When Babies fret, and cry by turns,
AN hat cures their colic, kills their
worms,
Hut Castoria.
What quickly

Sour

cures

Stomach,

Constipation,
Indigestion ;

Colds.

Hut

Farewell then to Morphine
(’astor Oil and Paregoric, and
Hail

To

Castoria.

Syrups,

cure

for

Hon.

Israel

Rheumatism,
an

hulk

«

papers. The LAKLEsT and BEST
assortment ever offered this side of Boston,

In

or

and sold CHEAP.

A.

A.

HOWES

tflT

,V

CO.

HIS OPINION.
Hear Sentences an Authority adds his own to
the Popular Judgment,
1 HI AVest Tenth Street,
i
New York, Aug. n, am.
$
Messrs, sf.abury A Johnson:
I am slow to pin my faith to anv new curative
agent. BENSON’S CAPLINE PORI'S PLASTER
has won my good opinion. I find it an exceptional
ly cleanly plaster to use and rapid in its action.
Many tests of its qualities in my own family, and
among my patients, have convinced me that there is
no other single article so valuable for
popular use,
none so helpful in case of Lame Back, Local Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Congestion of the Bronchial
Tillies and Lungs and Lumbago.

In

You may feel free to

use

my name.

FRIDAY

NOW LIVING.

IL II. KANE, M. I>.,
Very truly yours,
Physician-in-Chief of the I)e Quincy Home.
Price of the CAPLINE 25 cents.
im22
Seabury & Johnson, Chemists, New York.

gleams,

COMPLETE TREATMENT $1.

Bangor, May,

18.54.

[Whig.

According to the American Angler, the following are among the best trout waters in this
State: Abbott’s brook, via Andover; Bear
pond, brook emptying into, via Waterford;
Beaver brook, via Andover; Black brook, via
Andover; Cataract brook, via Andover; Crooked run, via Waterford; Island pond, brooks
emptying into, via Waterford; Kezar pond,
brooks emptying into, via Waterford; Kc/.ar
river, via Waterford; Keoka lake, brooks
emptying into, via Andover; Papoose ponds,
brooks emptying, via Waterford; Mooseliead
lake and tributary streams, via Greenville;
Old Maid brook, via Andover; ltangeley lake,
via Farmington; Sawyer brook, via Andover;
West Branch brook, via Andover: Wilson’s
pond, via Greenville.
Cyclones swept over portions of Karine,
Wisconsin, and Harvard, Illinois, Friday,
demolishing many buildings and killing several

people.

|
|
1

May 1,

Special Bargai

\UG1>T

S

Phirnlx Row,

AND I HE MECHANIC ARTS
•/. ntijic and Practic'd. Courses in Agriculture,
iwi Engineering, Meehanhal Engineering, Cliemi dry, s. irm-e and Eiteratnre. Expenses moderate.
1’crm- arranged so that -Indents can teach in the
/'•inter and /cork out duriny the hat/iii'/ season
The
lir-t i"nn of the next college year begins August 7,
Examination f>r admission, .June Js and An
gu.-t 7. Tor catalogue or further information, addivM. 1. FEBVALI), President,
•I" I1-1
Orono. Maine
>

(

lxs:>.^

FOOLER

&

4

7

Li hi
tai^

'\

f--Z
Y

>

1

Z

n

* "r the relief and prevention,
th,‘ Instant it Is applied, of Rheu/mutism
Neuralgia, Sciatica,
Coughs, Colds, Weak Hack, St-oinand Bowels, Shooting Pains,
N u m liuess, Hysteria, Female

I* a 1 ns, Palpitation, Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Bilious Fever,
Malaria, and Epidemics, use ('ol-

1

y/vrf

/E LECTRI C\\llns' Plasters (an Electric Battery
combined with a Porous Plaster)
Pi*- 'a
ami laugh at pain.25c.everywhere.
Ao
■■■

■■

■

■■

1

gf!

SAVINGS

BANK

BUILDING.

WM. II. Imm,I.|;i;.

l’.dlast, April is,

BELFAST.

rilll.ll

IfKUSKV.

is.-:;.—

P.

Q.

LOMBARD,

.13 'Ml 1ST TIST
Comer

d.

Church «T

<-r

Syriny Sts.,

BELFAST.

sTtPKtnsUH,

Physician

and

WL

D.,

Surgeon.

SEARSFORT, MAIRE.
Main sipTt,

‘►Jli'-r

NEAT <HRL, not umler twenty-two,
housework in a small family, no
Wages $*2.50 to £•'? f>0 per week. One wlio
thoroughly understands plain cooking may address for particulars,
MRS. V. K. PALMER,
6w21*
Granlteville, Mass.
for general
A HOOD,
children.

next

NOTICE.
I.

11indebted to the late linn of >. A.
A Co. I>v note or account are rcue
to make immediate payment. Alt demands
remaining unpaid alt* a rc.i>onable length of lime
will !»«• left for colleetion.
i;tf
A. HOWES A CO.
ei■

-1•

j•
HOW L>
VI.
-11 (I

!

TOCK of

WiCKTTED !

100 Seamen for Coasting Purposes
Al’Pl.V

TO

ling of Sewing Machines.
It

lias

Clothing Store,

Rockland Me.

March t, 1SN5.—lu

K K.

NO I

Rrlfnxt, Mr.

W ANTED P»Y A. IL SNOW in

charge.

his Drug
Dainariseotta, Me., capable of taking

Apply

in person.

I Oli

2w21*

SALE.

FINE FARM of «»n acres, situated on the
A
J.\. Hall- Corner road 2miles from P. O. The
location is as good as can be found anywhere, commanding a splendid view of Belfast Bay. Farm cuts
a! 'lit -10 tons of hay—mowed with machine,—has
never-failing water in pastures and at buildings.
Plenty of wood. A young and old orchard. Buildings in good repair. New barn 40 by bo, cellar underneath. Only a part of price required down.
Farm implements and part of -took sold if desired.
Also one pair of
years old steers, girth 7 feet, well
matched and broken
Wu. 11. FROHOCK.
Belfast, May 3, 1883—1 Stf

The Hambletonian stallion VII AIK VMsired by Gideon, son of Kysdvks
Ilamhletonian, 1st Dam Drew, bybirigo,
o»I/ jbA 2d Dam Morgan, will stand Turing the
season of lss;{ at the stable of the MIDGE IT BIU)S.,
"ii Nortliport Avenue, season eoimiienc
ng March
1st. This horse is a rich hay with Ida k points;
stands 1C.1., hands high, and weighs lido pounds;
has a record of 2.42, obtained on the Waldo County
Fair Grounds Oct. 2, 1882, winning the 2.12 race iii
straight heats; has shown trial miles much faster,
has shown *2 mile in 1.173a over poor rack, and
last quarter in 37*4 seconds.
r*\

BAl,

For

fh>‘

AUTOMATIC

LIGHTEST RUNNING marhine in the
Agents wanted in unoceupied territory.

market.

CLARK & FREEMAN,
188 YREM9NT ST.

BOSTON, MASS.

or

'//*
/c.

n-1

imps

enlargement

or inflammation
if.
a.
•.-.

eL..

W. E. Dkn nison, Muster.
W ill leave K ,i
i.> Wharf, Fori iand, at 11-1"*, or
arrival of Fullui tn Train from Boston, everv
I Ks11a \ evvi ing, arriving in Boekland Wednebay morning, and pr»*et ••ding to astine, Deer Isle,
>edg\\ iek, >oiiili%\ r>i and Bar Hari.or Mt De-.-rt
and Millhridge.
Also leave -ame wharf over. Friday, at ll.lbr
M.. (or on arrival of train
for .Lum-port and Mi
on

ehiasport.
N. B.
Tuesday’s trip as far as M11.LBKI I n L
only.
Kcturning, will leave Maehia>porl everv Mon

ii l.3o, touching at all landings and
-v
Mondav and Thursday at s a w
at i«j t« rme< date landings, arriv ing in Koek
land about ."> o'clock i* M.. and reaching Fort land
'•line
ening, on.voting with Fullman night train
for !:■ -Ion.
F .'sengei■, wil led he disturbed uniil morning,
u111 e" v\ Filing to take Fullman train. 'Trains leav e
I" \l day lot le sion at
\. vt
and l J\ M. steam
er- h ave for B* >t<>n al 7 i*. m.
daily
Tin* Kielmead .m ets at Koekiand with F»"
h'ii xN
>. t o.’s steamers for Bangor and
l*ai a *r
river landing-, ewrv saturdav morning. < oiuin.g
e
aim efs Mo.e-av s for Bo-ton.
west,
f reiglit tor
me points from Fortlam! h-rwar
ed at regular iariji Ilates of this eompanv
* hi or al
l.‘*th, steamer LEW I^Tu\
will go on the route and make two trips per wethrough D» Mae li nporf.
li < i Ml 1N< *, < leneral Manager
i.LOKLL 1
MAY, Lend 'Ticket Agent, l’-uiian l.

»ut~May

Maine Central R. R.
TiS¥3 E-TABLE,
and after Monday,
loo ting: :it 11urn 1 a• u with
Watervillc, Portland an
Leave Belfast at.
\\ ld<
l»r«« >k- 7. In,
On

I’liity

at .'I.2U p. ni.
Returning—Lea\« Blind.am at >.">() a. m.. I a -m
aid’- (
is-ing 0 11-2.1 dot
2a, 'I'li' rmlikt n..K uo\
'•
l.a. Brook lu.d', Waldo ln.2o, ( it v Point 1
a r
ri\ iug at Bellas at in.4a a. ?u.
1. a vc Burnham at u.4‘b p. ui., Leonard
« n- -iug
•*»■ •»2, I nity a.ob, Thorndike ...20, Knox .2'-. Bro-As,
h-bo. Waldo 7.id, ily Point 7.1 -, arri\ ing at Bella-:

Belfast,

<

PUisOV TlTkKK, Superintendent.

t. I I, jss-2. -1 y ri

>.

PROS ATE NOTICES.
\t a Probate ( ourt held at Belfast, within ami bo
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Ttie-dav o|
May A. I) Jss 1.

/<«<,<•i.

certain in-t ruin -nt purporting to be tlie last
w :
and e-iamcnt of LMKRA W. BK A 1 >
I'd R A l it .* of h ii"\, in -aid ( minty of Wa ido, le
•‘.‘aseti, having ! ecu pre-ente t lor i'iou.it«dice thereof be gi\en to all
Ordered, TI at
per-ons nitere-tcd ! y causing a copy of this order
to inpublished tlire. weeks successively in the
Republn an -bmn.al printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at t Probate Court, to be held at
Bella-;, within and for said CoUilty, m. the -.-j-oiid
b»r»
Ttn-.-day of .Jen next, at ten of tin- hock
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
'Mine should m-t in- proed,
and :tI!• *w ed.
.) \MK> lb LAMm *N. .Judge.
A true copy
tiest: —A. \. Kl.KTC I!KK, Kegi-ter.

V

lyri*

PATENTS.

FOR
OFFER

SALE !

Ha

I

yard.

All

be

had at

bargain. Terms easy.
■>. W. Ill’Elk.
Belfast, April 24, 1883.—Rtf
can

a

FAVORITE MOWER still commands the
rpiIIS
attention of the farmers of the world.
X
For
several years we have been unable to till all orders.

Belfast, Nov. 30, 1882.-48

For

I suggest that parties intending to huygiv *the subject early attention.
12wl'»
^’Descriptive Catalogue free.
Fred Atwood,
Winterpot t. Me,

Sale.

TONE AND TWO-THIRDS ACRES OF
loud, with cottage, stable ami two very line
wells of water. The linest location on the Penobscot Bay, near the Northport Camp Ground and 2‘4
miles from Belfast, Me. Also Brick Store, No. 54
Main St., Belfast, Me. For particulars address
UK0. P. POTE, 24 Yarmouth St.,
ni‘.»
Boston, Mass.

AUDI

Town Treasurer’s Notice.
<

For Sale
Brink house

011

or

Rent.

Congress

street

S. O. Thurlow
C. MARSHALL.

lately oceiipieclby
1VM.

EDDY,

No. 7*> State St., opposite Kill)). Boston,

_

Brain &Nervf food.

^fteB*

Positively

Cures Losses, spermatorrl.i i, impo
of
tency, Nervous 1 >t• 1 >iIit\. and for all Weakncsst
the Generative Organl .'.failing and Positive
Cure. 'Tones up the debilitated sy.-tem, arre,-t- all
involuntary di.-eharges, rem< ves mental gloom and
despondency, and restores wonderful power to the
weakened organs.
Willi each order for nvi.i.va
packages, accompanied with live dollars. w< will
scud our Gi AKWii-i; to refund the nm icy if the
treatment docs not eiTY< t a cure,
il i- t h (he a pest
and Best Medicine in the market. lull parii-uiarin Pamphlet, which we mail free lo any addres-.
Sold by all Druggist-, one package bo
t-.. >i\ for
-■r-.bO, or sent by mail on receipt of priee. by ad
dressing the
MALNKTIC MEDICINE CO., DETROIT. Mb il.
Sold with (ii.viiAM'ia: of cure onl\
\
K. II.

Secures Patent in the I'nited stub-, also in »iic.it
Britain. Prance and other foreign countries. < '<>pie<d' the claims of any Patent turni-hed hy r**iiiittiutc
"lie dollar.
\'•siirninem's recorded at Wn.-hinirbm.
agency in the United States /». •.■*< ssr.s superior t'a
cilities for obtaining Uatents or ascertaining the patentability of inn ntions.
U. 11. EDI >Y, solicitor of Patents.
I I

worthy

DR. J. B.

or

more

earlv and f.iv

lice.'”

employ
eapahle of

.1
pcr-mi m<*rr trust-eeuriiiLr for them an
at tin Patent O!
EDM I Nl) lU'BKK,
Eate Commissioner of Patent-.

ornble. consi lerathm

1>()ST< »N. < )• l"her P.i, IsTu.
Deal 'sir
Y<m procured for
then you hav*'
patent. sdu
me in hundreds of eases, a ml
proeured many patents, reissue- and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the best agencies in
New Y"i'k, Phiiailelpbia and \Y.i-liin.aton, but 1
-till nive you almo.-t the whole of my business, in
on.
your line, and advise others to employ
Yours truly,
HEOUGE DPAPEli.
P.o-lon, dan. 1, 1 ss;5.—1 yrl
!.. II. EDI >Y, E-*|.
in istu, mv tirst
acted f' *r a 11* idvi-c-d
me

■

INVESTMENTS.

HUGHES,

Private Medical Rooms. Basset, Whitney & Co.,
BANKERS,

CONFIDENTIAL.
Gerttlembn requiring me-if a! a«i\ i« <■ or
arising Ir an any private cause, would
bani-h all! diltidence and make an early

to I > K. I Is G 11 Ks.
'The Doctor’s long, Huccessful practice in thi-eity.
w
ith
the marvelous cure-, are
together
able guarantees of his -kill and ability.
Persons who can n«j»t per.-oually consult the Doetor can do so by writing in a plain manner a description of their disea.-e. and appropriate remedies will lie forwarded immediafely.
All
urn
spondence strictly e.fididentia!, and will lie returned if desired.
)
ly lo

application

unque-tioii-

\o. JSOO On in I
u< 1
PORTLAND, MAINE.

S(..

lt< rons/tire Street.

77

or

treatment,
do well to

Information freely furnished on all storks and
bonds.
Cash orders, however small, will receive our per-

sonal rare.
l.overnmenl and other bonds suitable for teas;
funds supplied at market rates.
Three per rent, interest allowed on deposits subject to check on demand.
Dividends, coupons, and eoninti "riai paper col-

WILLIAM IUSSKT.
Of the late lirm of Brewster, Basset A Co.
UICHAIill s. WIIITM1.
Formerly of Mime. Bills A Whitney
.1011N II. WIIITM.1.
Member of the Slock exchange.

dial:!

OatarrH1

Catarrh ami

JOHN ATWOOD &
PRODUCE
CoiiiiiiifiMiou
>1

Agreeable to l

ili

hay-fever^:,'-r;,t:

iyammw»Tnri!iiirTTrrrT'r.iTiimi»ar

PEARL8
WHITE

itn

LINIMENT.

(TI RES ALL KINDS OF SKIN
REMOVES

after twelve physicians had pronounced the ruse incurable. It will (‘ure Riii:rmatism, Ni t wai.<;ia,
Lamk Back, &e., after all else has failed. s.dd bv

lndlspeilBWHe.
without It.

solicit orders,
this coming season, for Nursery stock, consisting
of Fruit Trees, Drape N ines, and all the small
fruits; Rose Bushes, Shrubbery, Ornamental Trees,
«&(•. Experience not essential. Dood inducements
to men of mature age and good business ability.
Applv bv letter and state age and name references,
men, to

4.1SOI,

Augusta, Maine.

it mak"S the skin

Belfast,

SS.

s«»

soft and

white.
UEAlil.d WHITE
Ul.Vt KIUXEUO
,\p« Havrti Cl.
laic of J erst y C iy N I

"y

y^
/do*?*?

*
/ fjtf.0
Y

— — ..— —T
38t37

FISTULA AND PILES
Cured without the Use of the Knife.
WILLIAM ItKAD (M. 1)., Harvard, 1842). and
ROBERT M. It LA D (M. 1)
Harvard, 187»i>, II
Somerset Street, Boston, give special attention to
the treatment of FISTULA, PILES AND ALL IMSBASES OF THE KKCTl'M, without detention from
business. Abundant references given
Pamphlets
sent on application.
tyr(>
<Mfice Hours—12to4 o’clock l'.M. (except Sundays.)
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he lias been duly appointed
the trust of Administrator

H’llK

JL

Clerk’s Office, May s», iss:i.
PROPOSALS for collecting the state,
County and City taxes for the year 188.‘> for
stiid city, will be received by the City Clerk until
Monday, the 4th day of June, at 0 o’clock P. M.
1883, the City Council of said city reserving the
right to accept any of the same or reject all. Per
order.
4\vli)
Attest:—J. S. HARUTMAX, City Clerk.

I'se also

PEARL’S WHITE GLYCERINE SOAP

lyreow"»2

WANTED l

FRECKLES,

DISEASES,

f."THPATCHES, TAN, BLACK-WORMS.

uf n the skin.
and nil Iinpuritk-s, idthi-r 'vu„.n
l r CHAPPED HANDS, ROUGH OR CHAFED SKIM it Is
Try cm- indth- and y.,u wi ln-vi-r 1-

IT HAS PERFECTLY CURED

SCIATICA

1-. M

W, widow of AMDs DOW. h.tci
ia -aid ( ountv ot Waldo, deer.a-ed,
a petition for an allowance out of
the per-oiial e-t; te of said doraud.
Ordered, Tint the -aid Petitioner gi\e idice
to all persons in crested by causing a copy
u tills*
•rder to be pul li-hed three week.- successively
in the Republican .Journal, printed at Beifa-t, tha!
they may appeal- at a Probate Court, to i « held
at Belfa-t, v. ithin and for -aid t -muty on the -r<
mid Tue-day of -line next, a! ten of tin- clock be
t'oro noon, ami slew cause, ii any they have, why
the same -maud mu be granted.
.JAMK" lb 1. NM'i'N, .Judge
\ A I-if. kii i;i:, lb gi-ur
A trui* copy. \r
D(

Old\
''i-ar-port.

having piv-ente'

At'a Probate < mrt in 11
the < (iiiiilv of Waldo,
.May, A lb lss.i.

at
-ii

B bfast, witliii. .••ml
the second T e- ha\

t<

"l.MPMJN. widow ••} CYKCs LJ.
late of Winterport, in -aid
mm-

Ml M

>1MPS()N
UVN'N

T11; |t tin said Hannah M
g.ve m
Ordered,
tice to till pi-rsoi
intere-ted by causing a *<•{*y ot
this order to be published three w ek- -m e, --u. ,-iy
in the Republican .Journal printed at Belfa-t. that
they may appear at. a Probate Court, to be Indd a!
Belfa-t. w ithin and for said County on the
mid
Tue-day of .June next, at ten of the clock heior*noon, and show cause, if any they has*-, wh\ the
same slnmhl not >e granted.
l A.MKs I*). L A MSI >\. .In ge.
A true "py
Attest
A. A Ki.KK ilKU.R- gi-ti-r
-.

■

—

>«s
A 1.1
in
Hi t ot IT
ari .in
i-t, "ii I lie second Tuesday of May
I II I Y IIA Ml L T« )\. \ linin -i af i\
lit.
"f 1.1 »W IS HAMILK >V
ie Of .1
a,in
-aid < "iiiity, d.-.va.sci, having prest uted her lir-;
and linal ace-mM "l in iminist rat ton m said esta'e
tor ali' >w ;imv.
Ordered, That ii"tiee thereof be gi\ en three weeks
sii<-<v-.-ivrh jn ||j
lifjui'nliean Journal, printed in
Bella-1. in -aid « "iinty, tliat all persons imrrrstcd
ourt to in* hold at Bel! a-t mi
may alt end a 1' r i a
tli*‘ -e "ii Tae-d;
"f .lime next, and -lio\v eaiise,
il anv tlirv have, whv said account should n« I he
a :i
W «d.
.1 AM KS D. I. Y MS *S. .Im ige.
A true copy.
A.
Fl.K I« I IKK, Regi-ter.

><»

Ur
A

(

<

\

—

At a !*r"bale ( oml held at Belfast, within am!
tile I "tillIN "f Waldo,«»n the -eamr1 Til
!
May A. 0. issi.

fm

..

BROOK'S. Administrator "l the e-taf.
was idmini
ot Belfast, in said
IS,
dee.
aimd, h: i11 _■ |-r. -<ntm 1 the
('minty <-r Wald. •.
S who
J<t.R. («.S. LKW
S. LKW
late
•

m

id R. <». l.i.W l>' a*: mi m-t ra' im.
linal account ot
LKW I>
administrator ; the *• -1at» of -aid v
for allowance. together with his petition fm-em-re.lion of crr.>i-in lormer aeeount.
Ordered, Thai the -aid .) n. Brooks gi\<- notice to all person- iulriv-it d hy .-aii-ing a copy
of thi- "l'.ler i" i.«• puhli.shed three weeks .-in r-s
ively in the Repuh iean Journal. printed at Beila-t,
that they may app. ar at a Prohate Court, I" he held
at Brifa.-t, within and for -aid County, on the
mid Ttie-day <1 .lime next, at ten of the eiorkbe
fore noon, and -how cause, if any they have, why
the same -hould lot in* allowed.
A M Ks D. LA MSI >N. .Jm ige.
A true ropy.
A. Fi.ktciikk, Register.
as

<

j.)

Attj'.-t.Y.

Al a Probate Conn held at Beifast. within ami
lheC"imt\ of Waldo, on the second Tm-da'
May, \ 1>. is-:'..

;

AMI> FCLLKR.tiuar.lianot W VRRLN W ill 1
ot W
TA K KR, of So irsmmit, in .-aid < an
do, an insane perse n, having prosintc.l i- linal a<
count of (iuardian.* hip for allowance.
ordered, That tin* -aid (iuardian give notice*
«d this orall persons interest *d hy eati-ing a e..p
der to he published three weeks -u>>a —ively in the
at
Journal,
that tinBelfast,
printed
Repuhiiean
may appear at a Probate ( ourt. to be held at Be!
t.-i.-t. within and for -aid County, on the second
Tue.-day ol .June next, at ten "1 the clock before
noon, and dtow cause, if any they have, why the
-ann -hould not be allowed.
YMKs I > L YMSON, Judge.
A true <*opy. Atte-t
A. A Fi.ktciikk,liegi-ter.

J

.<

■

BEAUTIFIES THE COM FLE a ION,

TRY

SEALED

merit.

t x,

110 South Market St., Boston, Moss.
All goods paid for soon as sold and any information given of the markets.
fin11 S'

»• T. (

preparation

It will be absorbed, eileel(tally eleansing the nasal
passages of catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions. It allays inflammation, protects tm* mem
branal linings of the head from additional colds,
completely heals the soresand restores the -en-r of
taste and smell.
Beneficial results are realized by
a
few applications.
A tborougb treatment will
cure.
Will deliver l*> mail .">nc.
Send for eiretiiar.
a package—postage stamps, sold by wholesale and
retail druggists.
Elys’ Cukam Balm bo., Onego,
NY.
lyrl.5

IN

SOULE’S

A

undoubted

a

>

\|i,

lleailaehe A Deafness.

CO.,

Salmon, Fresh Water Fish of all kinds, ,Ve.,
All kinds of Barrel Heading.

City

m*.

K*V>I \ I.r.l> LOU
< <>LI»S |\ TIN. Ill

Register.

—

Probate ( ourt, held at Belfast,, within and b-r
t lit- Coiintx of Waido, i.11 tin- '•■•■oiid Tm\-da\ -d
May, \. I). 1".;.

At

estate

» N

faees.

Haj, Potatoes, Onions, Apples, Beans, Butter,
Cheese, tigs*, Poultry. Live Poultrv, (lame,

of

Fever

Hay

any kind «.i miieu>
membranal irritations,
inflamed and rough -ur-

STATE

3ml0*

ii

<

_iof

Thai)

Attj.-t:

or

OF MAINE.—Whereas DAM LI. II A R
MoN, of Unity, in the Uoiinty ot Wui-lo ai.d
loth
state ot Maine, by iii- mortgage dn I dan d
day of May. A. D. iss-j, and recorded in \Y:dd--Book
I>7.
Page .'.ill,
County Registry of Deeds, in
duly executed. mortgaged and e«m\v\ed to me,
the undersigned, thi‘ following described i< d eA certain piece i-r pal-, el o| land -ituat.-d
tate, \i/.
le u the
in Unity Village, to w it : .>n the easterly
Main street of said \ illage, bounded and de.-eribed
W esterly I. sai l street ; southas follows, to wit
erly by lands of A. R. Myriek and .and f -rmeriy in
possession "i .Jonathan stone; ea-terly by Sandy
stream, and northerlv by laud of II. B. Rice; said
lot containing two acres, more or les-, which said
mortgage deed i now hold, and the eonditions thereof having been and now are broken, by reason
whereof I claim a foreclosure of the same.
I.INDLI Y II. Mosher, Mortgagee.
Dated Units, Mas I'd A. D. iss:}.—3w21

Energetic and intelligent

,s

'"elV’s"

CREAM BALM

Belfast, May 21, IsSa.—:iw21

Vk’DRKW

deceased.

telegraph.

Vljll

BISHOP

lioston.

lected.

TITIIKRKA.'. IS
Ciori.K.-.f ISr.»oks. < ..
▼V
ty of W aldo an?l state <•! Maim*, eom e\ed t.i
us, the under-ignc«I, Ijy deed id mortgage dated I lie
•51 st day of
A. 1>.
eertaii real estate
situated in said town of Brook- and dc-eribed atollows. to wit Being tin- same c«m eyed t 1" \ 111
DOU LI» by .John (ioijld by his deed of Warrantee
daletl M;i\ 27th, A. $>., 15, and recorded in ihe
Wald.. Registry of Ifeeds, Vol. si, page
A!-,
another parcel id' ldnd situated in -aid h>wn » I
Brooks ami being the)-a me com-eyed |o said Don hi
by B. W Lane by !ji- d* « d ot W arrantee dateil
March IBtli, A. 1>. I"•'»;», and rc< orded in -aid RegisBeing the homestead upon
try. Vol. m», page :i:tl
which -aid < .mild lives, \\ iih all the buildings -laud\nd, whereas, tin* conditions of said
ing thereon.
mortgage having bedn broken, we hereby claim a
foreclosure of the -aid mortage, b\ reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof.
samuel <>tis,
DEO. B. FLRD1 -ON.

lb PLAN, named Kxeeutoi in a c« v
lain instrument purporting to he tin- Iasi w id
and testament
! HAKKIKT V BK W
la
la-t
fast, in -aid County ot Waldo, deceased, having
presented the -a in* for Probate.
the -aid named K v cent or g; ve noordered,
tice to all per-ops interested by causing a copy .o
this order to be
three weeks successively in
the Republican .Journal printed at Belfast, that they
Probate C ourt, to In- held at Belmay appear at
fast, within ami for said County, mi the second
Tuesday of dun next, at ten of tin- clock be bn
noon, and -how cause, if any they
nave, why the
-aim-should m*t I** proved, approved and allowed.
.IAMI7' lb LA MSi >\, .Judge.
A tl-m copy
Attest
a A K l.KKHLK,

ty of Waldo, deceased, having pre-et !•■•' a pi tition
for an alh'W tim e "lit of the personal estate -t -ail

Commissions executed in Boston, New Turk and
Philadelphia markets.
I’arlicnlar attention given to orders hj mall or

Notice ot Foreclosure.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and bo
the Countv of Waldo, mi tilt second Tue.-dav of
May A. Ib 1»5.

published

t.MOM VI.S.

s

’I regard Mr. Eddy as one "l the most'-capable
and successful practitioners with whom 1 have had
oil.rial intercourse.”
( H AS. M Ast >\, (.'ommissiciier of Patents.

lyreowb':

MOODY, Belfast.

Druggists.

The two story house and tinehalf acre of land on Church and
Court streets, known as the “8ami:l Haynes’ Place.”
Inquire
of
N. F. HOUSTON.

a*ppro\ed.

“Inventors cannot
nr

AM) I1KA1.EUS

following for sale:—Mv 3-story
Boarding House on spring street, called the
27
rooms all in good order;
Dyer House,
large
stable connected with house. Also my Shipyard,
Wharf. Dock and Marine Railway, all in good running "l der. One 2->t.ory house connected with ship-

King Mower

M

Ra H,

r (

>

UL (ASKS.

IWARK.

'■

''.07. Le< mild’.- Crossing ".17, a r; .:.
at
Burnham at "g> a. m.
I raw- Belfa-t at a.in |>. in., < ily I’...;,: 1.12. \\ :dd<
a 27, BiooUs
ku*»\ 4.1::. I ia rmiik
a,ay
t. •'>«», Leonard'; i: mniu-m
rossing in. thm

ofthe
••.■

jNETiej^EDIGINE.
/CvY 'l \

Oct. id, lsvi, tra.,
ill!'' ugh train- tm- l: mg.
i Boston, will run..- I":
«c:in a. m., City P-inl,''
I\im\ ..'52, Tlmri; iik> 7 lb

ofthe

1 yreow 40

IN

1SN3, the Steamer
RICHMOND,

OP

morning
Miilhiidge e\t

es-

America, Cone..rd, N. ft.

(«lARANTEEI)

10.

UITY

in:ih.

touching

•'

nrSold by all Leading Druggists.

A (IKE

prr

Commenring April
~

T-bp.

--~

T. T. Ingalls. S 'li> Agent, in

Vri-Jtnoriiioni.

i-vv

; m4

DTA Startlin’g Tact! Ii<■
the aggrei.i fatality—
gate are inr. rior oi.ly to c« rsr.um
I>r. Grave*’ iScarl Regulator i
Trice
•.»
Si- I" bottle, .six bottles f<>r FA. «
; rc s.
Send
diseases.
stamp i\u eminent physicians’treat Deom h<

Sale.

The brick lmuse and furniture on
Primrose Hill, Belfast, lately occupied by the late .JOHN PIERCE.
The house and lot are desirable, being situated in one of the best porFor salt; at a bargain. Call on
tions of the citv.
it. FRANK PIERCE.
Belfast, April 2, 18*3.—tfll

and pasturage, all accidents and escap *s at the
owners’ risk. Those wishing to improve t icir stock
may lind it to their advantage to call ami examine
this horse.
The one price system .stricth adhered
to. Communicationsbv mail prompllv attended to.
P. 0. Box 401.
MIDGET! BUDS.
Belfast, March 1, 1883—4ml>

'VTOTICK is hereby given that after June fourth,
1883, no interest will be paid on NORTHFORT TOWN RONDS then due, or any outstanding orders issued by said town. Such bonds or
orders will be paid in cash or exchanged for four
percent, bonds, as the holder may deterni.no.
JOHN S. HILL, Treasurer of N >rthport.

the only perfect

BOBBIN WINDER ever made, winding every
1'oM'in ps smooth as a spool of silk,
ii has the best EMBROIDERER in the world.
It will do the widest range of work, and is

Notice of Foreclosure,

JOHN S. RANLETJ,

Horse Men Attention!

May 10,1883.—2w21

is

December!

door In tin* Post Office,
office hours, I to 1, and 7 to p i\ m.
Residency
Formerly occupied by hr. Libby.
2mlb

M) si M

■■■!

W anted..

Tiro

■

Ladies

FOR SALE.
f Ct.
+

sl»i*ino

Stands acknowledged the

WATER in the heart case. 1 b. ompanies
/'• ;-r /
Dropsy). (V /•-.
/•r.m.ftif,
30FTENINC Cf the Heart, fvery common)
/'nVflivs"
,'f
a
PALPITATION.
remedy.
ANCJNA PEC70RI3, o-: Ic-Tdgia of the
Heart. Dr. gr««

MERSEY,

Lawyers,

Store in
)
ClLERK

Meadow

This

or

TRADE

STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

MMiK A XI> HEWS.
<1

Marble Work to call at

UA

city,

Boston

case.

Collection Notice.

at prices lower Ilian elsewhere.
I’lease call and examine goods and >ri< c>.

Mew

THE WHITE

>

o

VIM;
-Id my interest in trade to the tirm of
It VKKR A MIAEE>, I .-hall give my attention for a 1» w weeks »<> Hie settlement of the account sot th« tirm of WM. M. WOODS
CO., also
W 001)8 .V M YTIIHW S am I WOODS, MATHEWS
A ItAKER, after which all unsettled accounts and
m>te- will he left w it ti an attorney, as these accounts
must he paid to make a settlement with the estate
•d. the Ini** N M MATHEWS.
All wishing to cl
tic can pav to linker A shales.
WM. M. WOODS.
IEif.i-t. Man'll
l>s:».—;>mlO

IIATS ;iiiil OA
To he found in the

Maihias Steamboat Co,

**

tound in this state.
Jssh—ihni’o

May 1.1,

is

SHIRTS

WORKS!

any kind of

or

CLOTHING,
■

Foreman.

Lungworth) Building, Church Street, Belfast,
and learn my price-, which are as low as can he

l/mcn Colliirs .V Ci ll!s.

Also tlie I.

PAliM.

Re-peetfTilly invites all those in want
Monuments. Tablets, Gravestones,
Marble shelves. Vases, Bouquet
holders,

SUSPENDERS,

AND FANCY

<D

Worthless

W. T. HOWARD

igs!

For tin* next two weeks in SI'KING
MKU I'NDKIIWEAK,

WHITE

at

Iss:!.. -Nf

MARBLE

Village,

Gents Fnrnisln

Portland. P>an<jor. Mt. lh srrf and

o

I-

<;h.

JINK S AND 9, lvMI.

GENTS HALF HOSE,

delivery

read\ for

FULLER,

1 if

by the Cruet ka Ki;><ji.vi.N
>fodd purilier in
ternally, and Ci tiitka and Ci m ha soap (the
skin
cures
nu»-t wonderful
The
great
externally.
( urc certified to before a justice
ease on record.
of the peace and prominent citizens.
All utllieted

A single dost* of Sanford's Radical Cure instant\y relieves tin- most violent Sneezing or Head Colds,
clears the Head as by magic, stops watery discharges from the Nose and Eyes, prevents Kinging
Noises in the Head, cures Nervous Headache, and
subdues Chills and Fever. In Chronic Catarrh it
cleanses the nasal passages of foul mucus, restores
the senses of smell, taste, and hearing when affected, frees the head, throat, and bronchial tubes of
offensive matter, sweetens and purities the breath,
stops the cough and arrests the progress of Catarrh
towards Consumption.
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and Sanford’s Inhaler, all in one package, of
all druggists for $1.
Ask for Sanford’s Radical
-Cure. Potter Dura and Ciikm. Co., Boston.

now

VIKW

C.

ltd fast,

SEASOX SERVICE, $10,
invariably in advance. Will serve by t ic season
only. Mares not proving in foal can* he returned
next season free of charge.
Mares from idistanee
will receive careful attention in regard t > stabling

thee, thou Champion of our .State!
Thou guardian of its interests In this lmur
t >f mad
attempt to strengthen Slavery's power,

& Grade Yorkshire

III MK and

;

Carpenter, Esq., Henderson, N. Y., cured
of Psoriasis or Leprosy of twenty years’ standing

Washburn, Jr.

And all that tells of Freedom, seen or heard—
This is thy language—thine, too, tke reward!

Wb»V.

M jVIML

Brooks

s I

••

IS XV

ASSOCIATION.

S ATI III) AY,

>5“

jEjjgllMl

], iss:;.— liini

Weanlings

..

II. E.

Governors.

And fix on Freedom’s soil its curse and fate!
Thou’rt not ashamed before the proud and great—
None greater than thyself—to utter forth
The free, bold language of thy native North!
A language taught by Nature’s alphabet,
Its letters mountains and the
rushing streams,
Broad-bosomed lakes, and forests unexplored,
The (learning thunder, and the lightning’s

AND

o-z
s<

0)|_

SHALES.

<K

L. T. SII.VI.KS.

Thoroughbred

semi annual meeting will be held at the

Grange Hall,

Hoi k.

PSOKIASIS.

Ail hail to

y rS

The

.'hit,,I

PERICARZ3STIS,

COUNTY

EDUCATIONAL

every Monday and Thursday, connecting the
evening at Kockln'nd with steamers for BosD. LANE, Agent.
•I \>. LITTLE
FIELD, Sui»t.
Belfast, April I i
_]

and the people* of the* country had expressed the
merits of 11. 15., and in every way trying to induce -ntiering invalids te> u-e their -ImV instead,
expecting to make money on tin* end it and good
name of II. B.
.Many others started nostrumput up in similar sty it* to II. B.. with variously
devised mimes in winch the won I “Hop” or
I lop-" *v<‘l Use-'l ill a Way to induce' people* tee
believe they w«*re the same- a- Hop Bitter-. All
siie*h pn*tended remedies or cures, no matter
w hat their style or name is. and
especially those
with the word ‘•Hop” or ••Hops" in their name
or in any
way connected with tin m or their
name, are imitations or counterfeits.
Beware*
of them. Touch none of tlmm.
t -<* nothing
but genuine Hop Bitters, with a bunch >; clu-te’r
of give n Hops on the white* label.
I ru-t nothing else. Druggi.-ls and dealer- are warned
against dealing in imitations or counterfeits,
lmls

heart

j

ment of admiration at -Mr. Washburn’s course
in Congress during the exciting discussions on
the subject of slavery. It was written
by Dr.
Edward M. Field. The “reward” predicted for
hint in the closing line finds its fulfilment in a
life honored by the approbation of all classes of
people up to the time of his death, and the
universal regret manifested at its sudden
termination :

ab-

WALDO

>,

Ventricles.

4-U‘4 if •/;>-/ ('ont/rrs.s S,'rrrt.
I’OIM LAM).

never

4

same
h»n direct

pecially true of a family medicine, and it i<
" j>
t lu
positive* proof that the remedy
highest value*. A-.-oon as it bad bo* -n te ste d anel
prove d by tin wlioh* World that Hop Bitters was
the pure.-t. best and most valuable family medi-

HYPERTROPHY,

BANCROFT,

EASTMAN BROS &

are

and

WEEK

van

And thinkthe Kidneys or Liverare at F^u It.

ONK PRICK SYSTEM mii' 1 all our jjoo'l. \i ill lie l'omul
as ri'1'1'1—. lit.-clSAMPLES OF AM OF Oil! OOODS,
toavlher with rimilav containing VERY IMPORTANT
INFORMATION relative t" M ML ORDERS sent FREE
to any aiiOress.
amis

has.iiist paid si;-,nan fora residence,
Very l ew pa .-tors can atlbrd so ex- i
luxury, but, then, few pastors have .-o

following “Soinet,” published nearly
thirty years ago. expresses the universal senti-

Castoria.

Sprains, Burns, Galls, &c., and
instantaneous Pain-reliever.

l

a

selections AT

their

< UJ

ZSTONE IN THREE HAVE THEKjDSS

ORDER BY i¥l AIL,

OF < II A ROE
1 hi- great
discovered by a missionary in South
a self-addressed envelope to the
Inman, Station I), Xav York City.
lyris

The

Centaur Liniment.—a,.
solute

3AKKH

tiiat nightcaps have long gone out i thus securing the same benefits as tlose living in
-pirituall\ inclined w oni have the city. < Ur business is conducted on a strictly

with itching and scaly diseases should send t<> us
“The death of cx-Governor Washburn of for this testimonial in full.
Maim in (his hotel a few days ago, recalls the
SKIN DISKASi:.
fact that there are only three men
living who
F. H. Drake, Esq., Detroit, Midi., suffered 1k*"'••re Governors of States at tic*
beginning of
the civil war—Sprague of Khodc Island. Kirk- i yond all description from a skin disease which appeared on his hands, head, and face, and nearly dewood nt Iowa, and myself."
stroyed his eyes. The most careful doctoring failed
I he speaker was ex-Governor Andrew G.
to help him, and alter all had failed he used the
Curtin, upon whom a reporter called at his Crnei
ka Kksolvknt (blood purilier) internally,
rooms in the Hotel
Lafayette, Philadelphia, lust ('t'TK i’ka and (TnmiA Soap the great skin
Monday.
cures) externally, and was cured, and has remain
“Washburn was Governor of his State when ed perfectly well to this day.
the strife broke out,” continued Mr. Curtin.
SKIN HI IMOKS.
“The Governors who served
through the great,
Mrs. S. E. Whipple. Decatur, Mich., writes that
struggle were Andrew of Massachusetts, Buck- her face, head,
and some
of her bodv were
ingham of Connecticut. Morton of Indiana, and almost raw. Head coveredparts
witti scabs and sores;
inyx lf. of all the Governors who were at the suffered fearfully, and tried everything. PermaAltoona conference in lS(i2, at which
eigh- nently cured liyCn in itA Rksoi.vknt (blood purib'cn States were represented, only Kirkwood.
lier) and Ci'ticl'Ka and Cruet ka Soap (the great
skin cures).
and
I
are
Sprague
living.”
“Did President Lincoln know the
Cuticura Remedies are for sale by all druggists.
great purPrice <»f ee rier ha, small boxes, 7>C)c.; large boxes,
pose of that eon fere nee?”
CTTIlTIt.V
$1.
I I
*1 per bottle. <
“I nquestionably. The conference
approved mu soap, *2.'>c. ItESoi.VKNT,
Ci net ha siiavix; Soap. Fie.
his policy. Mr. Lincoln knew the
purpose of
Potter Drug and Chemical, Co., Boston.
calling the government together before it assembled.”
f A I ■
For Rough, Chapped
or
“How do you know this, Governor?”
I I Creasy Skin, Blackheads,
“Because 1 suggested the meeting to him, DCMU
Skin Blemishes, and Infantile Humors,
Pimples,
communicated the fact that it had been decided
use einiei KA Soap, an exquisite skin Bkai tion and explained personally its
purpose to pikk, and Toilet Bath and Nursery Sanative.
President Lincoln. But I am aware that, the
entire history of that important conference is
being prepared, and it will soon be given to the
public. It will explain many things.”

lyrlt;
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PKODICK MADE A SPECIALTY.

r.AKKi:.
Hull's-I, .la-
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make
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easy of access and forward of advance, she
meet the slow and
encourage the timorous.
want of meaning she supplies with words,
tin want ot spirit she
recompenses with
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We would
in w at uf
a call.

Teacher’-'

haughty, they must he long courted, and at last
are not always gained; hut criticism is a
god-

malignity.

our

name

WOODS, MATHEWS & BAKER, 64 Main St.

Introductory!

shall we regard with indifference the
great
inheritance which cost our sires their blood,
because we find in their gift an admixture of
imperfi eti m and evil? Surely there is good
enough, in the contemplation of which everv
patriotic heart may say. “God bless mv own.
my native land." [Garfield.

CROUP ASTHMA BRONCHITIS.

AN iiat
What

under the firm
the old stand of

Finn \ v.
It).no a. m.
Excpd-es.
lion V \ I.ue
xt:it«.* **upt. Schools.
F-say.
Isaac II. Moore, Monroe. >ubieet—“<jur Country
>ehools.”
11.oe.
1 uDiscus-ion—“Tin*
lluence.” Opened by M. .J. Dow, Brobks. _Mtu r.
M.
.1.0.
1
t
-“Uu-iWaldo.
larding,
Es-ay.
Subjem-s Education.”
{.no.
Followed by discussion,
E-say. J. W. Lmg, Brooks. subjee —“Duly of
Parents.” ;C.*5u. Miscellaneous Business—Quc-tion
(ITICCRA TREATMENT, for the mire of Box.
Skin, scalp, and Blood Di-ease, eon.-i-ts in tinSATIKDAY. JUKI A. M.
V. M miEssay. Mrs.
internal u-e of Cl I K I K.v Resolvent, the new
roe, Brooks. b.Jn. Essay. Tilton A. Elliott. Brook.-.
blood purifier, and the external use of (Ttk
ib
Subject,—“School Supervision.” lo.no. L—ay. D.
and Cr uet ra Soak, the great -kin mires.
(>. Bowen. Morrill,
subject—“Practical Teaching
and Education.”
Followed by disco-don. 11..'JO.
SALT 1SI !
Lecture on “Teaching Writing.” II.
trohock,
Bel fa-t, with illustrative examples.
1 < o i*. \i DiWill McDonald, 2X\1 Dearborn Street. Chicago,
gratefully acknowledges a cure of Salt Rheum on eus-ion of question—“Ne«'deil Change- in < >i;r Preshead, neck, face, arms, and legs for seventeen year-; ent School System.” Opened by Frank s. DolitT,
Monroe. Followed by question box and ini-cellam
not aide to w alk except on hand- and knees for one
: oils busine—. closing remarks
by Hon. V A low.
year; not able to help myself for eight years; tried
All are cordially invited to atiemI..
li-eus-d-mhundreds of remedies; doctors pronounced his ease
hopeless; permanently mired by iTncnt.v Re- will be in order upon every subject pi ruining to
curl
oininon
School
from
a dis.
Education.
Those
solvent (blood puriiier) internally. .and
rii
ka !
linin' will be entertained free, so l u a- possible.
and Cl rb t'KA Soak the great skin mires) exter1
11
u.r
vhk
over
1
Bella-t Branch K. II.
nally.
2\\21
PEK <MDEli I- X. ( < )M.

hristians do greatly wrong themselves
with a dull and heavy kind of sullenness;
who,
not 'Uttering themselves to
delight in any worldly thing, are thereupon ofttimes so heartless
that they delight in nothing.
FIJishop Ilall.
Mi view the world with our own
eyes, each
of ii': and we make from within us the world
" e see.
A weary heart gets no
gladness out of
sunshine; a s elfish man is skeptical about friendship. as a man with no ear doesn’t care for
music.
[Thackeray.

health, if Midi a thing lie pos1 or curing I .-male Complaints
sible.
tin e Pills have no equal.
Physicians
u>«* them in their
practice, sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 25 els. in
stamps. Semi for pamphlet I KKE
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

or

CHAS. BAKER AND L. T. SHALES,

Hansjon.

you, FREE

was

pensive

Many (

sound

Without Morphine

Notice.

WIND bought the .stork of goods uf WM. M.
WOODS Si (/()., the business will in future

IIi

I

Tony Ra-tor
in New York.

Life is made up. not of great sacrifices or dos. but of little
tilings, in which smiles, and
kindnesses, and small obligations, given habitually. are what win and preserve the heart,
and secure comfort.
[Sir lb Davy.
th

Ami will completely eliange the blood in
tlir entire >>>'{• in in dim- months.
\ny
P<-r*on who will take l Fiil each night
from 1 to 1 2 weeks, may be restored to

and

<o.

a.

AmtD

be eondurtod by

-SAMPLES-

America,
send
Rev. Josei’M T.

lie

BLOOD,

cure

remedy

pletely

PILLS

Infants

Ma> lo, |>s;

Copartnership

><>

can

fir MAPAI ACTED’? ObtunderamI MedieatUr. IVIAUALAoI tn oh <.,*»tton t r r, ti,
ache i- tile Children’s t timid and Mothers’ comfort.
[Kmerson.
It deadens the nerve and give- permanent relief.
become
growths
Healthy
may
poisonous by For sale by dealer- in medicine.
lyrdd*
nature by falling on the wrong mental soil, anil
what seemed a nightshade in one mind mav unWhen a fellow and girl sit on tin* sofa in the tw ifold as a morning glory in another.
it may be considered as an illustration of tin[Holmes. light
associated press.
Speak to thy parents with respectful speech.
Defer humbly to them out of deference and
A ( AK1>.
say,
"Lord, have compassion upon them, even as
To all who are sphering from the errors and inthey had compassion on me when I was voting." discretions of youth,
nervous weakness, «-arly de[Mohammed.
cay, loss of manhood. Ac., I will .-eml a recipe* that

1

i( i.Aini

v.

IP!fa 1,

Bonds

—

l!1'l

r.i

i
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ZO
to 111 l
LU X

Adelr**<s

Rad

PER

TIME

ksday and Friday, at 5 i\ m.
steamer M l
DEsKRT for .No Haven, (irecn's
Landing. Swan’s Island, Bass llarhor, So. West
1
llarhor, Bar
arbor and Sullivan, will leave Koek
land on urri\ u < 1 sieju’ner from Boston, every
Wr lnes-la;. and
Saturday-. Kcturning, leave Sulli-

cine on earth, many imitation- sprang up and
began to .steal the notices in which the press

Maine.

as

pluasu hi vu cs

man

said that.

Tic crowning fortune of a man i> that which
finds him in employment
whether it he to
make baskets, or canals, or statues, or songs.

RICH

>F

<

any linn in the state of
Wo ran and U K WILL.

cheap

Repository at the Treadwell & Mansfield
Stand, Beaver St Belfast.

E.

ALL KINDS

MarDle Worli.

W ANTED—All experienced salesman to travel.

lyr->-

The

Monuments, Tablets,
AM)

_i
DC

PEABODY MEDIC\U INSTITCTE,
or W. II. PARKER, M. D.,
4 Rullinrh Street, Boston, Muss.

SELL

GRSVE MURKS, HEAD STOKES,

you any grade of work for LESS nmi cy than any
If you WANl a cheap “Scoot" lo comlive man.
mit suicide in pass mo our money an I will get it
tor you at cost, and you will Have
hard trade
then; don’t pay a man $2a for gab D« make you
think that pine will stand as well ait
wont do it.
Mv standard work i- all w arranled,
not T ALK but a WRITTEN WARRA' T that I will
back every time. Can show you scon s of wagons
that 1 have sold that are standing tin HARDEST
l WGE. Call ami see me at once', 1 MEAN Rl
NEss, and it will pay you to look at m; stock. Will
give you best of references in city and county.
Sipiare dealings with all. Carriages exchanged as
usual.
Bring vour old and get a new one. Terms
I shall also keep a stock of [| \RN|>SES
to suit.
that 1 shall sell low.
timid

JwJl

some one sa\

[Johnson.

NEW

Grocery, Portland, and Demoera Wagons,
Ivors Buggies and Open Carriages, and in Top
Work, Piano Box,Comings,W’hiterli ipels,Phaitons. At., in End Springs, Brewster Side Bars,
Storm Springs, Webster anil the lane Cross
Spring and other styles through tie season.

experience

skill atul

We Shall! We Shall!

hickory',

“What would this country he without women?"
asked an eniiiu-ia.-tie orator. “1L would be a stagnation,” shouted a small boy.

[Moore.

Iyr28

MAKE

C. N. (/KITTENTON, A.-rent, New York*

i In fact will sell you any thing yon want in the light
i carriage line. I have go! a large lot t" » ome yet and
j lids lot must be sold to make room for more, and if
<>t Brown’s I vou will buy now 1 will give you a g'><>< 1 t rude as you
ver got. 1) n’t buy until you see me a el I will sell
is the very ;

a- well
several of the medical faculty in New ^ orkrily,”
writes Uev. I* i*. Shirley, of Chicago, “faded to
help our daughter’s epilepsy, which began to .-how
signs of turning into m.-ai.it\. By the good proviiicnce ot <«od w e tried Samnrilan Xrrcine, and it
cured her." Your druggist keeps it.

and beautiful
much time as to

and circulars send stamp.

Fur test imonials

d

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE ; OK, SELF-PRESERVATION,
is a marvel of art and
beauty, warranted t be a
better medical book in every sense than can be ob
tabu'd elsewhere for double the
price, or t lit* nu>ne\
will be refunded in every instance-,
j Author.
N. B.—YOTNO and MIDDLE ABED MEN can
save* much lime, sutTcrin.*- and
xpen-c l.\ reading
the Science of Life, or e-onferrinc wat!> tin* antler,
who may be consulted on all disease.- r •,nii:

(1)
Jcseyii,
Correspondence freely answered by physicians.
l.'Io.

TRIPS

OK

lieturning, will leave Boston every Monday,

practice, either one of w Inch is worth ten timeprice of the book. Bound in beautiful French
cloth, embossed, full gilt. Price only $1.25; by
mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
Illustrated
sample six cents. Send now.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE; OK, SELF-PRESERVATION.
is beyond all comparison the most extraordinary
work on Physiology ever published. There is noth-,
ing whatever that the married or .-ingle ran either
require or wish to know but what is fully explain
ed. [London Lancet.

Med., Co., Prop’rs.

Vx;K

Tiksday. Tir
Q

ful
tin*

druggists."INS

St-

1

display,

Printers’ink and paper

per bottle at

TSib Or. S. A. Richmond

I

“IIin ing examined the formula from w filch Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam is prepared, we recommend it as a safe and reliable medicine for the
cure of asthma, coughs, colds, and all diseases of

Almost Insane and Cured.
"Most ot the eminent dorp rs in the East,

The minds of some of our statesmen, like the
pupil of the human eye, contract themselves
the more, the stronger the light is sited upon it.

.-w r-

Truly

bores like tree.--

they leave.

j

.-onfer with any one who
carding the statements

p:r..<-d

an

arc

IW“$1.50

•,

cured.
I..-

Why

best when

Opening Sale.

’”

tliX a l-l. ly-spr- ading seoiirg -. and ! believe that
it X the best medicine now known, and that it
of Kidney «1 is»• s that van be
wi i eurr all
! <lia'.i

Great

Co.

p. M.

258th edition, revised and enlarged, just publishIt is a standard medical work, the best in the
English language, written by a physician of great
experience, to whom was awarded a gold and jewelled medal by the National Medical Association.
It contains beautiful and very expensive engravings, .300 pages, more than 125 valuable prescriptions for all forms oi diseases, amitc and chronic,
tin* result of many years ot extensive and success-

BILIOUSNESS, GOSTIVENESS,

Cl I

On and after MONDAY, April 1G, 1883, a steamer
this line will leave Belfast every Monday,
Wki>ni;si>ay, Tilt ksday and SAi IRDAv, at 2 30

ed.

KIDNEY TROUBLES AND IRREGULARITIES.

as

grand
as

_I

Bangor

SitosmiMliip

ol

fTMIE untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life may he alleviated and cured.
Those who doubt this assertion should purchase
the new medical work published bv the PEA BODY
MEDICAL IN STITT TE, Boston, entitled, THE
SCIENCE OF LIFE; OK, SELF-PRESERVATION. Exhausted V itality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline in Man, or Vitality Impaired by
the Errors of Youth, or too close application to
business, may be restored and manhood regained.

BY MAIL.

untary and uus*<licit.-d statement <•! ia.-’~ for the
information <>I your large number of r«aiders,
many of whom are undoubtedly sutler ing fr.-m

may desire

a

CARRIAGES!

be left bloom-

/

NERVOUS PROSTRATION,
BRAIN WORRY, BLOOD SORES,

[Joubert.
'
“>"lid Comfort” can lie realized by those sufferThe world belongs to those who come the
from all forms of .Scrofula, if they will take
last; they will find strength and hope as we ing
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and be cured.
have done.
[Longfellow.
A new paper in New York i- called the Lamb.
Tlie only sound and healthy description of asThe proprietors w ill
have hard work to
sisting. is that which teaches independence and keep the wolf from theprobably
door.
self-exertion. [Gladstone.
“Horse-car conductors,” says a spiteful writer,
Happy is lie to whom Heaven hath sent a “should always be chosen with a view to personal j In view of the very fluttering sueces. with which
mors'
of bread, for which he is obliged to none courage, because ‘None but the brave deserve the
our past efforts in this line have, been 'net. we ha\e
tare
It i- pre-eminently true that “N?>ne but j
hut Heaven itself.
[Cervantes.
largely increased our facilities f«»i* the •enmmodameritorious preparations deserve success.” EveryNext to the originator of a good sentence is body knows the nature and c licet ot Catarrh. It lion of those
living Ol'T OF TOWN ihivugh out*
the first (pioti r of it. Many will read the hook i- one of the mo-t loath-ome maiadies, and ha- j
SAYIPLK AND MViL OKDKK DKPARTH NT,
that
before on" thinks of quoting a passage. [F.mer- been pronounced incurable.
Ely’s Cream Balm
for
an. one sending to
may be described a- a gigantic tidal wave which
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< ured of it
alter u^’ug this w<.i.derful medicine
only a sh>>; p ;?>•'!.
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deems says bis boarding house U too Mow.
lie
told the old lads yesterday that hereafter he’d like
to dynamite earlier.

ive it.
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wit-

are accompanied
[Sir Philip Sidney.

thought requires, perhaps,

whom

soon

The secret <*!' the universal success
Iron Putters i- owing to the fact that
best iron preparation made.
By a thorough and
rapid assimilation with tIk blood it reaches every
part of tin-body, giving health, strength and end nr
ance to every
portion. Tims, beginning at the
foundation it builds up and restores lost health.
It does not contain whiskey or alcohol,
ll vs ill not
blacken the teeth. It docs not constipate or cause
Il will cure dyspepsia, indigestion,
headache.
heartburn, &leeplessnc-s di/./ines-, nervi-us debility, weakness, etc.

God is glad when any one honors father and
mother, grandfather and grandmother, worn
lown 1>\ age.
[Plato.
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will

“Sign.”

alone who

never

thoughts.
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imitations.

approve
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to

For neuralgia, nervous and sick headache, nervousness, biliousness and dvspepsia take Liebig
Co’s Coca Beef Tonic. Beware ot cheap, worthless

Whan

caprices.

that mourn without

the “foot-

For

so.

was

The last rows of summer
alone in the theatres.

If ye do well, to your own behoof will ye do
it: and if ye do evil, against yourselves will ye
do it.
[Koran.
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ideas,

Sore Throat, Su cl ling*. Sprain**, HruiHcrt,
ItiiniN. Kcald**. Fro»l Bites.
AND ALL OI1IEU BOIIII.V I'A'.NS AND ACIIES.
Sold by Druggists ami D-alers everywhere. Fit y Ceuta a bottle.
Directions in 11 Languages.
THE FFI.VIJB.ES A. YOUEI.EIt CO.
Knltiii ore. Mil., U.8. A.
(Successors t. A. VoGELERi CO.)

ing

[Coleridge.

obtained

to

new

measure

Neuralgia, Sciatica,

Lumbago, Backache. Headache. Toothache.

years I suffered severely
with scrofula : sores broke out all over my body,
and 1 am unable to tell one half that I suffered. I
was not able to obtain relief until I used Sulphur
Bitters, which completely cured me.—C. B. Dale, 17
2\\22
Allston street, Boston.

II who is not earnestly sincere lives in lint
half Ins being, self-mutilated, self-paralyzed.
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Yes, that

Treat old age with great reverence and tenderm ss.
[Zoroaster.
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[Linden.
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[Byron.
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Rheumatism,
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shoemaker was ever able to
on the sands of time.”
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KNOW THYSELF.
A Book for Every IVIan !
Young. Middie-Aged and Old.

A SPECIFIC FOR
EPILEPSY, SPASMS, -»«
CONVULSIONS, FALLING SICKNESS,
ST. VITUS DANCE, ALCHOHOLISM,
OPIUM EATING, SYPHILLIS,
SCROFULA, KINGS EVIL,
UGLY BLOOD DISEASES, DYSPEPSIA,
NERVOUSNESS, SICK HEADACHE,
RHEUMATISM, NERVOUS WEAKNESS,

name

prints

[Moses.

mother.

Russian
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bond Article
Bv thousands who have used Pearl’s White Glycerine for the skin. It produces a delightful effect
and is healthful. Druggists sell it.
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What’s in a name? Well, if it's
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[Doudan.
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Diabetes, Bright’s Disease, Kidney. Urinary or
Liver Complaints cannot be contracted by you or
your family if Hop Bitters are used, and if you already have any of these diseases Hop Bitters is the
only'medieine thut will positively cure you. Don’t
forget this, and don’t get some puffed lip stuff that
will only harm you.
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Saved.

August 21,1882.
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A new publisher, of course,
ence in the World.

And then, when the wars are over,
Perchance, of a summer night,
Some pleasure-crew shall discover,
As they lie becalmed in the light
< >f a flill moon
swung at height.
A stately ship dash by,
With open ports aglow—
A cloud of white on the sky.
That halves no shadow below,
haply, some fisher blown off shore.
In tin swirl of a winter storm,
Shall tell how lie steered to land once more.
In the light of a ghostly form.
That sped along, full sail.
In the teeth of a winter gale,
With only a graceful heel and dip,—
It i- the grand old ship,
Where Farragut, still on guard.
i
Keepeth perpetual watch and ward
nver the long Atlantic shore,
From granite Maine, with its deep sea roar,
To the fragrant waves of the Gulf he quelled of
yore.

SARSAPARILLA

hitnaal Revenue Officer

Great

Mm

A lightning-rod man in St. l'aul.
From a house had a serious fall.
Though battered and bruised,
He said when he used
St. Jacobs Oil—“it simply beats all.”

Harry Lyman Koopman. a graduate of C'olbv
I’niversity, class of 1KS0, now of Ithaca, N. Y.",
lias just published a poem entitled "The Great
Admiral.’- It is a tribute to the memory of
Admiral l'arragut. Here is one stanza:

Is a skilfully -prepan d compound, concentrated extract, by a process prcuUarly our
am. of the best remedies of the vegetable
kingdom known to medical science- a> n’teratives, blood-purifiers, diure: ies. aah ;
i«*s.
bold by all druggists. Uiie ■:.< six lor
$5. U. I. HOOD «Si CO-, Lowell. Mass.

\r

A book agent named Joe Snivrk.
Was put out and hurt by a jerk,
He says as a cure,
St. Jacobs Oil is sure.
At all times to get in its work.

The night is come, like to the day;
liepart not Thou, great God away,

A remedy that can destroy the germs of
scrofula, and when once settled lias flic power to root it out, must he appreciated
by
those afllictcd.
The remarkable cures of
j oung children and the more wonderful cures
of those of middle age and late in life, as illustrated by our printed testimonials, prove
Hood’s Sarsaparilla to he a lcliablc.rcmcdy. centainiug remedial agents which do
positively cure scrofula and eradicate it from
tile blood.

HOOD’S

i

Prayer at Night.

SCROFULA,

and taken upon himself
of the estate of

MARY B. HOUSTON, late of Belfast,
in the Countv of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; In* therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment-, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
*
CHARLES H. WORDING.
to him.
Belfast, May, 1883.

\t

a

Probate

t "l* t

of

Cmuj:

held at Belfast, within and
lie Colin t\ of \\ a Ido, on the second Tuesda'
A. 1). lbs;.

May,

CROCKKR, liiiardian of ABBIK R.
KKR, in nor child of HIRAM ( ROCK
KR, late of Stockton, in said County of Waldo, dc
eea-ed. having pres ntml hi- linal account of Cuar-

SKBRA
CR(>(

diansiiip lor allow a io»
Ordered, That the said tiuardian give notice to all
persons interested by eau-ing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively in tin* Re.
publican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
w it bin and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of J une next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any I hey have, w hy the same should
not be allowed.
•J AMKS D. LAMSON, Judge.
A. A. Fi.krciiKU, Register.
A true copy. Attot
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. I>. 1SSJ. j

ROLIN I: III ii I lb >RN, (iuardian of <. K< >R(iK
FRKKMAN IIICHBORN and 1IATT1K I >.
of Stoekton, in said County of Waldo, minors, having | resented a petition for license
real ‘stale of said minors for purcertain
to -ell
poses therein named at private sale.
Ordered, That the said <. uardian give notice to all
persons interested ly causing a copy of thi* order
to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that tliev may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of June next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be granted.
Jw-d
J YMKS 1>. LAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fletchkk, Register.

Cy\
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